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Context-Based JIT Compilation: The Design &Implementation of a Distributed JVMRodrigo Augusto Barbato Ferreira Guido Costa Souza de Ara�ujoAbstratJust-In-Time (JIT) ompilation is a well-known tehnique used to improve the exe-ution time in the Java Virtual Mahine (JVM). However, the amount of time used bythe JIT internals degrades, in many ases, the appliation exeution time. Some teh-niques have been used to derease the JIT overhead, while still keeping its e�etiveness.However, the trade-o� between the JIT running time and its objet ode exeution timewill always exist. From our observation, an end-user Java Virtual Mahine deals withthe same ode most of its time. Users always launh the same appliations whih aretypially omposed of the same set of lasses. On the other hand, in big ompanies,dozens, or even hundreds of employees share the same appliation or appliation suite.Usually, they are onneted under the same fast and seure Intranet. In this senario,the per-user JIT e�ort is repetitive and largely greater than the stritly required. Thegoal of our work is to detah linking ativities from the JVM to a shared server, ona distributed fashion. By doing that, the lient JVM turns to be a very simple pieeof software that runs Java ode natively, not requiring a JIT or interpreter. All om-plex linking ativities | like link-time error heking, lass �le veri�ation and JITompilation | are done by the server whih ahes its responses. This doument is adesription of an alternate implementation of the Java Virtual Mahine that inovates.It overs speially: tehniques for deteting and ahing repetitive link-time ontexts;an alternate, o�-line, byteode veri�ation proedure; the design and implementation ofa Java spei� intermediate representation; and the detailed desription of many JVMimplementation issues.1 OverviewJust-In-Time ompilation, also known as JIT, is a well-known tehnique used to improvethe exeution time in the Java1 Virtual Mahine (JVM). However, the amount of time,and sometimes memory, used by the JIT internals, in many ases, degrades the appliationexeution time. Some tehniques have been used to derease the JIT overhead while keepingits e�etiveness[MMBC97, KG97℄. Some of these tehniques make use of heuristis to detetexeution hot spots and produe quality ode for them[Sun98℄. Other tehniques try to fouson providing faster algorithms only for gain-proven ompiler tasks[YMP+99℄. However, thetrade-o� between the JIT running time and its objet ode exeution time will always exist.There is no silver bullet.1Java is a registered trademark of Sun Mirosystems, In.1



2 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujo1.1 The SenarioFrom our observation, an end-user Java Virtual Mahine deals with the same ode most ofits time. Users always launh the same appliations whih are typially omposed of thesame set of lasses. That repetitive situation does not hange until the user buys an upgradeof the software he has been using. Also, the Java Platform API [GYT96a, GYT96b℄ is ahuge slie of the ode being exeuted by every appliation, and it only hanges on a JVMrelease basis. So, why does the JIT need to reompile all those lasses, over and over, onevery JVM start up? Surely, the dynamis of the JVM linking model | with lass loadersand a �ne-grained linking unit | makes it diÆult for the JIT to ath and ahe omplexontexts.On the other hand, in big ompanies, dozens, or even hundreds of employees share thesame appliation or appliation suite. Usually, they are onneted under the same fastand seure Intranet. Why not hoist the JIT to a server, building a shared repository ofompiled ode? Thus not only users will get the ommon ase fast, but they will also makethe ommon ase fast for other users.
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Figure 1: A shared JIT server.In this senario, depited on Figure 1, the ompany will not have to buy powerfulhardware for eah employee. Instead, the ompany makes a rational investment on the JITserver mahine. Even if the employee runs a poor mahine, he will get optimized nativeode | at the expense of waiting for its ompilation on a fast server in the worst ase. Thisis true2 Java tehnology being delivered on standard hardware.This approah an be extended to the whole Internet one JIT servers are trusted andonnetions made over seure sokets.2In the sense of a JVM, not a native ompiler.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 31.2 Our GoalIt is our believe that the Java platform shines on its portability. However, its mahine-independent byteode is not well suited for exeution on most real-world proessors. Thatfat, in onjuntion with the seurity model and philosophy adopted by the Java platform,makes the JVM a heavy piee of software. Our e�ort is not to ritiize the Java plat-form design, but to ask ourselves how we an ahieve a straight-on-business light-weightimplementation of it.Our goal is to detah linking ativities from the JVM to a shared server, on a distributedfashion. The lient JVM turns to be a very simple piee of software that runs Java odenatively, not requiring a JIT or interpreter. All omplex linking ativities | like link-timeerror heking, lass �le veri�ation and JIT ompilation | are done by the server, whihahes its responses. The software is designed in a way that both standalone (built-inserver) and distributed models ould be ahieved.1.3 Road MapThe work herein desribed addresses all the issues disussed so far. Eah hapter providesinsight and details of every onstrution stage of a Java 2 JVM implementation.This doument is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, the state-of-the-art on JVM im-plementation is presented. In Chapter 3, the design possibilities of a distributed JVMarhiteture are disussed. In Chapter 4, we give details about the ontext identi�ationtehniques we have adopted, as well as the solutions to problems arisen during their im-plementation. In Chapter 5, an eÆient byteode veri�ation algorithm is desribed asa replaement for the standard algorithm. In Chapter 6, we introdue the intermediaterepresentation and desribe how to onvert byteode to it. In Chapter 7, we desribe theplatform-independent bak-end for the Intel Arhiteture 32-bit family of proessors. InChapter 8, we give implementation details about the runtime environment, inluding datalayout on heap and stak. In Chapter 9, we desribe the garbage olletion algorithm wehave implemented. In Chapter 10, the mehanis of automati virtual mahine generationis exposed. Finally, we present the onlusions in Chapter 11.Two appendies are provided as additional information to the reader. In Appendix A,we give a omplete spei�ation of the intermediate language. In Appendix B, we desribethe tree rewriting tool that we developed targeting the Java Programming Language[AG00℄.2 Related WorkThis hapter presents the state-of-the-art on Java Runtime implementation. First, we de-sribe the most used tehniques to implement the Java Language Runtime. They range frominterpreters to native ompilers, passing through mixed exeution engines and JIT triks.Seond, we present bleeding edge Java Runtime implementations from various vendors.Finally, we disuss the goals of our work and how they �t into the whole piture.



4 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujo2.1 Approahes to the Java Runtime EnvironmentThere are basially two implementation approahes to the Java Language Runtime Environ-ment : native \stati" ompilers[FKR+99, PTB+97℄ and virtual mahines[KG97, YMP+99℄.A native ompiler performs platform-dependent translation from Java byteodes to ma-hine language. Sine the translation ours before exeution, native ompilers annot takeadvantage of run-time information. That is why native ompilation is also referened toas stati ompilation3. Native ompilation is a Java adaptation of the standard ompila-tion approah present in the C/C++ world. Native ompilers di�er from virtual mahinesin the sense that they are unable to eÆiently handle byteode loaded on-the-y. Whilevirtual mahines usually have an interpreter or Just-In-Time (JIT) ompiler to do thatjob, most native ompilers don't. Therefore, native ompilers only provide limited supportfor lass loaders4. Native ompilers usually lak some other Java features like reetiveprogramming and built-in objet serialization, but that is not a must. Although some vir-tual mahines provide native embedding of ore lass libraries, the di�erene from nativeompilers is the fat that on native ompilers user lasses are inluded on preliminary om-pilation. The intense usage of Java native ompilers is due to the belief that they providefaster exeution. This is true nowadays, sine native ompilation time is not a onstraint,but will not hold on a near future, one virtual mahine tehnology matures. Vendors laimthat native ompilers protets intelletual property sine reverse engineering ompiled odeis onsiderably harder. However, byteode obfusators an address this matter while stillkeeping its portability. Usually, native ompilation is used for deployment of large sale ormission-ritial Java systems.A virtual mahine an be seen as a feature-unonstrained Java Language Runtime im-plementation. Virtual mahines provide a byteode exeution-engine, whih is usually aninterpreter or JIT ompiler[Yel96℄. Some virtual mahines use a mixed exeution model,where byteode known at virtual mahine ompile time is translated to mahine languageand oupled with the byteode exeution-engine provided by the implementation. High-endvirtual mahines use advaned JIT tehniques and other methods to ahieve performane.Preliminary implementations of the Java Virtual Mahine made use of byteode inter-pretation as the only exeution mehanism. Literal byteode interpreters are slow, sinebyteode semantis require link-time and run-time heks. The �rst e�ort to remove extrabyteode heks during interpretation resulted in a simple rewriting tehnique[LY96, x9.1℄.This tehnique replaes byteode opodes by quik opodes[LY96, x9.2℄ after �rst exeution.Quik opodes are free of link-time heks, sine they will only exeute when linkage a-tions are guaranteed to take plae. Interpretation has been proven to onstrain performanehorizons, and it is a barrier to the Java tehnology.Just-In-Time ompilation is a tehnique inorporated by the Java Virtual Mahine toaddress performane issues. JIT ompilers have been used in language runtime implemen-tations of symboli systems for many years. In the Java Virtual Mahine, the JIT is usedto translate byteodes to mahine language in a method basis. After the �rst interpreted3The tehnique is also known as Way Ahead of Time (WAT) ompilation.4Some implementations have no support for dynami lass loading at all. Others let appliations loadlasses known at ompile time.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 5exeution, subsequent method alls are faster sine they exeuted natively. The main task ofa Java JIT ompiler is to remove redundant run-time heks[Ste96, MMS98℄. Also the JITmust produe as good as possible mahine ode. However, JIT ompilation is onstrainedon time beause it ours during appliation exeution. So there is a trade-o� between JITompilation time and objet ode exeution time.A tehnique used to derease JIT ompilation time, while not sari�ing objet odeexeution time, is Aware JIT [Aze99℄ ompilation. Aware JIT ompilation onsists of ano�-line byteode preproessing, whih performs expensive analyses and optimizations. Theinformation gathered is annotated in the byteode. By doing that, the Aware JIT wastesless time during translation, sine most of the information required to generate ode isalready present in the annotated byteode. The Aware JIT tehnique has been provento be e�etive when doing register alloation for RISC arhitetures and removing extranull pointer and array bounds heks. The major problem with the Aware JIT approahis seurity. The information annotated on the byteode is usually trusted by the AwareJIT. This represents a real seurity hole sine maliious modi�ations on the annotatedinformation an produe serious hazard. Veri�ation of annotated information ould be apossibility if it were not as expensive as the omputation itself.Another tehnique present in the urrent generation of virtual mahines[Sun98℄ is adap-tative optimization. This tehnique has onsiderably improved performane in dynamityped languages, like Smalltalk [GRI83℄ and Self [CUL91℄. The idea behind adaptative op-timization is based on the fat that a omputer program spends most of its exeution timein small portions of its ode, the so alled hot-spots. JIT ompilers should give speialattention to hot-spots and let the other portions of the program be interpreted. An adapta-tive optimization exeution engine must have pro�ler support embedded in its interpreter,and a hot-spot detetion algorithm. The major problem with the adaptative optimizationapproah is the performane penalty for short-lived appliations. Unfortunately, hot-spotsare only notieable after the appliation is running for a while, and starts to repeat itself.This tehnique is appropriate for server appliations and extensions.Another attempt to improve the performane of JIT ompilers is ode ahing. The ideabehind ode ahing is to identify repetitive situations and use ode generated by the JITompiler in previous exeutions. This saves JIT time on ahe hits, and enourages the JITto apply aggressive optimizations sine the output ode is likely to be reused. To the bestof our knowledge no prodution JVM supports persistent ahing of JIT produed ode(by Deember/2000). Some systems provide one time JVM loading, meaning that the odeprodued by the JIT is ompiled one at least for the API lasses. However, this annotbe onsidered a true ahing sheme sine the JVM must stay loaded, wasting primarymemory, and it annot save the ontext to be used in a subsequent loading. There aremany pratial problems when trying to identify and ahe a repetitive ontext in the JavaVirtual Mahine. The main soure of problems is the runtime typing model of the JVM.2.2 High-End Mahines and Native CompilersThis setion provides an overview about major performane-aware implementations of theJava Runtime Environment: JVMs, native ompilers and JITs. Eah software desription



6 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujois a summary based on tehnial information available online and publiations.Sun Mirosystems' Java 2 SDKThe Java 2 Platform SDK, Standard Edition (J2SE) is a feature-omplete developmentand deployment platform. J2SE is the standard Java implementation from Sun Mirosys-tems, whih inludes a Java Virtual Mahine and related libraries. J2SE JVM inorporatesSun's proprietary adaptative optimization tehnology known as HotSpot [Sun98℄. HotSpotprovides an optimizing JIT ompiler, pro�ler based hot-spot detetion heuristis, dynamideoptimization apabilities (to handle earlier optimizations invalidated by ode loaded on-the-y), and an aurate generational garbage olletion algorithm[Ung84℄. Currently, it isavailable on Windows, Solaris and Linux platforms.URL: http://www.javasoft.om/Ka�eKa�e is a omplete, fully ompliant open soure Java environment. It omes with its ownstandard lass libraries, native libraries, and a highly on�gurable virtual mahine with ajust-in-time and native ompiler. Ka�e was designed with portability and salability inmind. Its threading model allows the hoie between an internal, Java-spei� user-levelthreading system, and a native kernel-level threading system for platforms where this isavailable. Ka�e has its own heap management system with a mark-and-sweep garbageolletor. It provides the ability to replae the garbage olletion algorithm with one thatmay be more appropriate to the appliation: referene ounting, generational or opying.An interesting feature of Ka�e is the exeution engine, whih omes in three di�erent avors:interpreter, just-in-time ompiler and native ompiler. The interpreter is smaller and easierto port, but is signi�antly slower when exeuting ode. The JIT requires a layer of marosto be written, ontaining the atual assembler instrutions. This allows byteodes to betranslated to native ode \on-demand". The native ompiler allows java ode to be ompiledahead of time diretly to native ode.URL: http://www.ka�e.org/LaTTeLaTTe[YMP+99℄ is a Java Virtual Mahine reated by the MASS (Miroproessor Arhi-teture and System Software) Laboratory of the Shool of Eletrial Engineering at SeoulNational University, as a joint work with the VLIW Researh Group at IBM T.J. WatsonResearh Center. It inludes a novel JIT ompiler targeted to RISC mahines, spei�allythe UltraSPARC. The JIT ompiler generates quality RISC ode through a lever mappingof Java stak operands to registers with a negligible overhead. Additionally, the runtimeomponents of LaTTe, inluding thread synhronization, exeption handling, and garbageolletion, are optimized. As a result, the performane of LaTTe is ompetitive with thatof other prodution JVMs. LaTTe was initially developed based on Ka�e virtual mahine,



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 7but most parts of the JVM, inluding the JIT ompiler, the garbage olletor, monitor lokhandling, and exeption handling, have been replaed by lean room implementations.URL: http://latte.snu.a.kr/JRokitJRokit laims to be the fastest and most salable JVM for server appliations. Similar toSun Mirosystems' HotSpot tehnology, JRokit uses adaptative optimization to improveexeution performane. It provides several di�erent garbage olletion poliies: stop andopy, generational, \train based" inremental. JRokit uses Thin Threads, a better imple-mentation of Java threads whih alloates no more native threads than available mahineproessors. Eah native thread exeutes one or more Java threads. Context swith andsheduling are done internally by the runtime. The Thin Threads model takes up lessmemory and is muh faster.URL: http://www.jrokit.om/TowerJTowerJ onsists of a native ompiler and a runtime that optionally inludes a dynami linkerand a byteode interpreter. TowerJ takes byteode as input and produes an optimizedfuntionally equivalent self-ontained exeutable program. It delivers a Java appliationdeployment solution that provides native ompilation bene�ts while preserving the exibilityof Java's dynami apabilities. TowerJ is based on Tower 's proprietary TRIPLE CROWNtehnology, whih has been evolving sine the early 1990s. TRIPLE CROWN tehnologywas developed while looking for ways to signi�antly improve the performane of advanedobjet-oriented programming languages. It was originally implemented for Ei�el [Mey91℄and due to the similarities of Ei�el and Java, the migration of TRIPLE CROWN wasstraightforward. The TRIPLE CROWN Runtime/VM is urrently supported on Hewlett-Pakard HP-UX, Compaq Tru64 Unix and NT/Alpha, Mirosoft Windows NT, Sun Solaris,IBM AIX, Silion Graphis IRIX, and Linux.URL: http://www.towerj.om/JETJET [Les99℄ ompiles Java appliations into native Win32 exeutables. JET is the �rst Ex-elsior projet that employs their XNJ tehnology. XNJ (XDS Native Java) is based on theXDS multi-target optimizing ompiler onstrution framework. The XDS framework sup-ports generation of highly optimized native ode for several widely used CPU arhitetures,suh as Intel x86, Motorola M680x0, PowerPC, and Sun SPARC (and also generation ofC/C++ soure ode). The ore of the framework de�nes lasses for internal representation(IR) of the program. As usual, the XDS framework has three major omponents: front-end,IR transformer (or middle-end) and bak-end. The middle-end and bak-end omponents



8 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujosupport various optimization tehniques ommonly used in \lassial" ompilers[ASU86,x10℄. Among them are: global inline substitution of methods[Mu97, x15℄, ommon subex-pressions elimination[Co70℄, onstant propagation, loop unrolling[Mor98, x9.7℄, redundantrun time heks removal[Ste96, MMS98℄, advaned register alloation algorithms[CAC+81℄and instrution sheduling[Mor98, x12℄. Some objet-oriented optimizations are also avail-able: type inferene[CU90℄ and stak alloation[GS99℄. Stati Single Assignment [CFR+91℄(SSA) is used in internal program representation greatly improving the quality of theseoptimizations. JET has a non-onurrent mark-ompat garbage olletion algorithm thatpossesses advantages of both mark-and-sweep and opying garbage olletion algorithms.It is aurate and auses less memory fragmentation than traditional mark-and-sweep al-gorithms.URL: http://www.exelsior-usa.om/JOVEJOVE is an optimizing native ompiler for large-sale Java appliations. JOVE ombinessophistiated whole-program and objet-oriented optimization tehnologies, native ompi-lation, and a salable runtime arhiteture. The runtime system inludes preise multi-threaded multi-generational garbage olletion, native threading, low overhead polymor-phism, and a great number of minor optimizations. Objet oriented optimizations inludeseletive method inlusion, type analysis, polymorphi all-site redution, and seletive gen-eration of reetive metadata. At this time, JOVE only targets the Intel 32-bit family ofproessors running Windows.URL: http://www.instantiations.om/IBM High Performane CompilerThe IBM High Performane Compiler [IBM98℄ (IBM-HPC) is an optimizing native odeompiler for Java. Currently, there are beta-level versions for both AIX and Windows.Byteodes are proessed by a translator to produe an internal ompiler intermediate lan-guage (IL) representation of eah lass. The ommon bak-end from IBM's XL family ofompilers for the RS/6000 is then used to turn this intermediate representation into anobjet module (.o �le) whih is linked with other objet modules from the appliation andlibraries to produe an exeutable program. The libraries implement garbage olletion,the Java Platform API, and various system routines to support objet reation, threads,exeption handling, appliation startup and termination. The use of a ommon bak-endgrants high-quality, robust ode optimization apabilities. However, it also ditates theuse a onservative garbage olletor sine the bak-end provides no speial support forgarbage olletion. It uses the publily available Boehm[BW88℄ onservative garbage ol-letor, whih has been ported to many platforms. Code optimizations inlude instrutionsheduling, ommon subexpression elimination, intra-module inlining, onstant propaga-tion, global register alloation. Java spei� optimizations, like run time heking removal,are done during IL translation.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 9URL: http://www.alphaworks.ibm.om/BulletTrainBulletTrain is a system for statially ompiling and linking JVM byteode appliations forWindows platforms. It inludes an optimizing native ompiler, a linker and reompilationmanager, an advaned thread-hot runtime, and a ore set of Java 2 optimized libraries.The rafting of the runtime system to the needs of the Java language provides high-speedloking, lass asts, memory alloation, plus support for thousands of threads and smoothsaling onto multiproessors. In addition, BulletTrain provides tools for observing thebehavior of programs. Heap use an be ategorized by objet type and thread deadloksan be automatially deteted. JNI (Java Native Interfae) operations are always hekedfor orret parameters and stak traes always ontain line numbers.URL: http://www.naturalbridge.om/GNU Compiler for JavaThe GNU Compiler for Java[Bot97℄ (GCJ) is a portable, optimizing, native ompiler for theJava Programming Language. GCJ is part of the widely known GNU Compiler Colletion(GCC). It ompiles Java, in both soure ode and byteode forms, to mahine ode. GCJprovides a set of auxiliary libraries whih onsist of the Java Platform API ore lasses,garbage olletor, threading and optional byteode interpreter. The presene of a byteodeinterpreter means that GCJ ompiled appliations an dynamially load and interpret lass�les, resulting in a mixed exeution model.URL: http://soures.redhat.om/java/MarmotMarmot [FKR+99℄ is a performane ompetitive researh native ompiler developed at Mi-rosoft Researh. It was aimed to study the potential performane of large appliations writ-ten in objet-oriented languages. Marmot does stati program analysis and transformation,inluding data ow and type-based loal and whole-program analyses. Transformationsinlude elimination of runtime safety heks and synhronization operations, alloating ob-jets on the stak, elimination of unneessary memory referenes, and pro�le-based methodspeialization and inlining. Garbage olletion is supported by three garbage olletionshemes: onservative, opying and generational.URL: http://www.researh.mirosoft.om/OpenJITThe OpenJIT [OSM+00℄ projet is an ongoing Java Programming Language JIT ompilerprojet as a ollaborative e�ort between Tokyo Institute of Tehnology and Fujitsu Labo-ratory, partly sponsored by the Information Promotion Ageny of Japan. OpenJIT is a



10 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujo\reetive" JIT ompiler in that it is almost entirely written in Java; it bootstraps andompiles itself during exeution of the user program. Compiler omponents oexist as �rst-lass objets in the user heap spae; thus, users an tailor and ustomize the ompilationof lasses at runtime for a variety of purposes: appliation-spei� optimization, partialevaluation, dynami environment adaptation of programs, debugging, language extension,et. OpenJIT allows full dynami update of itself by loading the ompiler lasses on-the-y.It is fully JDK ompliant, and plugs into standard JVMs on several Unix platforms suh asSolaris (Spar), Linux (x86), and FreeBSD (x86).URL: http://www.openjit.org/2.3 Best of All WorldsThe JVM desribed by this doument was designed to omprise the advantages, and su-perede the ambitions, of all implementations available so far. In an early stage of develop-ment, the following features were de�ned as the set of goals we would like to ahieve.Virtual Mahine The system must be a virtual mahine, not a native ompiler, in thesense that appliations should be deployed on standard byteode.Full Funtional End-User It must be a deployment JVM, supporting all end-user fea-tures inluding JNI[Sun97℄ and stak traes. Standard debugging and pro�ling inter-faes were dropped on behalf of oherene. They are not required by end-users.100% Native Exeution Exeution must be done natively, no interpreter bundled. Mostimplementations use mixed exeution instead of 100% native exeution. On JVMs thishappens to avoid the overhead of ompiling lass initializers whih will run only one.On native ompilers, exeution is 100% native for ode ompiled ahead of time. Somenative ompilers provide an interpreter to exeute ode loaded on-the-y, but mostdon't.Persistent Shared JIT Code Code generated by JITmust be ahed on seondary mem-ory for future reuse. The ahe system must support sharing by multiple JVM in-stanes running on the same omputer. As far as we know, no JVM attempts to saveJIT ode on seondary memory. Some JVMs support one time loading whih keepsJIT ode on primary memory. Persistent ahing enables 100% native exeution.Distributed Capability The JIT ompiler may reside outside the omputer that runs theJVM. Multiple JVMs may share a single JIT server. This extends the idea of sharingJIT ode from a omputer to a omputer network.Aggressive Compilation Aggressive ompiler optimization tehniques may apply, sinethe ahe system dilutes ompilation time. The JIT server has the ability to reoptimizefrequently requested ode on its idle time. We foresee not only \lassial" optimiza-tions, but also expensive whole-program optimizations (inluding objet-oriented)only available on native ompilers.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 11Mostly Written in Java The vast majority of the virtual mahine is written in the JavaProgramming Language[AG00℄, inluding byteode parser and veri�er, and ompilerdata strutures and algorithms. This takes advantage of objet-oriented larity andreuse and sets up a performane ompromise: the virtual mahine will run as fast asthe ode it generates. OpenJIT[OSM+00℄ have been suessful on that.Methods as First-Class Objets JIT ompiled methods are represented inside the JVMas �rst-lass objets. Therefore, methods may be garbage olleted and handled fromJava ode.Adaptative Optimization The JVM runtime must be onstruted so as to support adap-tative optimization. Pro�ling is done by inspeting stak frames from runtime all-baks. Reompilation our onveniently for popular methods and lasses. Replae-ment makes old version of methods eligible for garbage olletion.Aurate Garbage Colletion The runtime must be able to ompute aurately, at anytime, the set of reahable objets. The aurate GC is lear, reliable, and exible.Small and Flexible Runtime The runtime must be small (simply JNI, threading andgarbage olleted heap). Easy replaement of threading and garbage olletion strate-gies is a must. Portions of the runtime that an be written in Java are (less dependenton the orretness and performane of third party ompilers).Highly Portable The virtual mahine is highly portable, being written almost totally inJava. The runtime is written in standard C[KR88℄ with well de�ned OS interfaes fornative threading and memory alloation. Portability is ahieved rapidly for platformsbased on the same proessor. When porting to a new proessor, a new ompiler bak-end must be written. Most optimizations our in the intermediate representation,and do not require to be rewritten.Preompiled Bootstrap Classes Bootstrap lasses, inluding ore library lasses andJIT ompiler lasses, are preompiled during virtual mahine generation. Thoselasses do not need to be hanged by users, they only hange when a new JVMversion is released. This provides instant performane for system lasses and avoidhiken-egg ompilation problems (beause the JIT is written in Java).Seletive Metadata The runtime does not need to waste primary memory with metadatafor all loaded lasses. It should be retrieved on demand from the ahe system.Metadata are required by appliations that use some speial Java APIs (e.g. reetion)and for printing stak traes.3 Virtual Mahine DesignThis hapter desribes the overall design of our JVM implementation. Rather than a JavaVirtual Mahine, the system is best quali�ed as a Java Virtual Mahine arhiteture. Cur-rently, this arhiteture is omposed of three software omponents: a lient, a server and alient-generator. The omponents, their roles, and how they interat are desribed here.



12 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujo3.1 A JVM ArhitetureOur implementation of the Java Runtime is best quali�ed as a Java Virtual Mahine arhi-teture. That is beause it is not a single software that implements the JVM. There aresoftware omponents that work independently and do spei� tasks. Part of the system isgenerated by itself and the omuniation is made using a simple servie-oriented protool.Currently, the JVM arhiteture is omposed of three software omponents:Client JVM The virtual mahine itself, it omes in two avors: Standalone and Thin-Client.Client JVM Generator The virtual mahine generator, automatially produes a ClientJVM based on a given on�guration.Server JVM The virtual mahine server, omprises basially the lass �le parser, byteodeveri�er and JIT ompiler. It has a seondary memory ahe system.3.2 Software ComponentsThis setion provides information about the software omponents that make up the JVMarhiteture.3.2.1 Client JVMThe Client JVM omponent is the software that implements the user level Java VirtualMahine. Most of it is generated from Java byteodes and oupled with a C runtime.Figure 2 shows the strutural deomposition of the Client JVM in subomponents.As usual, the JVM is implemented as a platform dependent library that is loaded froman appliation, the Launher, using JNI[Sun97℄. It reads ore and user lasses from the �lesystem (using the CLASSPATH 5) or another appliation de�ned soure. Native methodsare implemented externally in Native Libraries whih are loaded on demand by the JVM.Internally, the Client JVM has a C runtime whih omprises the implementation of JNI,heap strutures and garbage olletor algorithms, multithreading, exported extra JVM alls,and an OS interfae (inluding assembly required alls). Most of the C runtime is writtenin standard C on a portable manner. There are speial interfaes to proessor and platformdependent operations. Both the garbage olletor and multithreading subsystems havea well de�ned interfae, whih makes strategies replaement easy. The heap strutures,however, are meant to be �xed. The extra JVM alls are alls required by native librariesthat annot be implemented from JNI alls (e.g. Objet.lone()), they exist to dereaseJVM internals exposure to ore native libraries. The C runtime implementation details aredesribed in Chapter 8. The garbage olletor is detailed in Chapter 9.As said before, part of the Client JVM is generated from Java byteodes. These Javabyteodes omprise the ore API lasses[CLK98, CL97, CLK99℄ and some JVM implementa-tion internal lasses, inluding JIT ompiler and Java language type support[LB98℄. During5The CLASSPATH is spei�ed by the launher, whih reads it from the ommand line or from anenvironment variable.
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Figure 2: Client JVM subomponents.generation, those lasses are translated to assembly and plaed on a segment following theheap layout. When the JVM is reated, the C runtime does the bootstrap using thoseembedded lasses. This enables the implementation of most of the Client JVM using theJava language.The JIT Interfae, as depited on Figure 2, is part of the Java ode embedded on theClient JVM. This interfae de�nes a set of methods used by the Client JVM to handledynamially loaded ode, as well as other link-time ativities. During generation, a JITInterfae implementation must be hosen to be embedded on the Client JVM. Currently,two implementations of the JIT Interfae are provided, as shown in Figure 3.
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14 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoThe other JIT Interfae implementation available is the Thin-Client (Figure 3 (b)).A Client JVM that uses the Thin-Client implementation will require a Server JVM toexeute, whih reeives requests delegated through a seure network onnetion. Therefore,the Thin-Client implementation is light-weight and is not required to run on a omputerwith seondary memory. Optionally it may have a loal ahe to minimize network ativity.3.2.2 Server JVMThe Server JVM omponent implements an external JIT ompiler engine that reeives oneor more onnetions from Thin-Client JVMs. It is entirely written in the Java languageand its ore is omposed of the same set of lasses as the Standalone Client JVM.
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Figure 4: Server JVM subomponents.Figure 4 shows the struture and subomponents of the Server JVM. Similar to Stan-dalone Client JVM, it has a lass �le parser, byteode veri�er, JIT ompiler, and ahesubsystem. The major di�erene is the Bak-End Plug-in Interfae whih targets multiplesimultaneous bak-end implementations instead of a single embedded target-spei� bak-end. A Server JVM may generate mahine ode for many proessors, as well as providemethods in raw intermediate representation. This raw IR mode an be used by InterpretedClient JVMs6 whih interpret IR, rather than byteode, on unsupported proessors.Sine it is written in the Java Programming Language, the Server JVM requires a JavaVirtual Mahine to exeute. Instead of running the Server JVM on a third-party JVM,whih ould have a negative impat on performane, or run it on a Thin-Client JVM, whihwould require another Server JVM, we run it on a Standalone Client JVM. Doing that makespossible the sharing of ommon omponents of both the Server JVM and the underlyingStandalone Client JVM, ideally.3.2.3 Client JVM GeneratorThe Client JVM Generator generates Client JVMs based on a on�guration. The ClientJVM Generator on�guration spei�es the set of lasses, and their linkage state, upon6Not implemented on the arhiteture.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 15bootstrap. It simulates the loading and linking of ore lasses on a virtual heap | onnetingto a Server JVM | and outputs an assembly �le. The assembly �le ontains a segmentdelaration and the virtual heap transript to the target platform layout. Automati virtualmahine generation is overed on Chapter 10.
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Figure 5: System funtional diagram.3.3 Funtional OverviewThe Figure 5 depits a funtional diagram of the whole system.At generate-time, a Client JVM is produed by linking objets resulting from ompilingthe C runtime and assembling the ore lasses output by the Client JVM Generator. Forboth Standalone and Thin-Client JIT Interfae implementations, the C runtime is the same,but the ore lasses vary aording to the on�guration. During generation, the Client JVMGenerator onnets to the server to link lasses and ompile their assoiated methods. Afterlinkage, a platform dependent shared library is output, and an be loaded using the standardJNI primitives.At run-time, the Launher appliation loads the Client JVM shared library using theplatform loader. Depending on the on�guration hosen during Client JVM generation, tworun-time possibilities exist. In the Thin-Client implementation, the Client JVM onnetsto the server and delegates linkage requests to it. In the Standalone implementation, theClient JVM has embedded linkage funtionality, it diretly aesses the loal ahe system.



16 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoAside from the rest of the system, the Server JVM is used by both the Thin-Client JVMand the Client JVM Generator to ompile and link lasses. It has a loal ahe systemwhih may be shared with other instanes of the JVM.4 Server-Side Context Identi�ationThis hapter overs ontext identi�ation. In order to implement the ahe system, theServer JVM has to e�etively detet repetitive situations in Client JVMs and respond usingstored data. Details about how ontext identi�ation was implemented and the problemsthat ame up during its implementation are disussed.4.1 States & PhasesThe ommuniation between Client JVMs and the Server JVM was designed using a verysimple sheme. This ommuniation is servie-oriented and the speial term phase is usedto name servies made available by the Server JVM. A phase has parameters that must beprovided by the Client JVM, and a response that is omputed by the Server JVM. Eahphase starts a task for whih the same parameters always yield the same response. Thisfat is the key point of the ahe system.The exeution of the phase task always handles information regarding a partiular lassin a partiular state. A lass may be in one of three states: registered, loaded or linked, asdepited in Figure 6. Eah one of these states is assoiated to a ontext required to omputethe phase response.
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Figure 6: Diagram showing lass states and phases.A brief desription of eah phase is given bellow. As some important onepts are madelear in the following setions, an insight of eah phase is provided to larify the idea.Register Phase In this phase, a lass image | as extrated from the lass �le | isregistered in the system.Load Phase In this phase, a registered lass is hierarhialized; information about itsanestors lasses beomes available.Meta Phase This phase provides meta information about a lass.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 17Context Phase This phase provides lass names for lasses involved on the linkage of aloaded lass.Link Phase In this phase, a loaded lass is linked. This means it was fully veri�ed and itsmethods have been optimized based on ontext information.Relink Phase In this phase, the methods of a linked lass are reoptimized based on moreontext information.Translate Phase This phase provides the binary native translation of the methods of alinked lass.The Relink phase is not available on our �rst implementation. However, its purposeis exposed sine a limited, but still useful, dynami reompilation feature an be ahievedbased on it.4.2 Computing Class VersionsIn order to identify lasses and lass ontexts o�-line in the server side, we ompute lassversions. The lass version is a number that in onjuntion with the lass name identi�es alass in a partiular ontext. There are three types of lass versions: registered, loaded andlinked (the states in the Figure 6). Some phases (Register, Load, Link, Relink) hangethe version of a lass.The registered version is the version assoiated to a partiular lass image outside a on-text. A registered pair <name#rg-version> identi�es the attempt to assoiate a partiularlass image, valid or not, with a lass name.The loaded version is the version of a lass when it is plaed in a type hierarhy. A loadedpair <name#ld-version> provides not only information about a lass but also informationabout its anestors.The linked version is the version of a lass when the information about lasses and itsneighborhood is known. The term neighborhood is used here to de�ne all lasses diretlyreferened by a partiular lass. Those lasses omprises lasses from whih �elds areaessed, methods are alled, et. It also inludes lasses handled by the JVM for someimpliit operations (e.g. ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsExeption lass may be instantiated bythe iaload byteode).Not limited to lass versions, the pair <name#version> is also used to identify phases(the arrows in the Figure 6). It is used as key to ahe system entries.In our implementation, the lass version is oded as a 64-bit integer obtained from the160-bit integer result of the appliation of the SHA-1 hashing algorithm[Nat95℄ to someparameters. The parameters depend on the information being requested. For instane,during lass registration the hashing algorithm is applied over the lass �le image; onloading the algorithm is applied over the loaded versions of the anestors of the lass beingloaded as well as its registered version and some other spei� data. The mapping from160-bit integer to the 64-bit is done by applying 4 xor operations over eah 32-bit hunkshifted by 8. This map is done solely to provide shorter �le names when writing the responseto the ahe system, sine the �le name is derived from the pair <name#version>.



18 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoSine this is the �rst implementation of our system, we did not handle lashes in lassversions. We believe that the validation of the ahing idea was important enough to ignorethis fat. Moreover, the SHA-1 algorithm was designed to avoid lash ourrene. It iseven omputationally infeasible to simulate it7. However, its identi�ation is an importantissue sine it is related to the system preditability. We intend to handle this issue in futureimplementations.4.3 Dealing with Class LoadersClass loaders o�er a great hallenge when trying to e�etively identify ontexts, whih isruial to exploit the ahe system. The main problems whih regard the existene of lassloaders are related to safe type manipulation, the java seurity (pakage private membersaesses) and the mapping of its dynami nature.Types inside the JVM are identi�ed by a pair (lass name, lass loader). However, sinelass loaders are instanes of lass ClassLoader , they may be instantiated at run-time.Therefore, new types an be introdued in the system during its exeution. This featuregives some dynami typing avor to the Java language. As lass loaders have a dynaminature, it is diÆult to identify and detet ontexts inside the JVM. This is explained bythe example, showed in Figure 7.
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B#2(a) (b) () (d)Figure 7: Extending non-publi lass, ontext: (a) Stati; (b) Before loading; () Bothlasses de�ned by the same lass loader; (d) Eah lass de�ned in a di�erent lass loader.Suppose we are loading lass B whih symbolially extends a non-publi lass A (Fig-ure 7 (a)). At load time, we have already registered lass B so we have its registered version,say 1 ; lass A is also loaded and has its loaded version, say 2 (Figure 7 (b)).By now, lets forget about lass loaders. The Client JVM sends to the Server JVM theparameters to the Load phase whih are: superlass = <A#2>; interfaes = ;; lass =<B#1>. Note that we are trying to apture a ontext here (the detailed desription of howthis ours will be given on Setion 4.5 when we look at eah phase). The Server JVM thenanalyses the ontext for the Load phase and sends to the Client JVM an error response orthe loaded version of lass B , say 2 . So, by ignoring lass loaders, the server will send bakto the lient the response <B#2> (Figure 7 ()).7It did not happen during testing and benhmarking of the system.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 19However, when onsidering that lass A was not de�ned in the same lass loader as lassB , then lass A is not in the same runtime pakage of lass B . Therefore, sine lass A isnon-publi, the aess must be denied by the Server JVM. In the Client JVM, an instaneof IllegalAessError must be thrown (Figure 7 (d)).How to apture this simple ontext when lass loaders, and therefore types, annot betrivially identi�ed? The solution we found was not to identify lass loaders at all. However,we assoiate to eah lass relation | where lass loader existene matters (e.g. extendedlass, implemented interfae, aessed �eld owner) | a boolean value indiating if bothelements of the relation where de�ned by the same lass loader.
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Figure 8: Mapped ontexts.Figure 8 shows the two ontexts mapped using lass loader information (In the �gure,dashed lines group together lasses de�ned by the same lass loader). Note that the versionof lass B is di�erent on eah ontext, sine the lass loader ag is onsidered in versionalulation.4.3.1 Extended Loader-Based Class NamesGiven that lass loaders are not identi�able by our ontext mapping sheme, we have toprovide an alternate form of identi�ation for types. This is required if we intend to handlelasses from outside the namespae8 of the lass in whih a partiular ontext is based.We have extended the fully-quali�ed internal lass name form[LY99, x2.7.4℄ in order toaddress this issue. The new syntax is shown in Figure 9.ExtendedClassName ! FullyQuali�edClassNamej ExtendedClassName \^" FullyQuali�edClassNameFigure 9: Extended lass name syntax.The extended lass name is always interpreted in the sense of a partiular lass, in thesame way as lass names are interpreted in the sense of a lass loader. The �rst fully-quali�ed8The assoiation of namespaes to lasses is an overloaded usage of the term, when we refer to thenamespae of a lass we are atually refering to its de�ning lass loader namespae.



20 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoname (from left to right) identi�es a lass with that name in the urrent namespae. So on,eah fully-quali�ed name identi�es a lass with that name omponent in the namespae ofthe previously identi�ed lass. For instane, the lass name B^C , when interpreted in theontext of lass A , identi�es the lass C obtained from the namespae of lass B whih isobtained from the lass loader of lass A.Obviously, eah lass may be identi�ed by multiple extended lass names. Sometimes,it is possible to tell if two extended lass names refer to the same lass; if they surely referto distints lasses; as well as not being able to state any of that at all.Here are some fats about extended lass names:� Two extended lass names only refer to the same lass if the rightmost fully-quali�edname is the same for both.� The syntax and semantis of extended lass names in the ontext of a lass is upwardsompatible with the syntax and semantis of the fully-quali�ed lass names of lassesreferened by that lass.� Every subsequene of fully-quali�ed lass names | where eah name identi�es a lassde�ned by the same lass loader as others | may be omitted, but the �rst, from theextended lass name.� No speial syntax is used to identify bootstrap lasses. Sine the hierarhy root is thebootstrap Objet lass, any bootstrap lass may be identi�ed by �rst identifying thehierarhy root and then refering to a lass in its namespae.4.3.2 Type Unertainty and InterfaesAlthough it enables ontext mapping and ahing, the mehanism for dealing with lassloaders has serious problems regarding type inferene. In some situations, the amount ofontext information available about lass relations is not enough to tell if a versioned lassrepresents one or many distint lasses. This is explained by an example.Suppose we have two runtime ontexts. In the �rst ontext, depited in Figure 10 (a),a sublass B reimplements an interfae I already implemented by its superlass A . In theseond ontext, depited in Figure 10 (b), the sublass B implements another interfaebinary ompatible with interfae I but de�ned in another lass loader, so it representsanother type.When mapping these two ontexts we get the same lass relation, as depited in Fig-ure 11. This ours beause there is not enough ontext information to let us distinguishinterfaes I in the seond ontext. Both interfaes are sublasses of O not de�ned in itslass loader. Therefore two distint ontexts have the same mapping; avoiding this annotbe done e�etively.The type unertainty ours whenever at least two lass relation edges in the path fromone lass to another are false. This means that there is no way to tell if those lasses arede�ned by the same lass loader or not. In that ase, both ontexts have the same mapping.Type unertainty limits the use of type inferene in optimizations. For instane, in theexample shown, we annot tell from lass B if lass A^I equals lass I .
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I(a) (b)Figure 10: Two ontexts: (a) Single interfae; (b) Multiple interfae.Lukly, when onstruting method tables, there is no need to reserve distint methodareas inside method tables for eah path leading to a versioned anestor lass9 passingthrough two or more false edges. Sine all lasses represented by the versioned lass havebinary ompatibility, they an share the same method area.
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Multiple Interface ContextFigure 11: Di�erent ontexts that are identi�ed equally.4.4 A Portable Way of Desribing Sizes and O�setsSine we did not want to tailor the Server JVM to a partiular arhiteture or platform,we had to provide a portable way of desribing sizes and o�sets of assoiated to heapinformation. That was ahieved by representing sizes or o�sets by a pair (referenes, bytes).The �rst element of the pair is the number of referenes that ontribute to the measure.The seond element of the pair is the number of bytes that ontribute to the measure. To9Atually, it only ours to interfaes sine the Java language does not support true multiple inheritane.



22 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoalulate the atual value in bytes represented by the pair, the Client JVM must sale the�rst element, using the size in bytes of referenes in its implementation, and add to theseond element. For instane, the value of the pair (3,4) in a 32-bit system is 3 � 4+4 = 16bytes.4.5 Desribing Eah PhaseIn this setion, eah one of the phases introdued in Setion 4.1 is desribed. We fous onthe main features of eah phase rather than providing a preise spei�ation or listing all im-plementation details. However, whenever neessary, issues regarding preise understandingof these features are detailed.4.5.1 Register PhaseIn the Register phase, the Client JVM sends to the Server JVM the expeted name andbinary ontents of the lass �le assoiated with the lass being proessed.The Server JVM applies the hashing algorithm to the lass �le ontents; the result isused as the register version number for that lass. Then, the Server JVM looks for an entry<name#version> in the ahe system. On a miss, it tries to parse the lass �le ontents(Pass 1 on the veri�ation proess[LY99, x4.9.1℄), ahes it and returns a response.REGISTER (java/util/Stak)lass-id: <java/util/Stak#8ee05ed6bda9be1>aess flags: 0x21superlass: java/util/Vetor<no interfaes>Figure 12: Register phase result information for lass Stak .Figure 12 shows the result of applying the Register phase to lass Stak .The response depends on suessful parsing of the lass �le ontents. If the lass �leontents are valid, the Server JVM sends bak to the Client JVM the registered versionnumber, the aess ags, the superlass name (if any) and the implemented interfaesnames (if any). As the result of an error during lass registration, the Server JVM mayprovide three possible auses: unsupported lass �le version number, malformed lass �leontents or unexpeted lass name.Upon the suessful response, the Client JVM will proeed to the Load phase whih inonjuntion with the Register phase makes up the JVM lass reation and loading proess([LY99, x5.3℄). In the ase of an error response, the Client JVM will throw an instane ofthe following lasses, respetively: UnsupportedClassVersionError, ClassFormatErroror NoClassDefFoundError.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 234.5.2 Load PhaseAs said before, to omplete the JVM lass loading proess the Load phase takes plaejust after the Register phase. In the Load phase the assoiated lass is hierarhialized,meaning that all its anestors in the type hierarhy must be known. One hierarhialized,more information an be gathered about that lass, inluding instane and stati sizes, �eldo�sets, dynami dispath method table length, method dispath indies, et. Also, afterthe Load phase has suessfully being ompleted, a new version number is assoiated tothat lass.In order to request a Load phase, the Client JVM should provide some parameterswhih are: the lass name and registered version of the lass being proessed; a booleanvalue indiating if it is a bootstrap lass; the superlass name, the superlass loaded versionand a boolean value indiating if it was de�ned by the same lass loader as the proessedlass; for eah diret implemented interfae, its name, its loaded version and a boolean valueindiating if the interfae was de�ned by the same lass loader as the proessed lass.The Server JVM then omputes the loaded version number for the lass being proessed,by applying the hash algorithm to these parameters. A <name#version> pair is obtainedand used as key in the ahe system. On a miss, the Server JVM has to ompute theresponse to the Load phase, otherwise the response is ready to be sent to the Client JVM.As ourred in the Register phase, the Server JVM proesses the parameters andprovide some useful lient data or return an error message on failure. The data providedby the Server JVM in the Load response ontains mostly information about the size of theareas used by the assoiated lass, it omprises: the loaded version, the stati �eld areasize, the o�set and length of the referene table inside the stati �eld area, the instane�eld area size, the o�set and length of the referene table inside the instane �eld area,the dynami dispath method table length, the diret interfaes base o�sets in the dynamidispath method table and the native pointer table length. The meaning and use of eahof these informations will beome lear when we desribe the lient runtime in Chapter 8.As result of an error in this phase, the Server JVM may provide two possible auses: itssuperlass is an interfae (or any of its diret implemented interfaes is a lass), or the lassis unable to aess its diret anestors.In the lient side, the information provided by the Server JVM is used to hange theversion number and alloate storage for the lass being proessed. On error, the Client JVMshould throw an instane of the following lasses respetively: IllegalAessError andInompatibleClassChangeError. Also, the Client JVM is responsible for keeping trak ofhierarhy irularity, throwing a ClassCirularityError instane whenever neessary.Figure 13 shows the result of applying the Load phase to lass Stak .The size and o�set for the �eld areas are represented, as desribed in Setion 4.4, usinga pair (referenes,bytes). The Server JVM tries to plae the �elds assuming that every �eldarea will be padded based on the target arhiteture word size (as ommonly implemented inthe memory alloator). For instane, for �eld areas, it �rst tries to �ll in holes left blank bythe padding on the superlasses areas, then it plaes the remaining �elds on a dereasing sizeorder assuming referenes are 32-bit wide. Using this poliy, the Server JVM generates thebest alignment for 32-bit systems. Also the Server JVM tries to generate the best alignment



24 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoLOAD (java/util/Stak)lass-id: <java/util/Stak#55614ee3f7ba14>stati fields: size (0,8) refs 0 offset (0,8)instane fields: size (1,12) refs 0 offset (1,12)stati methods: table length (2)instane methods: table length (91)native methods: pointers (0)Figure 13: Load phase result information for lass Stak .for 64-bit systems, by leaving a 4-byte hole before plaing 8-byte �elds on an unaligned area;but this is done only if the hole is �lled after the remaining �elds are plaed. We preferhaving some misaligned referenes on 64-bit systems rather than wasting a word spae on32-bit systems. For stati �eld areas, we plae �elds on a dereasing size order, getting thebest alignment for all systems.The alulation of dispath method table size and plaement is simpler. There is noalignment problem sine all method pointers have the same size for all systems. The dispathmethod table plaement for the urrent lass uses the superlass dispath table as startpoint. Then, for eah interfae implementation not yet implemented by the superlass itsdispath table is appended, its base index is assoiated to the interfae being implemented.At last, for every new method delared in the urrent lass, an entry is appended to themethod table. This provides the size of the dispath method table for the urrent lass.The initialization and override pathes for the dispath method table are done in the Linkand Translate phases. Stati methods are plaed on a separate table, sine they neednot to appear in sublasses dispath tables.4.5.3 Meta PhaseIn theMeta phase, the Server JVM sends bak to the Client JVM meta information abouta partiular lass. The meta information is required basially by the JNI, the reetion APIand when printing stak traes. The Meta phase does not hange the linking state of thelass nor ause any link-time error to be thrown.The major advantage of having the Meta phase is the fat that the Client JVM doesnot need to store meta information for most of its loaded lasses. It is an e�ort to dereasethe memory footprint on the lient side.In order to request a Meta phase, the Client JVM should provide the loaded versionor linked version10 of the related lass. The Server JVM then sends its response, whih isthe ompilation of all meta information urrently required by the runtime.Figure 14 shows the result of applying the Meta phase to lass Stak .10The loaded version is always available from the linked version on the server side.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 25META (java/util/Stak)lass-id: <java/util/Stak#55614ee3f7ba14>aess flags: 0x21field[ 0℄: 0x1a serialVersionUID J offset (0,0)method[ 0℄: 0x1 empty()Z index 86method[ 1℄: 0x1 push(Ljava/lang/Objet;)V; index 87method[ 2℄: 0x21 peek()Ljava/lang/Objet; index 88method[ 3℄: 0x21 pop()Ljava/lang/Objet; index 89method[ 4℄: 0x21 searh(Ljava/lang/Objet;)I index 90method[ 5℄: 0x1 <init>()V index 92delaring lass: <top level><no inner lasses>soure file: Stak.javaFigure 14: Meta phase result information for lass Stak .Metadata omprises the following information:� Aess ags (from soure delaration).� Owned �elds metadata:{ Aess ags.{ Name and desriptor.{ O�set.� Owned methods metadata:{ Aess ags.{ Name and desriptor.{ Exeptions thrown (from soure delaration).{ Dispath index.� The delaring lass if this lass is an inner lass.� Owned inner lasses metadata:{ Aess ags.{ Name.� Soure �le, if available.



26 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujo4.5.4 Context PhaseThe Context phase provides the lass names of all lasses required to proeed with theLink phase of a partiular lass. The lass names present in the Context response are inthe extended fully-quali�ed form (Setion 4.3.1). The Context phase does not hange thelinking state of the lass nor ause any link-time error to be thrown.CONTEXT (java/util/Stak)lass-id: <java/util/Stak#55614ee3f7ba14>ontext[ 0℄: java/lang/IllegalMonitorStateExeptionontext[ 1℄: java/util/EmptyStakExeptionontext[ 2℄: java/lang/NullPointerExeptionontext[ 3℄: java/util/VetorFigure 15: Context phase result information for lass Stak .Figure 15 shows the result of applying the Context phase to lass Stak .4.5.5 Link PhaseDuring the Link phase, a partiular lass is linked, veri�ed (see Chapter 5) and its methodsare onverted to the intermediate representation (see Chapter 6).In order to request a Link phase, the Client JVM should provide some parameterswhih are: the lass name and loaded version of the lass being proessed; for eah lass inthe neighborhood: its loaded or linked version, a boolean indiating if that lass has beeninitialized, and a boolean for eah of its superlasses (inluding itself) indiating if theywere de�ned in the same lass loader as the lass being proessed. This last parameter isused to orretly implement the resolution and overriding of pakage private members onlyaessible by lasses in the same runtime pakage.The Server JVM then omputes the linked version number for the lass being proessed,by applying the hash algorithm to these parameters. A <name#version> pair is obtainedand used as key in the ahe system. On a miss, the Server JVM has to ompute theresponse to the Link phase, otherwise the response is ready to be sent to the Client JVM.As ourred in other phases, the Server JVM proesses the parameters and provide someuseful lient data or return an error message on failure. The data provided by the ServerJVM in the Link response omprises: veri�ation onstraints, loading onstraints, interfaeimplementation dispath table pathes, and a ag indiating if instanes of the proessedlass will require �nalization. The veri�ation onstraints are a set of pairs that symboliallyenode subtype tests that must hold to omplete the lass veri�ation proess. Eah pairis omposed of an extended lass name representing the supertype and a set of extendedlass names representing the subtypes. To validate a veri�ation onstraint, the Client JVMmust hek if the supertype lass an be assigned from the �rst ommon superlass of the



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 27subtype lasses (Details are given in Chapter 5). If any of the veri�ation onstraints fail,veri�ation also fails. Similarly, the loading onstraints are a set of pairs that symboliallyenode type equality tests that must be imposed whenever exeution rosses lass loaderboundaries ([LY99, x5.3.4℄). Both elements of the loading onstraint are extended lassnames.The interfae implementation dispath table path set is a set of pairs indiating whihmethod table entries must be opied from the superlass method table to over new in-terfae method areas whose method implementation was inherited. The onstrution ofthe dispath method table is partially done during the Link phase and ompleted in theTranslate phase. In the Link phase, the dispath table is initialized with a snapshot ofthe superlass dispath table, also some entries in the new interfae method areas are initial-ized using the interfae implementation pathes. In the Translate phase, eah method issent bak to the lient with a set of pathes that ompletes the dispath table onstrutionproess. In ase of an error during this phase, the Server JVM may provide seven possibleauses: a aess to lass or member is denied, lass did not pass veri�ation, �eld doesnot exists, method does not exists, stati method or interfae is used where a non-statimethod or lass is expeted (or vie-versa), method to be invoked is abstrat, or lass toinstantiated is abstrat.LINK (java/util/Stak)lass-id: <java/util/Stak#928790886f3330>verify target[ 0℄: java/util/Vetorsoure[ 0℄: java/util/Stakverify target[ 1℄: java/lang/Throwablesoure[ 0℄: java/util/EmptyStakExeption<no loading onstraints><no implementation pathes>finalizes: falseFigure 16: Link phase result information for lass Stak .Figure 16 shows the result of applying the Link phase to lass Stak .In the lient side, the information provided by the Server JVM is used to hange theversion number, hek veri�ation onstraints, impose loading onstraints, perform the�rst step of dispath table initialization, and optimize garbage olletion. When an er-ror ours, the Client JVM should throw an instane of the following lasses, respetively:IllegalAessError, VerifyError , NoSuhFieldError, NoSuhMethodError, InompatibleClassChangeError,AbstratMethodError, and InstantiationError. Also, the Client JVM is responsible forthrowing a VerifyError or LinkageError, respetively, if the heking of veri�ation on-



28 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujostraints or the imposing of loading onstraints fails.4.5.6 Relink Phase (Not Implemented)The Relink phase allows the Client JVM to update the ontext information for a partiularlass. One a lass has been relinked, usually, the Server JVM will have more informationabout lasses on its neighborhood. At the same time, more information about that lasswill beome available to lasses whose neighborhood ontains it. More information meansthat the JIT will have a greater opportunity to optimize the ode during a subsequentTranslate phase. The optimization is applied to all methods of a partiular lass, andthe results are kept assoiated with the new ontext in the system ahe.Although the Relink phase has not been fully implemented in our system, it has beenforeseen in our design. TheRelink phase allows a limited but still valuable form of dynamiadaptative reoptimization. It allows the Client JVM to implement heuristis for detetingritial lasses and replae their methods by improved versions. Although the Client JVMdoes not provide expliit runtime pro�ling data, those heuristis may be onstruted byanalysing eah thread stak during allbaks to the runtime. As desribed on Chapter 8,this support for disovering the method all hain | and their delaring lasses | in athread stak, is a requirement to print stak traes and implement aller lass inspetionseurity heks in the API.Similarly to the Link phase, eah Relink phase reeives as parameters the versions ofthe lasses in a given neighborhood; it responds by just modifying the related lass version.That version update reets on the neighborhoods in whih that lass takes part.If a lass takes part of another lass neighborhood (N ), and vie-versa, the Relinkrequest in one will modify the other lass ontext. When the latter is relinked the formerontext will also be a�eted. This should happen only until no more hange on ontextshappens, but versions ould keep hanging inde�nately. The onvergene riteria whihavoids this is that a lass C an only be relinked until all lasses on its iterated neighborhood(N �) are in a linked state. The iterated neighborhood of a lass is the union of the set oflasses in its neighborhood, and the lasses in their iterated neighborhoods.N � = N [ [d2NN �dThis riteria prevents the system from applying the Relink phase inde�nately for apartiular lass. However, this riteria does not help the system from applying uselessRelink phases | and version hanges | until all lasses are in linked state. A Relinkphase is useless if the ardinality of the iterated neighborhood subset of lasses in loadedstate does not hange upon its appliation. This an be deteted in the server side and, inthis ase, the Server JVM must not apply a lass version hange. It does not prevent theuseless Relink phase from taking plae, but prevents a lass version hange whih inreasesthe probability of a ahe hit.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 294.5.7 Translate PhaseIn the Translate phase, the Server JVM sends to the Client JVM the native binaryimages of its methods, as well as the entries in the dynami dispath method table thatshould point to eah of them. The parameters to the Translate phase are the linked lassversion and a bak-end name. Upon a Translate request, the Server JVM applies thehashing algorithm over its parameters and hek for an entry in the ahe system. On amiss, the Server JVM will uses the bak-end name to dynamially load an implementationof its bak-end interfae. If suh bak-end implementation exists, eah method is translated,otherwise an error is returned to the Client JVM. At this time, our implementation supportstwo bak-end implementations: raw and x86.The raw bak-end returns to the Client JVM the methods without translating then toany mahine language, they are kept in internal intermediate representation IR form. Theraw bak-end is intended to be used by lient implementations based on interpretation. Theinterpretation of the IR is simpler and faster than the interpretation of the Java byteodes.In the IR form, omplex operations are broken into simpler ones, and exeution takesadvantage of mid-level optimizations.The x86 bak-end, desribed on Chapter 7, translates the methods from IR form to theIntel Arhiteture 32-bit mahine language, targeting the 80386 proessor. The responsesent to the lient is an array of bytes, as well as some reloation tables that should be usedto path it in the lient side.5 EÆient Byteode Veri�ationThis hapter provides details about the byteode veri�ation proedure. The veri�ationproedure herein desribed is mostly symboli whih means it an be done o�-line withsome heks at run-time. The approah we use for the data ow analysis is di�erent fromthe standard proedure[LY99, x4.9℄ in the sense that it iterates over basi bloks instead ofinstrutions, moreover subroutines restritions are relaxed for the sake of generality. Byte-ode onversion to intermediate representation, overed in Chapter 6, relies on informationprovided by the veri�ation proedure to disover the atual types of untyped operations(e.g. dup byteode).5.1 Symboli Byteode Veri�ationSymboli byteode veri�ation provides the same results of standard byteode veri�ationbut working with lass names instead of using atual lass and hierarhy information. Itwas designed to be performed o�-line, when atual type information is not available. Itgenerates data to be used to omplete the veri�ation proess one type information isavailable. Atual type information is required at two times during veri�ation:1. To disover the type of two or more referenes that share the storage after a pathmerge in the data ow analysis. The type after the merge is onsidered to be the �rstommon superlass of the types prior the path merge.



30 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujo2. To test subtyping whenever a type is used where another type is expeted. The formermust be a subtype of the latter.We have implemented the veri�ation proedure in a way that both situations an behandled later, when type information beomes available. First, to handle types resulting ofa path merge, we enode types not as bare lass names but as lass name sets. So, eahset represents the �rst ommon superlass of its elements. Trivially, a set of ardinality1 represents its unique element. During a path merge, a union of the sets is performed.Seond, to handle subtype tests, we generate a set of veri�ation onstraints. A veri�ationonstraint is a pair of lass name sets that enodes a subtype test. The �rst element of thepair is the target type whih must be a supertype of the seond element of the pair. Thesymboli veri�ation an thus take plae o�-line. If it does not fail, it generates a set ofveri�ation onstraints that must be heked using atual type information. If any of theveri�ation onstraints fail, the veri�ation proedure also fails.5.2 Parsing the Class FileThe parsing of the lass �le is performed in the Register phase and it ensures that theformat is not orrupted. During parsing the onstant pool, lass, �elds, methods andattributes are extrated from the lass �le and heked for their basi layout and ontents.Names and desriptors have their syntax heked. The byteode array for eah method isread from the lass �le but it is not heked, the hek is postponed until the Link phasewhen stati and strutural onstraints are heked.5.3 Cheking Stati ConstraintsCheking the stati onstraints of the byteode guarantees that instrutions and their orre-sponding plaements obey ertain simple rules. It an also be used to gather some importantinformation that will be required later in the veri�ation proess. Failures during stati on-straint hek should throw an instane of VerifyError . The proedure for heking stationstraints is the following:1. Chek if the byteode array size is greater than zero.2. Set leader ag, used to identify basi bloks.3. Starting at o�set 0, for eah instrution do:(a) Chek if the opode at the o�set is legal.(b) Mark the o�set as valid.() If leader is set, mark the o�set as leader and reset leader.(d) If the instrution has size greater than 1, hek if its size exeeds the byte-ode array (speial are should be taken to handle variable sized instrutionstableswith and lookupswith).



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 31(e) If the instrution aesses loal variables, hek if the frame index is less than theframe apaity (speial are should be taken to handle instrutions that aesseslong and double data).(f) If the instrution makes referenes to the onstant pool, hek if the onstantpool entries are legal aording to the instrution semantis.(g) If the instrution makes an expliit branh, hek if the branh target o�set isinside the byteode array and mark it as leader and target.(h) If the instrution may throw an exeption, and is enlosed by at least one exep-tion handler then set leader ag.(i) If the instrution does not fall through then set leader ag.(j) If the instrution is a return instrution, hek if it is the one required by thereturn type of the assoiated method.(k) If the instrution is a invoke instrution, hek if the number of parameter wordsrequired by it does not exeed 255. Also hek if the method being alled is not<init> , exept for invokespeial.(l) If the instrution alloates an array, hek if the array dimensions does not exeed255 and is legal aording to the instrution semantis.(m) Inrement o�set by the instrution size.4. For eah exeption handler do:(a) Chek if the start p o�set is valid.(b) Chek if the end p o�set is valid or equals the byteode array length.() Mark the handler p o�set as leader and target.5. Starting at the o�set 0, for every o�set do:(a) Chek if the o�set is not valid and is target.(b) If the o�set is leader or equals the byteode array length, mark the previousvisited o�set as trailer.If none of the heks have failed, the byteode has been suessfully heked against thestati onstraints.5.4 Cheking Strutural ConstraintsCheking strutural onstraints requires omputing operand stak sizes and aurate typeinformation. This is done by applying data ow analysis over the byteode array sine thatinformation depends on the exeution ow.In order to provide an eÆient | faster and onsuming less memory | implementa-tion of the data ow analysis, we extrat the ontrol ow graph from the byteode array,di�erently from the spei�ation proposal[LY99, x4.9℄ whih suggests doing the data owon a instrution basis. Working with basi bloks instead of instrutions is a well known



32 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujotehnique to speedup data ow analysis. We have suessfully adapted this tehnique tothe byteode veri�ation.The ontrol ow graph is built using information gathered during the stati onstraintshek. Eah basi blok enloses instrutions from a leader o�set to a trailer o�set inlusive.By looking at the instrution in eah trailer o�set, it is possible to add the edges to thegraph. Edges are lassi�ed in two types: normal edges and exeption edges. Normal edgesare those edges generated from expliit ontrol ations in the ode, i.e. branhing andfalling through. Exeption edges are those edges generated impliitly by assuming that anexeption is thrown and athed by a handler. There will be an exeption edge from eahinstrution that may throw an exeption, to eah handler that enloses that instrution.Eah exeption edge is labeled with the lass name of the exeption being handled.In our implementation, the ret instrution does not generate edges during ontrol owgraph building nor during the data ow analysis (it is treated speially as desribed a furtherahead).One the ontrol ow graph has been built, for eah basi blok we generate usefulinformation required to semantially provide the e�ets of the veri�ation on that blok.This information omprises:Operand Stak Delta The inrement or derement of the operand stak size after theexeution of this basi blok. Used during ow analysis to ompute operand staksizes at eah basi blok entry.Maximum Operand Stak Derement Used to hek if this basi blok will underowthe operand stak.Maximum Operand Stak Inrement Used to hek if this basi blok will overowthe operand stak.Written Frame Indexes Set A set of indies written by this basi blok when exeuted.Used to ow through ret instrutions.Flow Funtion Pseudo ode modeling the e�ets of the veri�er on the basi blok as awhole.The set of pseudo ode instrutions used by the veri�er to enode the semantis of basibloks is show in Table 1. During the onstrution of the ow funtion, some simpli�-ations may be applied to the sequene of pseudo ode instrutions. For instane, if anIPUSH is followed by an IPOP then both pseudo ode instrutions an be removed fromthe instrution sequene without a�eting its semantis.In order to ompute the data ow analysis, we have to de�ne the data ow item thatreets exeution state for eah point in the byteode. The data ow item omprises theurrent operand stak size and types, the urrent loal frame types, and a boolean agindiating if the this parameter has been initialized so far. The data ow item types usedby the veri�er during the data ow analysis are:Integer The data ow item represents an integer.
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pseudo ode attribute semantisIPUSH pushes integerIPOP pops integerIENSURE frame index ensures loal variable is integerISET frame index sets loal variable to integerLPUSH pushes longLPOP pops longLENSURE frame index ensures loal variable is long �rst wordLENSURE2 frame index ensures loal variable is long seond wordLSET frame index sets loal variable to long �rst wordLSET2 frame index sets loal variable to long seond wordFPUSH pushes oatFPOP pops oatFENSURE frame index ensures loal variable is oatFSET frame index sets loal variable to oatDPUSH pushes doubleDPOP pops doubleDENSURE frame index ensures loal variable is double �rst wordDENSURE2 frame index ensures loal variable is double seond wordDSET frame index sets loal variable to double �rst wordDSET2 frame index sets loal variable to double seond wordAPUSH lass name pushes refereneAPOP pops refereneAPOPSUBTYPE lass name pops referene ensuring its a subtypeAPOPARRAY pops array refereneAPOPBARRAY pops boolean or byte array refereneAGETCOMP pops array referene and pushes omponent type refereneASETCOMP pops referene and array ensuring omponent subtypingAULOAD frame index loads and pushes referene or uninitialized refereneAURSTORE frame index pops and stores referene, uninitialized referene or ret addressUPUSH o�set pushes uninitialized refereneUPOPINIT lass name pops uninitialized referene and reords its initializationRPUSH o�set pushes ret addressRENSURE frame index ensures loal variable is ret addressPOP1 same semantis as byteode popPOP2 same semantis as byteode pop2DUP1 same semantis as byteode dupDUP1X1 same semantis as byteode dup x1DUP1X2 same semantis as byteode dup x2DUP2 same semantis as byteode dup2DUP2X1 same semantis as byteode dup2 x1DUP2X2 same semantis as byteode dup2 x2SWAP1X1 same semantis as byteode swapCHECKINIT heks if this has been initializedCHECKFALL heks if exeution falls through the byteode arrayTable 1: Pseudo ode instrution set.



34 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoFloat The data ow item represents a oat.Long First Word The data ow item represents the �rst word of a long.Long Seond Word The data ow item represents the seond word of a long.Double First Word The data ow item represents the �rst word of a double.Double Seond Word The data ow item represents the seond word of a double.Null The data ow item represents the null referene.Referene The data ow item represents a referene to an instane of a known type. Thetype is enoded as a set of lass names whih symbolially refers to the �rst ommonsuperlass of those lasses.Uninitialized Referene The data ow item represents a referene to a newly reatedinstane, not yet initialized (i.e. laks lass or superlass onstrutor all). It isenoded as the o�set of the instantiation instrution or a negative ag if it is the thisparameter of a onstrutor. When a <init> method is alled using an uninitializedreferene, the data ow analyser searhes the loal frame and operand stak for opiesof that uninitialized referenes, using its o�set, and replae them by its atual type asextrated from the instrution at that o�set. Speially if the uninitialized refereneo�set is negative, the data ow item ag for this parameter initialization is set, andthe opies are replaed the the type of the urrent lass.Ret Address The data ow item represents a subroutine ret address. It is enoded as aset of pairs. Eah pair onsists of the ret address atual o�set and the set of frameindies written sine the assoiated subroutine start. It is used when owing throughret instrutions.The data ow analysis algorithm we have implemented uses a basi blok working list.Initially the working list ontains only the entry basi blok; the algorithm iterates untilthe list is empty. Eah iteration, a basi blok is hosen and removed from the working list,its ow funtion is used to ompute the data ow item at the exit point of the basi blok(output data ow item) using the data ow item at its entry point (input data ow item).The data ow item in the exit point is merged and ompared to the data ow item at theentry point of eah of the suessor basi bloks. If the omparation fails the data ow itemat the entry point of the suessor is overridden by the new value and it is inserted into theworking list.Performing the dat ow analysis through a basi blok onsists of the following simplesteps:1. Chek for operand stak overow. This is done by omparing the input data ow itemoperand stak size plus the urrent basi blok maximum operand stak inrementwith the byteode maximum operand stak size.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 352. Chek for operand stak underow. This is done by omparing the input data owitem operand stak size minus the urrent basi blok maximum operand stak dere-ment against zero.3. For eah ret address in the input data ow item do:(a) Replae the set of frame indies of eah pair by its union with urrent basi blokwritten frame indies.4. For eah pseudo ode instrution do:(a) Modify the input data ow item operand stak and loal frame aording to thesemantis of the pseudo ode instrution.(b) Chek if the available types in the input data ow item mathes the pseudo odeinstrution operands required types.() If the pseudo ode instrution requires a subtype test then a new veri�ationonstraint is added.(d) If the pseudo ode instrution requires this initialization (CHECKINIT), hekif the ow data this initialization ag is set.(e) Fails if the pseudo ode instrution is CHECKFALL beause the exeution reahesthe last basi blok of the byteode whih falls through.5. Replae the output data ow item for the urrent basi blok by the urrent data owitem.6. For eah ontrol edge leaving urrent basi blok do:(a) If the ontrol edge is a normal edge and the last pseudo opode was a UPOPINIT,then broadast in the frame the initialization of assoiated uninitialized referene.(b) If the ontrol edge is a normal edge, merge and ompare the urrent input datawith the suessor input data. If there is a hange, override the input data andinsert the suessor in the working list.() If the ontrol edge is an exeption edge, lear the operand stak and push theassoiated referene type. Then, merge and ompare the urrent input data withthe suessor input data. If there is a hange, override the input data and insertthe suessor in the working list.7. If the last byteode of the basi blok is a return from subroutine (ret ), then for eahret address pair do:(a) Replae the loal frame slots whose indies are not present in the assoiatedframe indies set by its value in the output data ow item of the basi blokpreeding the target basi blok.(b) If any of the frame slots replaed ontains a ret address data ow item, replaethe frame indies set by its union with the frame indies set assoiated to urrentret address.



36 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujo() Merge and ompare the urrent input data with the target basi blok inputdata. If there is a hange override the input data and insert the target basiblok in the working list.The proedure for merging data ow items is the following:1. Chek if the operand stak size is the same.2. For eah operand stak and loal frame slot do:(a) If both types math and are integer, oat, long �rst word, long seond word,double �rst word, double seond word or null, keep the type.(b) If one type is a referene and the other is null, keep the referene type.() If both types are referenes, the result type will be a referene type with a lassname set obtained from the union of both lasses name sets.(d) If both types are uninitialized referene and their o�set is the same, keep thetype.(e) If both types are ret address, the result type will be a ret address where the setof pairs is the union of both set of pairs. The union is done over the frame indiesset for pairs with same ret address o�set, so that at most one pair is assoiatedto the same o�set.(f) Otherwise, if the slot is a loal frame slot, mark the slot as being invalid. If theslot is a operand stak slot, fail.3. Apply an and operation using both this parameter initialization ags.Failures during strutural onstraint hek should throw an instane of VerifyError.The veri�ation proedure presented above allows extended semantis for subroutines,while still keeping byteode seure. In our opinion, the subroutine semantis allowed by theJVM spei�ation[LY99, x4.9.6℄ is tailored to the implementation of the veri�ation algo-rithm provided by their authors. We believe that this is wrong sine the implementationshould be tailored to the semantis, and not the opposite. So we have generalized the se-mantis of subroutines, and provided an alternate veri�ation proedure. In our generalizedsemantis, subroutines are allowed to reurse, no ret addresses are invalidated by any sub-routine return (inluding itself), and subroutines may share or have more than one returningsites (ret byteode). Those restritions to the subroutine semantis where learly imposedby limitations of the standard veri�ation proedure, and not by real seurity threats.5.5 Veri�ation ExampleThe following method is used to illustrate the veri�ation proedure. It is a onstrutorthat invokes the superlass onstrutor, athing exeptions and then do some \spaghetti"subroutine use. The byteode was hand written and does not pass the standard veri�ationproedure. However, the ode demonstrates that subroutine semantis an be extendedwithout damage. Speially, it has out of order return from subroutines and a reursivesubroutine all.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 37.method publi <init>()V.limit stak 2.limit loals 5aload 0�1: invokespeial java/lang/Objet/<init>()V�4: ionst 0istore 4jsr �15ionst 1istore 4ret 2�15: astore 1jsr �28getstati java/lang/System/out Ljava/io/PrintStream;iload 4invokevirtual java/io/PrintStream/println(I)Vreturn�28: astore 2jsr �34ret 1�34: astore 3aload 0ifnonnull �45fonst 0fstore 4jsr �34�45: ret 3�47: popnew java/lang/RuntimeExeptiondupinvokespeial java/lang/RuntimeExeption/<init>()Vathrow.ath java/lang/Exeption from �1 to �4 using �47.end methodThe �rst step of the veri�ation proedure is to onstrut the ontrol ow graph andthe information required to do the data ow analysis in a basi blok basis. That an beseen in Figure 17.One the ontrol ow graph and basi blok data ow information has been onstruted,we start doing the data ow analysis by iterating over a basi blok work list.Iteration 1 Proessing BB[0℄, the input data ow item is:this initialized: falseloal frame: U[-1℄XXXXoperand stak: emptyBB[4℄ is sheduled with input data ow item:
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Figure 17: Veri�er example ontrol ow graph.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 39this initialized: trueloal frame: LExample;XXXXoperand stak: emptyBB[47℄ is sheduled with input data ow item:this initialized: falseloal frame: U[-1℄XXXXoperand stak: Ljava/lang/Exeption;Iteration 2 Proessing BB[4℄, the input data ow item is:this initialized: trueloal frame: LExample;XXXXoperand stak: emptyBB[15℄ is sheduled with input data ow item:this initialized: trueloal frame: LExample;XXXIoperand stak: Rf(�10,fg)gIteration 3 Proessing BB[15℄, the input data ow item is:this initialized: trueloal frame: LExample;XXXIoperand stak: Rf(�10,fg)gBB[28℄ is sheduled with input data ow item:this initialized: trueloal frame: LExample;Rf(�10,f1g)gXXIoperand stak: Rf(�19,fg)gIteration 4 Proessing BB[28℄, the input data ow item is:this initialized: trueloal frame: LExample;Rf(�10,f1g)gXXIoperand stak: Rf(�19,fg)gBB[34℄ is sheduled with input data ow item:



40 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujothis initialized: trueloal frame: LExample;Rf(�10,f1,2g)gRf(�19,f2g)gXIoperand stak: Rf(�32,fg)gIteration 5 Proessing BB[34℄, the input data ow item is:this initialized: trueloal frame: LExample;Rf(�10,f1,2g)gRf(�19,f2g)gXIoperand stak: Rf(�32,fg)gBB[39℄ is sheduled with input data ow item:this initialized: trueloal frame: LExample;Rf(�10,f1,2,3g)gRf(�19,f2,3g)gRf(�32,f3g)gIoperand stak: emptyBB[45℄ is sheduled with input data ow item:this initialized: trueloal frame: LExample;Rf(�10,f1,2,3g)gRf(�19,f2,3g)gRf(�32,f3g)gIoperand stak: emptyIteration 6 Proessing BB[39℄, the input data ow item is:this initialized: trueloal frame: LExample;Rf(�10,f1,2,3g)gRf(�19,f2,3g)gRf(�32,f3g)gIoperand stak: emptyBB[34℄ is sheduled with input data ow item:this initialized: trueloal frame: LExample;Rf(�10,f1,2,3,4g)gRf(�19,f2,3,4g)gXXoperand stak: Rf(�32,fg),(�45,fg)gIteration 7 Proessing BB[34℄, the input data ow item is:this initialized: trueloal frame: LExample;Rf(�10,f1,2,3,4g)gRf(�19,f2,3,4g)gXXoperand stak: Rf(�32,fg),(�45,fg)gBB[39℄ is sheduled with input data ow item:



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 41this initialized: trueloal frame:LExample;Rf(�10,f1,2,3,4g)gRf(�19,f2,3,4g)gRf(�32,f3g),(�45,f3g)gXoperand stak: emptyBB[45℄ is sheduled with input data ow item:this initialized: trueloal frame:LExample;Rf(�10,f1,2,3,4g)gRf(�19,f2,3,4g)gRf(�32,f3g),(�45,f3g)gXoperand stak: emptyIteration 8 Proessing BB[39℄, the input data ow item is:this initialized: trueloal frame:LExample;Rf(�10,f1,2,3,4g)gRf(�19,f2,3,4g)gRf(�32,f3g),(�45,f3g)gXoperand stak: emptyIteration 9 Proessing BB[45℄, the input data ow item is:this initialized: trueloal frame:LExample;Rf(�10,f1,2,3,4g)gRf(�19,f2,3,4g)gRf(�32,f3g),(�45,f3g)gXoperand stak: emptyBB[32℄ is sheduled with input data ow item:this initialized: trueloal frame: LExample;Rf(�10,f1,2,3g)gRf(�19,f2,3g)gRf(�32,f3g),(�45,f3g)gIoperand stak: emptyIteration 10 Proessing BB[32℄, the input data ow item is:this initialized: trueloal frame: LExample;Rf(�10,f1,2,3g)gRf(�19,f2,3g)gRf(�32,f3g),(�45,f3g)gIoperand stak: emptyBB[10℄ is sheduled with input data ow item:this initialized: trueloal frame:LExample;Rf(�10,f1,2,3g)gRf(�19,f1,2,3g)gRf(�32,f1,3g),(�45,f1,3g)gIoperand stak: empty



42 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoIteration 11 Proessing BB[10℄, the input data ow item is:this initialized: trueloal frame:LExample;Rf(�10,f1,2,3g)gRf(�19,f1,2,3g)gRf(�32,f1,3g),(�45,f1,3g)gIoperand stak: emptyBB[19℄ is sheduled with input data ow item:this initialized: trueloal frame: LExam-ple;Rf(�10,f1,2,3,4g)gRf(�19,f1,2,3,4g)gRf(�32,f1,2,3,4g),(�45,f1,2,3,4g)gIoperand stak: emptyIteration 12 Proessing BB[19℄, the input data ow item is:this initialized: trueloal frame: LExam-ple;Rf(�10,f1,2,3,4g)gRf(�19,f1,2,3,4g)gRf(�32,f1,2,3,4g),(�45,f1,2,3,4g)gIoperand stak: emptyIteration 13 Proessing BB[47℄, the input data ow item is:this initialized: falseloal frame: U[-1℄XXXXoperand stak: Ljava/lang/Exeption;5.6 What is Required to Go FurtherAs said before, the veri�ation proedure gathers information that simpli�es the byteodeonversion to the intermediate representation (Chapter 6). This information omprises, foreah o�set in the byteode array, of:1. A valid ag indiating if the o�set is the start o�set of an instrution.2. A target ag indiating if the o�set is the target of a branh or the entry point of anexeption handler.3. A leader ag indiating if the o�set is the �rst instrution of its enlosing basi blok.4. A trailer ag indiating if the o�set is the last instrution of its enlosing basi blok.5. A unreahable ag indiating if the instrution at this o�set is not reahable, i.e. willnever be exeuted.
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byteode first operand seond operandbaload boolean or byte arrayastore referene or ret addressastore 0 referene or ret addressastore 1 referene or ret addressastore 2 referene or ret addressastore 3 referene or ret addressbastore boolean or byte arraypop integer, oat,referene or ret addresspop2 pair32, long or doubledup integer, oat, refereneor ret addressdup x1 integer, oat, referene integer, oat, refereneor ret address or ret addressdup x2 integer, oat, referene pair32, long or doubleor ret addressdup2 pair32, long or doubledup2 x1 pair32, long or double integer, oat, refereneor ret addressdup2 x2 pair32, long or double pair32, long or doubleswap integer, oat, referene integer, oat, refereneor ret address or ret addressTable 2: Untyped byteodes and their possible operands.



44 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujo6. A stak size integer indiating the byteode operand stak size prior to exeuting ofurrent instrution.7. The type of the operands of untyped byteodes, see Table 2.Using this attributes omputed during veri�ation the onversion proedure an ourwithout having to do any extra analysis. Table 2 displays the byteodes that are untyped,i.e. are allowed to handle multiple types, and the possible types of their operands. Inthe table, pair32 represents all pair ombinations of types: integer, oat, referene and retaddress.6 Byteode ConversionThis hapter addresses issues regarding byteode to intermediate representation onver-sion11. The onversion takes plae after byteode veri�ation. The onversion algorithman thus be simpli�ed to rely on the heks already performed during veri�ation. Extrainformation gathered by the veri�er is also used to simplify the identi�ation of basi bloksand the proessing of untyped byteodes (e.g. dup).During the onversion, operations impliit to some byteodes are made expliit. Thatan be observed speially for byteodes that may throw runtime exeptions. The ode forheking an exeptional situation | and throwing the exeption | is plaed right before theode that implements the byteode. The same happens when dealing with byteodes thatan trigger lass initialization. Breaking the byteode into smaller and simpler operationsinreases the hanes of removing redundant ode by the intermediate representation opti-mizer. Care was taken not to disard semanti information when designing the intermediatelanguage and its onverter.The approah used for exeption windows and handlers deserves speial attention. Afteronversion, exeption windows are eliminated. Instead, the ontrol information assoiatedto exeption handling is stored within eah operation giving more freedom for rearrangingthe ode. Exeption handlers are expanded to expliitly hek exeption subtyping. Theimpat of this approah over asynhronous exeptions is disussed.We desribe the solution we gave for implementing subroutines (jsr/ret). Subroutinesimpose a lot of diÆulties not only to the veri�er, but also to the byteode onverter. Themain problem of subroutines deals with liveness information required to do aurate garbageolletion[ADM98℄. It is a well-known problem related to the Java Virtual Mahine. Thesolution here desribed is not only simple and elegant, but also e�etive. It does not requireode dupliation.This hapter does not treat optimization. Although some of the examples herein werehand-tuned for the sake of larity, optimization is not entral to this hapter. However, wedo expose the optimizations that ould be done during onversion but were left out basedon the ompiler motto:11The term translation would be a natural hoie. However, the term onversion has been adopted toavoid onfusion with the transformation from intermediate representation to mahine language that oursduring the Translate phase.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 45Make eah ompilation stage as simple and lear as possible.Ahieve a reliable and e�etive ode by grouping them together.6.1 Intermediate Representation PresentationThe intermediate representation (IR) was rafted to be a �ne-grained optimization-awarerepresentation of Java programs. It is more exive than byteode, and also mahine in-dependent. This setion gives a shallow presentation of the IR features. For a ompletereferene hek Appendix A.The IR is typed, it works with �ve types: integers (32-bit signed), long integers (64-bitsigned), oats, doubles and referenes. For eah type there is a set of virtually in�niteregisters. Table 3 desribes valid register indies for eah type.type valid indiesinteger fn j n%5 = 0glong integer fn j n%5 = 1goat fn j n%5 = 2gdouble fn j n%5 = 3greferene fn j n%5 = 4gTable 3: Valid register indies for eah IR type.Eah method, when translated to the IR, onsists of a sequene of IR statements formingan IR program. Eah IR program has its own set of registers whih is not shared with others.Communiation between IR programs is done through heap memory and parameters passedon alls.An IR statement is a tree of IR opodes where the root is an untyped IR opode. Itmay be ontrol related or not, may de�ne registers, write memory, all other IR programs,et.The IR opodes are the building bloks of the intermediate language. Eah IR op-ode de�nes an operation whih may have arguments (provided by other IR opodes), aresult and attributes. There are IR opodes for doing arithmetis, reading/writing mem-ory, using/de�ning registers, onverting between types, alloating memory, synhronization,reeiving/passing parameters, alling methods, among others.Next setion gives a broad idea of the intermediate language by showing various examplesof onversion from byteode.6.2 Conversion ExamplesThe examples provided by this setion were based on the examples used to explain soure tobyteode ompilation in [LY99, x7℄. Those examples were borrowed not only beause theyare a good way to introdue the matter, but also beause they over most of the onstrutswe would like to show.The translation from Java soure ode to byteode is assumed to be known by the reader.Readers not familiar with Java soure ode to byteode translation should hek [LY99, x6



46 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoand x7℄.6.2.1 Constants, Loal Variables, and Control ConstrutsWe start looking at a very simple example, the spin method. It is a bounded loop withempty body.void spin() ffor (int i = 0; i < 100; i++);gThe translation from Java soure to byteode is given..method spin()V.limit stak 2.limit loals 2ionst 0istore 1goto �8�5: iin 1 1�8: iload 1bipush 100if implt �5return.end methodThe onversion from byteode to the intermediate language of method spin is thefollowing.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. idefine(%0,ionst($0))3. jump(�8)4. label(�5)5. idefine(%0,iadd(iuse(%0),ionst($1)))6. label(�8)7. ijump(LT,iuse(%0),ionst($100),�5)8. vreturn()The �rst statement de�nes register %4 with the this parameter, note that spin is nota stati method. The type of the this parameter is the lass where spin was delared,Example . Next variable i , binded to register %0, is initialized with value 0 in statement2. Statement 3 transfers unonditionally the exeution to statement 6. Statements 4 and 6simply de�nes labels used as target of ontrol statements. The loop body is basially twostatements: 5 and 7. Statement 7 heks if register %0 is less than onstant 100 keepingthe exeution in the loop. Statement 5 inrements variable i by adding to register %0 theonstant 1 . Finally, when leaving the loop, the void method returns in statement 8.Some points an be highlighted when looking at the IR program for the spin method.First, stak based operations are onverted to tree based expressions. Tree based expressions



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 47are easier to handle when rearranging ode. Seond, similar operations are representedequally. The byteodes ionst 0 and bipush 100 do something similar, push an integeronstant. They were uni�ed in the IR opode ionst. Finally, resoures that were limitedin the byteode are not yet limited in the IR program.Next example is the double version of the spin method.void dspin() ffor (double i = 0.0; i < 100.0; i++);gThe translation of the dspin method from Java soure ode to byteode is given below..method dspin()V.limit stak 4.limit loals 3donst 0dstore 1goto �9�5: dload 1donst 1dadddstore 1�9: dload 1ld2 w 100.0dmpgit �5return.end methodThe onversion from Java byteodes to IR is similar to that of the spin method. Thereare a few di�erenes though. Variable i is binded to double register %3. IR operations aretyped so the name of operations with doubles start with letter d instead of letter i .1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. ddefine(%3,donst($0.0))3. jump(�9)4. label(�5)5. ddefine(%3,dstrit(dadd(duse(%3),donst($1.0))))6. label(�9)7. ijump(LT,dmpg(duse(%3),donst($100.0)),ionst($0),�5)8. vreturn()The greatest di�erene is the dstrit opode. This opode does value set onver-sion[LY99, x2.6.6℄. Value set onversion remaps values with extended exponents | asallowed in the semantis of oats and doubles | to the standard enoding. This onversionmay lead to underow or overow and is required at some points in the byteode. In methoddspin , extended exponents are allowed in intermediate stak values, but not in frame slots.



48 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoSo it is neessary to generate a dstrit opode before writing bak register %3 in statement5. The next example is the doubleLoals method whih reeives two doubles as parame-ters and returns their sum.double doubleLoals(double d1, double d2) freturn d1+d2;gThe byteode generated for the doubleLoals is shown below. The main reason of thisexample is showing that double variables use two slots in the frame..method doubleLoals(DD)D.limit stak 4.limit loals 5dload 1dload 3dadddreturn.end methodThe IR program for doubleLoals obtained from byteode is very simple. It onsistsof four statements. The �rst three are parameter reeiving statements. The fourth does allthe job, sums the values passed as parameters and returns from the double method.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. dreeive(%3)3. dreeive(%8)4. dreturn(dadd(duse(%3),duse(%8)))The following example is the sspin method. It has exatly the same funtionality asthe spin method exept that the loop ounter was delared as short integer.void sspin() ffor (short i = 0; i < 100; i++);gThe translation to byteode of the sspin method is shown below. The i2s byteode isused to keep variable i value within the short integer range..method sspin()V.limit stak 2.limit loals 2ionst 0istore 1goto �10�5: iload 1



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 49ionst 1iaddi2sistore 1�10: iload 1bipush 100if implt �5return.end methodThe onversion from Java byteode to IR is similar to that of the spin method. Theonly di�erene appears in statement 5 where a i2s opode is used.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. idefine(%0,ionst($0))3. jump(�10)4. label(�5)5. idefine(%0,i2s(iadd(iuse(%0),ionst($1))))6. label(�10)7. ijump(LT,iuse(%0),ionst($100),�5)8. vreturn()6.2.2 ArithmetiThe align2grain method is used to show how arithmeti expressions are handled in theIR. int align2grain(int i, int grain) freturn (i+grain-1)&~(grain-1);gThe translation of method align2grain from Java soure ode to byteode is straight-forward. Note that the logial negation operation (~ operator) is not supported on byteode.It is implemented by applying an exlusive or operation over the operand and the integeronstant -1 ..method align2grain(II)I.limit stak 3.limit loals 3iload 1iload 2iaddionst 1isubiload 2ionst 1isubionst m1ixoriand



50 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoireturn.end methodThe onversion of byteode to IR is also straightforward. The expression, as appeared inthe Java soure, is extrated from the stak based byteode and rewritten as an expressiontree in statement 4.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. ireeive(%0)3. ireeive(%5)4. ireturn(iand(isub(iadd(iuse(%0),iuse(%5)),ionst($1)),ixor(isub(iuse(%5),ionst($1)),ionst($-1))))6.2.3 More Control ExamplesThe whileInt method implements the same funtionality as the spin method using thewhile onstrut.void whileInt() fint i = 0;while (i < 100)i++;gThe byteode generated from the whileInt method is atually the same byteode asthe one generated from the spin method. It is provided below..method whileInt()V.limit stak 2.limit loals 2ionst 0istore 1goto �8�5: iin 1 1�8: iload 1bipush 100if implt �5return.end methodThe onversion of the whileInt method from byteode to IR also yields the same result.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. idefine(%0,ionst($0))3. jump(�8)4. label(�5)5. idefine(%0,iadd(iuse(%0),ionst($1)))6. label(�8)7. ijump(LT,iuse(%0),ionst($100),�5)



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 518. vreturn()Next example is the whileDouble method that is a slightly modi�ed version of thedspin method using the while onstrut.void whileDouble() fdouble i = 0.0;while (i < 100.1)i++;gIts translation to byteode is provided below..method whileDouble()V.limit stak 4.limit loals 3donst 0dstore 1goto �9�5: dload 1donst 1dadddstore 1�9: dload 1ld2 w 100.1dmpgit �5return.end methodAs expeted, the onversion of the whileDouble method provides a result similar to theone obtained from the onversion of the dspin method.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. ddefine(%3,donst($0.0))3. jump(�9)4. label(�5)5. ddefine(%3,dstrit(dadd(duse(%3),donst($1.0))))6. label(�9)7. ijump(LT,dmpg(duse(%3),donst($100.1)),ionst($0),�5)8. vreturn()The following example is the lessThan100 method. This method reeives a doubleparameter and returns 1 if it is less than 100.0 , or -1 otherwise.int lessThan100(double d) fif (d < 100.0)return 1;elsereturn -1;g



52 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoThe translation of method lessThan100 to byteode is presented below. Note thatthe dmpg/ifge byteodes are used; if parameter d is NaN, the lessThan100 method willreturn -1 ..method lessThan100(D)I.limit stak 4.limit loals 3dload 1ld2 w 100.0dmpgifge �10ionst 1ireturn�10: ionst m1ireturn.end methodThe onversion of method lessThan100 from byteode to IR is straightforward.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. dreeive(%3)3. ijump(GE,dmpg(duse(%3),donst($100.0)),ionst($0),�10)4. ireturn(ionst($1))5. label(�10)6. ireturn(ionst($-1))The next example is method greaterThan100. It is similar to the lessThan100 method.int greaterThan100(double d) fif (d > 100.0)return 1;elsereturn -1;gThe di�erene in the translation to byteode from the lessThan100 method and thegreaterThan100 method is the if test whih uses dmpl/ifle instead of dmpg/ifgebyteodes..method greaterThan100(D)I.limit stak 4.limit loals 3dload 1ld2 w 100.0dmplie �10ionst 1ireturn�10: ionst m1ireturn.end method



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 53The onversion of method greaterThan100 from byteode to IR is also straightforward.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. dreeive(%3)3. ijump(LE,dmpl(duse(%3),donst($100.0)),ionst($0),�10)4. ireturn(ionst($1))5. label(�10)6. ireturn(ionst($-1))6.2.4 Reeiving ArgumentsTwo examples are provided to show how arguments are reeived in the IR. It is not anydi�erent from the ode already shown in the examples presented so far.The �rst example is the addTwo method. It reeives two integer arguments and returnsits sum. Note that the addTwo method was not delared as a stati method.int addTwo(int i, int j) freturn i+j;gThe translation of method addTwo from Java soure ode to byteode is presented below..method addTwo(II)I.limit stak 2.limit loals 3iload 1iload 2iaddireturn.end methodThe onversion of method addTwo is shown below. Statements 1 to 3 are parameterreeiving statements. In statement 1, the this parameter is stored in referene register %4with assoiated type #Example. In statements 2 and 3, parameters i and j are stored intointeger registers %0 and %5, respetively. Finally, statement 4 adds the two integers andreturns the result.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. ireeive(%0)3. ireeive(%5)4. ireturn(iadd(iuse(%0),iuse(%5)))The seond example is the addTwoStati method. It is similar to the addTwo methodexept that is was delared as a stati method.stati int addTwoStati(int i, int j) freturn i+j;g



54 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoThe translation of the addTwoStati method to byteode is shown below..method stati addTwoStati(II)I.limit stak 2.limit loals 2iload 0iload 1iaddireturn.end methodThe IR program obtained from the onversion of method addTwoStati is exatly thesame IR program obtained from the addTwo method, exept that statement 1 was removed.This ourred beause the addTwo method is stati and does not reeive the this impliitparameter.1. ireeive(%0)2. ireeive(%5)3. ireturn(iadd(iuse(%0),iuse(%5)))6.2.5 Invoking MethodsThe add12and13 method is used to show how method invoation is handled in the IR. Itsimply invokes the addTwo method passing onstants 12 and 13 as parameters.int add12and13() freturn addTwo(12, 13);gThe byteode result of the translation of method add12and13 is shown below. It pushesonto the loal operand stak the this referene and integer onstants 12 and 13 respe-tively. In the sequene, the addTwo method is invoked and the result of its exeution iskept on the top of the operand stak. Finally, it is used as the return value of methodadd12and13 ..method add12and13()I.limit stak 3.limit loals 1aload 0bipush 12bipush 13invokevirtual Example/addTwo(II)Iireturn.end methodThe onversion of method add12and13 from byteode to IR is the following.1. areeive(%4,#Example)



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 552. ipass(ionst($13))3. ipass(ionst($12))4. apass(ause(%4))5. all(mlookup(getlass(ause(%4)),[10℄),[$Example,12,61℄)6. iresult(%0)7. ireturn(iuse(%0))The IR program for method add12and13 requires some explanation. Statement 1 de�nesreferene register %4 with the this parameter beause add12and13 is not a stati method.Statements 2 to 4 are parameter passing statements to the subsequent all that will ourin statement 5. The parameters are passed from right-to-left | instead of left-to-right asadopted in the Java byteode | therefore integer onstants 12 , 13 and the impliit thisreferene are passed, respetively.Statement 5 implements a method invoation (IR program all). It uses the IR programat dispath index 10 of a lass objet to transfer exeution (mlookup opode). This is avirtual invoation, and thus the invoked method depends on the atual type of the objetpointed by the this referene (its lass is retrieved using the getlass opode). Theindex 10 is the dispath index of method addTwo assigned during the Load phase of lassExample . Finally, the triple that an be seen in statement 5 is a stak trae information.If a stak trae is requested during the addTwo all, the 12th delared method of lassExample (the add12and13 method atually) and line 61 of its soure �le will be inludedin the stak trae12.In statement 6, the result of the invoation of method addTwo is assigned to integerregister %0. In statement 7 integer register %0 is used as the return value.The next example is the stati version of method add12and13 . The addStati12and13method simply invokes stati method addTwoStati passing as parameters the integeronstants 12 and 13 .int addStati12and13() freturn addTwoStati(12, 13);gThe translation from Java soure to byteode of method addStati12and13 is shownbelow..method addStati12and13()I.limit stak 2.limit loals 1bipush 12bipush 13invokestati Example/addTwoStati(II)Iireturn.end method12The stak trae information is not solely a triple, but a triple list, whih an be empty or have morethan one triple. This enables inlining optimizations to our without damaging stak traes, for instane.



56 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoThe IR program obtained from the onversion of method addStati12and13 is similar tothe IR program obtained from method add12and13 . There is a di�erene though. Sine themethod being alled is stati, the lass used by the mlookup opode is known at onversiontime, and its referene is provided using the alass opode.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. ipass(ionst($13))3. ipass(ionst($12))4. all(mlookup(alass($Example),[19℄),[$Example,13,65℄)5. iresult(%0)6. ireturn(iuse(%0))The following example shows a bit more about method invoation. Two methods areexamined: getItNear and getItFar . Both methods use non-virtual instane methodinvoation to delegate exeution.lass Near fint it;publi int getItNear() freturn getIt();gprivate int getIt() freturn it;gglass Far extends Near fint getItFar() freturn super.getItNear();ggThe following byteode is the translation of method getItNear . Sine it delegatesexeution to a private method, invokespeial is used..method publi getItNear()I.limit stak 1.limit loals 1aload 0invokespeial Near/getIt()Iireturn.end methodThe following byteode is the translation of method getItFar . Sine it delegates exe-ution to a superlass method, invokespeial is used.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 57.method getItFar()I.limit stak 1.limit loals 1aload 0invokespeial Near/getItNear()Iireturn.end methodThe onversion of method getItNear is similar to the method invoation examplesshown so far. Note that the invokespeial method is known at onversion time, thusalass is used in statement 3.1. areeive(%4,#Near)2. apass(ause(%4))3. all(mlookup(alass($Near),[8℄),[$Near,1,75℄)4. iresult(%0)5. ireturn(iuse(%0))The onversion of method getItFar is similar to the method invoation examples shownso far. Note that the invokespeial method is known at onversion time, thus alass isused in statement 3.1. areeive(%4,#Far)2. apass(ause(%4))3. all(mlookup(alass($Near),[5℄),[$Far,1,86℄)4. iresult(%0)5. ireturn(iuse(%0))6.2.6 Working with Class InstanesThe next example is method reate that instantiate lass Objet and returns the newlyreated instane.Objet reate() freturn new Objet();gThe translation from Java soure ode to byteode is shown below. The instantiationonsists of alloating heap spae for the new objet (new byteode) and invoking a on-strutor over it (invokespeial byteode)..method reate()Ljava/lang/Objet;.limit stak 2.limit loals 1new java/lang/Objetdupinvokespeial java/lang/Objet/<init>()Vareturn.end method



58 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoThe onversion of method reate to IR is the following. The usage of the newinstaneopode is shown in statement 2. The newinstane opode has as arguments the lass tobe instantiated; here Objet provided by the alass opode. Like invoation opodes,the newinstane opode also provides stak trae information. The newly reated instanebeomes available in statement 3 where register %4 is de�ned with a referene to it.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. newinstane(alass($java/lang/Objet),[$Example,14,69℄)3. aresult(%4,#java/lang/Objet)4. apass(ause(%4))5. all(mlookup(alass($java/lang/Objet),[12℄),[$Example,14,69℄)6. areturn(ause(%4))Next we present two more methods: example and silly . The example method instan-tiates lass MyObj and returns by alling the silly method. The silly method does auseless null referene test, on the reeived referene, and returns it anyway.MyObj example() fMyObj o = new MyObj();return silly(o);gMyObj silly(MyObj o) fif (o != null)return o;elsereturn o;gThe translation of method example from Java soure ode to byteode is shown below..method example()LMyObj;.limit stak 2.limit loals 2new MyObjdupinvokespeial MyObj/<init>()Vastore 1aload 0aload 1invokevirtual Example/silly(LMyObj;)LMyObj;areturn.end methodThe translation of method silly from Java soure ode to byteode is shown below..method silly(LMyObj;)LMyObj;.limit stak 1.limit loals 2aload 1



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 59ifnull �6aload 1areturn�6: aload 1areturn.end methodThe onversion of method example from byteode to IR is shown below. The usage ofthe init opode is shown in statement 2.Instantiating a lass requires its initialization prior to alloating the new objet. Asshown above in method reate , the initialization of the lass being instantiated, Objet ,is redundant. In that ase, the initialization is redundant beause the lass that delaredmethod reate , Example , exeutes only after its initialization and is a sublass of the lassto be initialized. Sine lass initialization is only suessful after superlass initializationthe init operation an be suppressed.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. init(alass($MyObj),[$Example,15,73℄)3. newinstane(alass($MyObj),[$Example,15,73℄)4. aresult(%9,#MyObj)5. apass(ause(%9))6. all(mlookup(alass($MyObj),[6℄),[$Example,15,73℄)7. apass(ause(%9))8. apass(ause(%4))9. all(mlookup(getlass(ause(%4)),[19℄),[$Example,15,74℄)10. aresult(%4,#MyObj)11. areturn(ause(%4))The onversion of method silly from byteode to IR is straightforward.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. areeive(%9,#MyObj)3. ajump(EQ,ause(%9),anull(),�6)4. areturn(ause(%9))5. label(�6)6. areturn(ause(%9))The next example shows how an integer instane �eld is written and read in methodssetIt and getIt , respetively.int i;void setIt(int value) fi = value;gint getIt() freturn i;g



60 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoThe following byteode is obtained from the translation of method setIt ..method setIt(I)V.limit stak 2.limit loals 2aload 0iload 1put�eld Example/i Ireturn.end methodThe following byteode is obtained from the translation of method getIt ..method getIt()I.limit stak 1.limit loals 1aload 0get�eld Example/i Iireturn.end methodThe onversion of method setIt is shown below. The istore is used in statement 3.Its �rst argument is the referene to the objet being written, the this referene read fromregister %4. Its seond argument is the integer value to be written, the parameter valueread from register %0. Two attributes make up the istore opode: the �eld o�set in theinstane (dynami) �eld area (using the enoding desribed in Setion 4.4); and a volatilewrite ag.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. ireeive(%0)3. istore(ause(%4),dynami(0,0),false,iuse(%0))4. vreturn()The onversion of method getIt is shown below. The iload opode is used similarlyas in the istore opode in setIt IR program.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. ireturn(iload(ause(%4),dynami(0,0),false))6.2.7 ArraysThe reateBuffer method is an example of how to instantiate integer arrays and aessits elements.void reateBuffer() fint buffer[℄;int bufsz = 100;int value = 12;buffer = new int[bufsz℄;



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 61buffer[10℄ = value;value = buffer[11℄;gThe translation of method reateBuffer from Java soure ode to byteode is shownbelow..method reateBu�er()V.limit stak 3.limit loals 4bipush 100istore 2bipush 12istore 3iload 2newarray intastore 1aload 1bipush 10iload 3iastoreaload 1bipush 11ialoadistore 3return.end methodThe following IR program was obtained from the onversion of method reateBuffer.Speial attention should be given to statements 4, 6 and 7. In statement 4, a new integerarray is being instantiated using the newarray opode. The arguments of the newarrayopode are the array lass to be instantiated and the desired length of the new array. Thenew instane beomes available in statement 5 when register %9 is de�ned with its referene.In statements 6 and 7, IR opodes iastore and iaload are used to write and read arrayelements, respetively. Both opodes reeive as arguments the array to be aessed and theelement index. In the ase of the iastore opode, an extra argument is the value to bewritten. The iaload opode provides the value read from the array.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. idefine(%0,ionst($100))3. idefine(%5,ionst($12))4. newarray(alass($[I),iuse(%0),[$Example,19,98℄)5. aresult(%9,#[I)6. iastore(ause(%9),ionst($10),iuse(%5))7. idefine(%5,iaload(ause(%9),ionst($11)))8. vreturn()The next example is method reateThreadArray. The reateThreadArray methodinstantiates a Thread array and initializes its �rst element with a new instane.



62 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujovoid reateThreadArray() fThread threads[℄;int ount = 10;threads = new Thread[ount℄;threads[0℄ = new Thread();gThe translation of method reateThreadArray from Java soure ode to byteode isshown below..method reateThreadArray()V.limit stak 4.limit loals 3bipush 10istore 2iload 2anewarray java/lang/Threadastore 1aload 1ionst 0new java/lang/Threaddupinvokespeial java/lang/Thread/<init>()Vaastorereturn.end methodThe following IR program is obtained from the onversion of method reateThreadArray.The aastore is the only IR opode not presented before. It writes a referene read fromregister %14 to index $0 of array read from register %9.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. idefine(%10,ionst($10))3. newarray(alass($[Ljava/lang/Thread;),iuse(%10),[$Example,20,106℄)4. aresult(%9,#[Ljava/lang/Thread;)5. init(alass($java/lang/Thread),[$Example,20,107℄)6. newinstane(alass($java/lang/Thread),[$Example,20,107℄)7. aresult(%14,#java/lang/Thread)8. apass(ause(%14))9. all(mlookup(alass($java/lang/Thread),[44℄),[$Example,20,107℄)10. aastore(ause(%9),ionst($0),ause(%14))11. vreturn()The reate3DArray method is an example of how multidimensional arrays are reatedin the IR. It instantiates two dimensions of a three dimensional integer array and returnsthe newly reated instane.int[℄[℄[℄ reate3DArray() fint grid[℄[℄[℄;grid = new int[10℄[5℄[℄;



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 63return grid;gThe translation of method reate3DArray from Java soure to byteode is shown below.The multidimensional array is reated using the multianewarray byteode..method reate3DArray()[[[I.limit stak 2.limit loals 2bipush 10ionst 5multianewarray [[[I 2astore 1aload 1areturn.end methodThe IR program for the reate3DArray method is shown below. Sine the IR does notsupport a multidimensional opode, the instantiation is implemented by nesting loops andinstantiating eah array at its time. Statement 2 instantiates the �rst dimension array withlength $10. Statements 4 to 10 is the loop that exeutes $10 times instantiating the seonddimension arrays with length $5.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. newarray(alass($[[[I),ionst($10),[$Example,21,112℄)3. aresult(%9,#[[[I)4. idefine(%0,ionst($0))5. label(�6)6. newarray(alass($[[I),ionst($5),[$Example,21,112℄)7. aresult(%14,#[[I)8. aastore(ause(%9),iuse(%0),ause(%14))9. idefine(%0,iadd(iuse(%0),ionst($1)))10. ijump(LT,iuse(%0),ionst($10),�6)11. areturn(ause(%9))6.2.8 Compiling SwithesThis setion presents two examples of ompiling swith statements. The �rst is implementedusing a tableswith byteode, and the seond using a lookupswith byteode. As shown,both table driven ontrol transfer byteodes are mapped to a single IR opode.The �rst example is the hooseNear method shown below.int hooseNear(int i) fswith (i) fase 0: return 0;ase 1: return 1;ase 2: return 2;default: return -1;gg



64 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoThe translation of method hooseNear from Java soure ode to byteode is the fol-lowing. The Java ompiler detets that the ase values are sequential and generates atableswith byteode..method hooseNear(I)I.limit stak 1.limit loals 2iload 1tableswith 0�28�30�32default: �34�28: ionst 0ireturn�30: ionst 1ireturn�32: ionst 2ireturn�34: ionst m1ireturn.end methodThe onversion of method hooseNear to IR program is shown below. The iswith isused to implement the table driven ontrol transfer in statement 3. The iswith opodedoes not de�ne how the ontrol transfer is done, it only de�nes a map between integer valuesand labels. Also the iswith does not de�ne a label for default (not mapped) values; if anot mapped value is used as argument the iswith opode will simply falls through. Thedefault transfer should then be done in the next statement (the jump opode in statement4 transfers exeution to default label �34).1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. ireeive(%0)3. iswith(iuse(%0),[$0,�28℄[$1,�30℄[$2,�32℄)4. jump(�34)5. label(�28)6. ireturn(ionst($0))7. label(�30)8. ireturn(ionst($1))9. label(�32)10. ireturn(ionst($2))11. label(�34)12. ireturn(ionst($-1))The seond swith example is method hooseFar shown below.int hooseFar(int i) fswith (i) fase -100: return -1;ase 0: return 0;



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 65ase 100: return 1;default: return -1;ggThe translation of method hooseFar from Java soure ode to byteode is below. Sineswith key values are not sequential the Java ompiler generates a lookupswith byteode..method hooseFar(I)I.limit stak 1.limit loals 2iload 1lookupswith-100: �360: �38100: �40default: �42�36: ionst m1ireturn�38: ionst 0ireturn�40: ionst 1ireturn�42: ionst m1ireturn.end methodThe onversion of method hooseFar is shown below. It is similar to the onversion ofmethod hooseNear , also using the iswith opode.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. ireeive(%0)3. iswith(iuse(%0),[$-100,�36℄[$0,�38℄[$100,�40℄)4. jump(�42)5. label(�36)6. ireturn(ionst($-1))7. label(�38)8. ireturn(ionst($0))9. label(�40)10. ireturn(ionst($1))11. label(�42)12. ireturn(ionst($-1))6.2.9 Operations on the Operand StakThe next example is method nextIndex shown below. It provides a read and inrementindex generation proedure.private long index = 0;



66 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujopubli long nextIndex() freturn index++;gThe translation of method nextIndex from Java soure ode to byteode is the following..method publi nextIndex()J.limit stak 7.limit loals 1aload 0dupget�eld Example/index Jdup2 x1lonst 1laddput�eld Example/index Jlreturn.end methodThe IR program obtained from the onversion of method nextIndex is shown below.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. ldefine(%1,lload(ause(%4),dynami(0,0),false))3. lstore(ause(%4),dynami(0,0),false,ladd(luse(%1),lonst($1)))4. lreturn(luse(%1))6.2.10 Throwing and Handling ExeptionsThis setion presents four examples of throwing and handling exeptions. They provide anoverview of the IR support for exeption handling. The presentation is ompleted in thenext setion when we desribe the onversion of try/�nally onstruts.The �rst example is method anBeZero . It instantiates and throws an exeption if theinteger parameter is zero.void antBeZero(int i) throws TestEx fif (i == 0)throw new TestEx();gThe translation of method anBeZero from Java soure ode to byteode is shown below..method antBeZero(I)V.limit stak 2.limit loals 2iload 1ifne �12new TestExdupinvokespeial TestEx/<init>()V



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 67athrow�12: return.end methodThe onversion of method anBeZero from byteode to IR is below. The athrow is usedto throw the newly reated exeption into the aller method frame (statement 9).1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. ireeive(%0)3. ijump(NE,iuse(%0),ionst($0),�12)4. init(alass($TestEx),[$Example,25,141℄)5. newinstane(alass($TestEx),[$Example,25,141℄)6. aresult(%9,#TestEx)7. apass(ause(%9))8. all(mlookup(alass($TestEx),[12℄),[$Example,25,141℄)9. athrow(ause(%9))10. label(�12)11. vreturn()The next example is method athOne . It alls method tryItOut proteted by anexeption handler that alls method handleEx if a TextEx exeption our.void athOne() ftry ftryItOut();g ath (TestEx e) fhandleEx(e);ggThe translation of method athOne from Java soure to byteode is below. An ex-eption window is de�ned from label �0 inlusive to label �4 exlusive with the handler atlabel �7 ..method athOne()V.limit stak 2.limit loals 2�0: aload 0invokevirtual Example/tryItOut()V�4: goto �13�7: astore 1aload 0aload 1invokevirtual Example/handleEx(LTestEx;)V�13: return.ath TestEx from �0 to �4 using �7.end method



68 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoThe onversion of method athOne from byteode to IR is shown below. In statement3, the allx opode is used instead of a all opode one exeptions thrown during theall are handled by the urrent IR program and not delegated to the aller IR program.The allx opode has exatly the same semantis as the all opode exept that it de�nesa label as exeption athing entry point (�15 is the exeption athing entry point forthe exeption window that enloses the tryItOut all). Statements 11 to 14 implementsexpliit exeption athing, subtype testing, handler delegation or rethrowing. Statement12 de�nes register %9 with the referene of the exeption thrown during the tryItOut all.Statement 13 tests if the athed exeption is a subtype of lass TestEx . If true the ontrolis transfered to the exeption handler at label �7. Otherwise, the exeption is rethrown inthe frame of the aller method in statement 14.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. apass(ause(%4))3. allx(mlookup(getlass(ause(%4)),[29℄),[$Example,28,152℄,�15)4. jump(�13)5. label(�7)6. apass(ause(%9))7. apass(ause(%4))8. all(mlookup(getlass(ause(%4)),[30℄),[$Example,28,154℄)9. label(�13)10. vreturn()11. label(�15)12. aath(%9)13. ijump(NE,subtypeof(getlass(ause(%9)),alass($TestEx)),ionst($0),�7)14. athrow(ause(%9))The next example, method athTwo , is a variant of the previous example that de�nestwo exeption handlers for method tryItOut .void athTwo() ftry ftryItOut();g ath (TestEx1 e) fhandleEx(e);g ath (TestEx2 e) fhandleEx(e);ggThe translation of method athTwo from Java soure ode to byteode is shown below.Two exeption windows are de�ned for the same ode segment (�0 inlusive to �4 exlusive),however the test for TestEx1 exeption ourrene is done before the test for TestEx2exeption ourrene..method athTwo()V.limit stak 2.limit loals 3�0: aload 0



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 69invokevirtual Example/tryItOut()V�4: goto �22�7: astore 1aload 0aload 1invokevirtual Example/handleEx(LTestEx;)Vgoto �22�16: astore 2aload 0aload 2invokevirtual Example/handleEx(LTestEx;)V�22: return.ath TestEx1 from �0 to �4 using �7.ath TestEx2 from �0 to �4 using �16.end methodThe onversion of method athTwo is similar to the onversion of method athOne .In statement 3, a allx is also used de�ning label �24 as exeption athing entry point.The major di�erene is on the ode that athes the exeption in statements 16 through 22.Statements 18 and 19 implement the test for TestEx1 subtyping. On suess, they transferthe exeution to its handler at label �7. On subtyping failure, the exeption athing isdelegated to the enlosing exeption window, whih tests for TestEx2 subtyping in asimilar manner (statements 20 to 22).1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. apass(ause(%4))3. allx(mlookup(getlass(ause(%4)),[29℄),[$Example,29,160℄,�24)4. jump(�22)5. label(�7)6. apass(ause(%9))7. apass(ause(%4))8. all(mlookup(getlass(ause(%4)),[30℄),[$Example,29,162℄)9. jump(�22)10. label(�16)11. apass(ause(%9))12. apass(ause(%4))13. all(mlookup(getlass(ause(%4)),[30℄),[$Example,29,164℄)14. label(�22)15. vreturn()16. label(�24)17. aath(%9)18. ijump(EQ,subtypeof(getlass(ause(%9)),alass($TestEx1)),ionst($0),�25)19. jump(�7)20. label(�25)21. ijump(NE,subtypeof(getlass(ause(%9)),alass($TestEx2)),ionst($0),�16)22. athrow(ause(%9))As probably noted by the reader, the exeption athing sheme | impliit on byteode| is made expliit in the IR program. Proteted alls de�ne their exeption athinglabels as the entry points assoiated to its �rst enlosing exeption window. The exeptionathing ode for eah exeption window tests for exeption subtyping, transfering the



70 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoontrol to its handler; otherwise it delegates the athing to its enlosing exeption windowor, if it is a top level exeption window, throwing the exeption in the aller method frame.This sheme only works if every exeption window is fully enlosed by another (or notenlosed at all); sometimes it is neessary to rewrite exeption windows to ahieve that.The rewriting tehnique is disussed in Setion 6.3.The next exeption handling example is the nestedCath method shown below. Ithas similar semantis to the athTwo method (it tests �rst for TestEx1 subtyping andthen for TestEx2 subtyping), but written in a di�erent syntax. The main di�erene issubtle, the handler for the TestEx1 exeption is also proteted by the TestEx2 exeptionwindow.void nestedCath() ftry ftry ftryItOut();g ath (TestEx1 e) fhandleEx(e);gg ath (TestEx2 e) fhandleEx(e);ggThe translation of method nestedCath from Java soure ode to byteode is below.Note that it is lear that one exeption window enloses another..method nestedCath()V.limit stak 2.limit loals 2�0: aload 0invokevirtual Example/tryItOut()V�4: goto �13�7: astore 1aload 0aload 1invokevirtual Example/handleEx(LTestEx;)V�13: goto �22�16: astore 1aload 0aload 1invokevirtual Example/handleEx(LTestEx;)V�22: return.ath TestEx1 from �0 to �4 using �7.ath TestEx2 from �0 to �13 using �16.end methodThe onversion of method nestedCath from byteode to IR is shown below. In state-ment 3, the tryItOut method is invoked using a allx opode with exeption athinglabel �24. In statement 8, the handlerEx method is invoked from an exeption handler



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 71also using a allx opode with exeption athing label �25. Statements 17 through 25implements the exeption athing ode. Statements 17 and 18 ath exeptions for the in-nermost exeption window. Statements 19 and 20 test for TestEx1 subtyping, transferingontrol to the handler label �7 on suess, or delegating exeption athing to its enlosingexeption window in label �26. Statements 21 and 22 ath exeption for the outermostexeption window. Statements 23 to 25 test for TestEx2 subtyping, transfering ontrol tothe handler label �16 on suess, or throwing the exeption into the aller method frame.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. apass(ause(%4))3. allx(mlookup(getlass(ause(%4)),[29℄),[$Example,30,171℄,�24)4. jump(�13)5. label(�7)6. apass(ause(%9))7. apass(ause(%4))8. allx(mlookup(getlass(ause(%4)),[30℄),[$Example,30,173℄,�25)9. label(�13)10. jump(�22)11. label(�16)12. apass(ause(%9))13. apass(ause(%4))14. all(mlookup(getlass(ause(%4)),[30℄),[$Example,30,176℄)15. label(�22)16. vreturn()17. label(�24)18. aath(%9)19. ijump(EQ,subtypeof(getlass(ause(%9)),alass($TestEx1)),ionst($0),�26)20. jump(�7)21. label(�25)22. aath(%9)23. label(�26)24. ijump(NE,subtypeof(getlass(ause(%9)),alass($TestEx2)),ionst($0),�16)25. athrow(ause(%9))6.2.11 Compiling FinallyThis setion presents two examples of the try/�nally onstrut. These examples demon-strate how subroutines are translated to the IR.The �rst example is the tryFinally method shown below. It alls method tryItOutproteted by a �nally blok that alls method wrapItUp .void tryFinally() throws TestEx ftry ftryItOut();g finally fwrapItUp();ggThe translation of method tryFinally from Java soure ode to byteode is shown



72 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujobelow. The jsr/ret byteodes are used to implement a shared subroutine that is exeutedin both normal and exeptional ases..method tryFinally()V.limit stak 1.limit loals 3�0: aload 0invokevirtual Example/tryItOut()Vjsr �16goto �23�10: astore 1jsr �16aload 1athrow�16: astore 2aload 0invokevirtual Example/wrapItUp()Vret 2�23: return.�nally from �0 to �10 using �10.end methodThe onversion of method tryFinally from byteode to IR is shown below. The ex-eption athing and handling implementation for �nally exeption windows is exatly thesame as the implementation of the exeption windows presented so far, exept that thereis no subtyping test and the handler is always exeuted (that an be seen in statements 22to 24).The onversion of the subroutine requires speial attention. There is no onstrut similarto subroutines in the IR, however subroutines are implemented using available opodes.The jsr byteode is onverted to a all-site identi�ation integer assignment, followed byan unonditional branh. That an be seen in statements 5 to 6 and 10 to 11. The retbyteode is onverted to a iswith opode that maps eah all-site identi�ation integerto the label after eah jsr , followed by an unreahable in�nite loop. Statements 17 to 19show that.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. adefine(%9,anull())3. apass(ause(%4))4. allx(mlookup(getlass(ause(%4)),[29℄),[$Example,32,182℄,�25)5. idefine(%0,ionst($0))6. jump(�16)7. label(�7)8. jump(�23)9. label(�10)10. idefine(%0,ionst($1))11. jump(�16)12. label(�14)13. athrow(ause(%9))14. label(�16)15. apass(ause(%4))



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 7316. all(mlookup(getlass(ause(%4)),[31℄),[$Example,32,184℄)17. iswith(iuse(%0),[$0,�7℄[$1,�14℄)18. label(�26)19. jump(�26)20. label(�23)21. vreturn()22. label(�25)23. aath(%9)24. jump(�10)By doing so, we transfer the semantis of the subroutine from a powerful and omplexontrol struture to a simple data driven ontrol struture, with the advantage of no odedupliation. However, as a result of the semanti translation from ontrol to data we faea liveness problem. The referene register %9 is now live during the �nally ode exeution(statements 14 to 16) beause it is used by reahable statement 13. But %9 may not beinitialized at that time, sine it is only initialized through the exeptional path (statement23). Therefore we need to generate a referene nullifying statement for eah uninitializedlive referene register at the top of the IR program (statement 2 in this example). Thisguarantees that all live referene registers always hold legal values, avoiding problems withgarbage olletion. The detailed desription of this subroutine onversion proedure is givenin Setion 6.4.The seond example is the method tryCathFinally that mixes the exeption handlingand �nally onstruts.void tryCathFinally() ftry ftryItOut();g ath (TestEx e) fhandleEx(e);g finally fwrapItUp();ggThe translation of the method tryCathFinally from Java soure ode to byteode isthe following..method tryCathFinally()V.limit stak 2.limit loals 4�0: aload 0invokevirtual Example/tryItOut()V�4: jsr �28goto �35�10: astore 1aload 0aload 1invokevirtual Example/handleEx(LTestEx;)Vjsr �28



74 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujogoto �35�22: astore 2jsr �28aload 2athrow�28: astore 3aload 0invokevirtual Example/wrapItUp()Vret 3�35: return.ath TestEx from �0 to �4 using �10.�nally from �0 to �22 using �22.end methodThe onversion of method tryCathFinally is shown below. This is a bit longer ex-ample that onsolidates the idea behind expliit exeption athing and subroutine imple-mentation, oupled together. Only features disussed so far are presented.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. adefine(%9,anull())3. apass(ause(%4))4. allx(mlookup(getlass(ause(%4)),[29℄),[$Example,33,190℄,�37)5. idefine(%0,ionst($0))6. jump(�28)7. label(�7)8. jump(�35)9. label(�10)10. apass(ause(%9))11. apass(ause(%4))12. allx(mlookup(getlass(ause(%4)),[30℄),[$Example,33,192℄,�38)13. idefine(%0,ionst($1))14. jump(�28)15. label(�19)16. jump(�35)17. label(�22)18. idefine(%0,ionst($2))19. jump(�28)20. label(�26)21. athrow(ause(%9))22. label(�28)23. apass(ause(%4))24. all(mlookup(getlass(ause(%4)),[31℄),[$Example,33,194℄)25. iswith(iuse(%0),[$0,�7℄[$1,�19℄[$2,�26℄)26. label(�36)27. jump(�36)28. label(�35)29. vreturn()30. label(�37)31. aath(%9)32. ijump(EQ,subtypeof(getlass(ause(%9)),alass($TestEx)),ionst($0),�22)33. jump(�10)34. label(�38)



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 7535. aath(%9)36. jump(�22)6.2.12 SynhronizationThis last example demonstrates how synhronization primitives are implemented in the IR.The method onlyMe reeives a referene parameter whih is synhronized during the allto method doSomething.void onlyMe(Foo f) fsynhronized (f) fdoSomething();ggThe translation of the method onlyMe from Java soure ode to byteode is shownbelow. The monitorenter and monitorexit byteodes are used to lok/unlok the pa-rameter objet monitor, respetively. Impliitly the Java ompiler generates ode similarto a try/�nally onstrut enlosing the synhronized ode. It does that to guarantee thatthe objet monitor will always be exited before the method termination..method onlyMe(LFoo;)V.limit stak 1.limit loals 4aload 1astore 2aload 2monitorenter�4: aload 0invokevirtual Example/doSomething()Vaload 2monitorexitgoto �18�13: astore 3aload 2monitorexitaload 3athrow�18: return.�nally from �4 to �13 using �13.end methodThe IR program obtained from the onversion of method onlyMe is shown below. State-ments 2 to 8 is ode generated to test the parameter objet f for a null value and throwinga NullPointerExeption if the ase. Statements 10 to 11 implement the monitorenteroperation, it is broken in two opodes: lok to enter the objet monitor, and readbarrierto invalidate ahed memory reads. Statements 14 to 15 (and 18 to 19) implement themonitorexit operations, it is broken in two opodes: unlok to exit the objet monitor, and



76 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujowritebarrier to writebak ahed memory writes. Both readbarrier and writebarrierdoes nothing but limiting the way that the IR program ould be rearranged.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. areeive(%9,#Foo)3. ajump(NE,ause(%9),anull(),�3)4. init(alass($java/lang/NullPointerExeption),[$Example,35,201℄)5. newinstane(alass($java/lang/NullPointerExeption),[$Example,35,201℄)6. aresult(%14,#java/lang/NullPointerExeption)7. apass(ause(%14))8. all(mlookup(alass($java/lang/NullPointerExeption),[12℄),[$Example,35,201℄)9. athrow(ause(%14))10. label(�3)11. lok(ause(%9),[$Example,35,201℄)12. readbarrier()13. apass(ause(%9))14. allx(mlookup(getlass(ause(%9)),[37℄),[$Example,35,202℄,�20)15. writebarrier()16. unlok(ause(%9))17. jump(�18)18. label(�13)19. writebarrier()20. unlok(ause(%9))21. athrow(ause(%14))22. label(�18)23. vreturn()24. label(�20)25. aath(%14)26. jump(�13)6.3 Exeption Windows ConversionAs desribed in the examples presented on Setion 6.2, during the onversion of byteodeto intermediate representation, exeption windows are replaed by expliit ontrol ode.Exeptional operations will have a diret referene to their exeption athing entry point inthe urrent IR program. For nested exeption windows, eah window will be assoiated to anexeption athing entry point where subtyping test and handler delegation is implemented.Non-nested exeption windows must be transformed to nested ones.Exeption windows in the byteode are enoded as a per method array. The exeptionwindows at the beginning of the array are the innermost. The exeption windows at theend of the array are the outermost. When an exeption is thrown, the JVM must searhlinearly the array, from the innermost to the outermost, for the �rst exeption window thatenloses the exeption PC. If the exeption thrown is athed by that partiular window (thesubtyping test does not fail) the ontrol is transfered to its assoiated handler, otherwisethe searh ontinues. If no window athes the exeption, the JVM rethrows it in the allermethod frame.The exeption windows onversion proedure we have implemented requires nested ex-eption windows. Exeption windows usually are nested (Figure 18 (a)). This is speially



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 77true for byteode generated from Java soures. Although its ourrene is very rare, non-nested exeptions an our[LY99, x4.9.5℄ and must be treated orretly.The algorithm for transforming non-nested exeption windows to nested ones is verysimple. For eah exeption window, from the outermost to the innermost, break it intothe minimum number of equivalent exeption windows, so that eah one of them is eitherfully enlosed by an outermost exeption window or not enlosed at all. Figure 18 (b) andFigure 18 () shows a non-nested exeption window and its equivalent nested exeptionwindow.
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(a) (b) ()Figure 18: Exeption windows: (a) Nested; (b) Non-nested; () Nested after transformation.In the worst ase, the number of exeption windows after applying the algorithm in-reases exponentially. However, non-nested exeption windows are rare enough to preventhoosing this implementation. Most important is that it provides orret behavior for allases, although in some rare ases it laks eÆieny.The proedure for onverting exeption windows is the following:1. Adjust exeption windows to have a nested struture. Eah exeption window mustbe top-level or fully enlosed in another exeption window.2. For eah exeption window do:(a) Create an exeption athing label and entry point (aath opode).(b) Create a label for athing delegation.() If the exeption window is not a �nally exeption window, generate a test forexeption subtyping delegating ontrol | if the test fails | to its diretly en-losing exeption window (using its athing delegation label), or rethrowing theexeption in the aller frame (using athrow opode) if it is a top-level exeptionwindow.



78 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujo(d) Transfer ontrol unonditionally to the exeption handler.3. For eah impliit exeptional operation do:(a) If the operation is not enlosed by an exeption window, generate the operationusing its usual opode.(b) Otherwise, generate the operation using the exeption-prone opode variant andset its exeption athing label to be the exeption athing label of its diretlyenlosing exeption window.4. For eah expliit exeption throwing operation do:(a) If the operation is not enlosed by an exeption window, throw the exeptioninto the aller frame (using athrow opode).(b) Otherwise, de�ne the appropriate register with the referene to the exeption be-ing thrown and transfer ontrol unonditionally to its diretly enlosing exeptionwindow (using its athing delegation label).Examples of exeption windows onversion are shown in Setion 6.2.10 and Setion 6.2.11.6.4 Subroutine ConversionWe hoose not to inlude in the IR speial opodes for implementing subroutines (imple-mented using jsr and ret byteodes). Typially, subroutines would be implemented usingan intra-proedural all/return onstrut. However, sine all subroutine all-sites are knownat onversion time, we deided to implement it by indexing all-sites and swithing at re-turn points. This an be implemented without having to extend the IR, and no ode isdupliated.The subroutine onversion proedure is straightforward:1. Initialize the all-site index to zero.2. For eah subroutine all-site (jsr byteode) do:(a) De�ne an integer register with urrent all-site index. The integer register mustbe the register bounded to the top of the byteode operand stak after the sub-routine all.(b) Unonditional transfer ontrol to the subroutine entry point.() Delare a unique return label and assoiate it with the urrent all-site index.(d) Inrement the all-site index.3. For eah subroutine return point (ret byteode) do:(a) Swith on the integer register bounded to the top of the byteode operand stakbefore the subroutine return (using iswith opode). Inlude in the swith aase entry for all all-site indies and their assoiated labels.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 79(b) For the fall through path, delare a label and an unonditional transfer to it,de�ning an unreahable in�nite loop.4. For eah register live at the IR program entry point do:(a) Displae a default value register de�ning statement just after all parameter-reeiving opodes.In priniple, the subroutine onversion proedure ould take advantage of preise ontrolow information (gathered during the byteode veri�ation) to suppress useless unreahablease labels. In our implementation, we hoose not to use that ontrol ow information inorder to minimize the interfae between the byteode veri�ation and the byteode onver-sion modules. It is not a big overhead to keep those useless unreahable ase labels, beauserarely a method has more than one subroutine. Also, the data ow analysis to detet uselessunreahable ase labels an be formulated easily.The in�nite loop generated for the default path of the iswith opode is a simpleworkaround. An alternate implementation may hoose to elet one of the all-site indiesand use it as the default path.This implementation of subroutines is eÆient, even though it requires an integer swithduring the subroutine return. Sine swith ase labels are atually all-site indies | whihwere generated sequentially | the swith an have a table-based translation.The last step of the subroutine onversion proedure is a repair in the IR program toguarantee that all registers are initialized before their use. Although the use of initializedvariables is a property of veri�ed byteode, the ontrol struture simpli�ation, that oursduring the subroutine onversion, inserts previously non-existing paths in the ontrol owgraph, in whih variables ould be used without being initialized. We deided to keep thisbyteode property also in IR programs. This is speially important when we disuss ourimplementation of garbage olletion in Chapter 9. The aurate GC algorithm requiressome live referene tables to run. Although uninitialized referene registers are not usedin the IR program, it an possibly be inluded in a referene table for a portion of the IRprogram where it is onsidered live and is not initialized. This happens beause the livenessanalysis is a onservative approximation, and unfortunately semanti ontrol informationto detet this situation is not available anymore after onversion. In the best ase, anuninitialized referene inluded in a live referene table makes the GC algorithm rash.Subroutines makes GC hard, it is no news. This approah is simple and elegant. Theprie we pay is the ost of exeuting the initializing statements on method entry (for Javaprograms they are at most one per subroutine), and the inrease of IR registers lifetimewhih may impat register alloation.Examples of subroutine onversion are shown in Setion 6.2.11 and Setion 6.2.12.6.5 Post Conversion OptimizationsThis setion desribes optimizations that must be applied to IR programs after onversion.In priniple, the onversion algorithm ould produe IR programs that would not require



80 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujothose optimizations. However, we deided to simplify the onversion algorithm, for the sakeof orretness, and apply these optimizations only afterwards.6.5.1 Building Expression TreesDuring onversion, byteode loal variables and operand stak values are bounded to IRregisters. However, most operand stak values are intermediate values of omplex expres-sions being omputed. Therefore, representing them as expressions trees, rather than as asequene of three operand statements, is a better hoie. The greater the expression tree,the more e�etive is its translation to mahine ode. There are optimal instrution seletionand register alloation algorithms for expression trees[AJ76℄.The transformation of three operand statements to a expression tree is simple. We lookfor register de�nitions that are used only one in the IR program; that use must be insidethe same basi blok where the de�nition is. Then we replae the use of the assoiatedregister by its de�ning expression.Care should be taken when the de�ning expression ontains a memory read or reg-ister use operation. If the memory read is volatile, or there is a memory read barrier(readbarrier opode) after the de�ning statement and before the use statement, the op-timization must not our. Also, it must not our if, between those statements, there is amemory write operation possibly aliased to the same memory loation as the memory readpresent in the de�ning expression (a similar restrition applies to registers).The following IR program was obtained from the onversion of method align2grainbefore applying the expression tree optimization. The optimized IR program is shown inSetion 6.2.2.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. ireeive(%0)3. ireeive(%5)4. idefine(%10,iuse(%0))5. idefine(%15,iuse(%5))6. idefine(%10,iadd(iuse(%10),iuse(%15)))7. idefine(%15,ionst($1))8. idefine(%10,isub(iuse(%10),iuse(%15)))9. idefine(%15,iuse(%5))10. idefine(%20,ionst($1))11. idefine(%15,isub(iuse(%15),iuse(%20)))12. idefine(%20,ionst($-1))13. idefine(%15,ixor(iuse(%15),iuse(%20)))14. idefine(%10,iand(iuse(%10),iuse(%15)))15. ireturn(iuse(%10))6.5.2 Eliminating Null CheksNull hek elimination is an important optimization for onverted IR programs. The nullhek is the most ommon runtime hek present in byteodes. Performing a null hekfor eah operation that semantially requires it is expensive and usually redundant. Byperforming data ow analysis, we an disover that many heks an be safely suppressed



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 81and substituted by an equivalent hek performed previously in the exeution. Spei�ally,the this impliit parameter is never null, and its storage is never rede�ned in the byteodegenerated from Java soures.This optimization onsists in removing IR statements of the formajump(EQ,ause(%4),anull(),�5)where %4 is never null, or replaing by an unonditional ontrol transfer (jump opode) if%4 is always null. The similar idea an be applied to statements of the formajump(NE,ause(%4),anull(),�5)they an be removed if %4 is always null, or replaed by an unonditional ontrol transferif %4 is never null.The data ow analysis that provides information required by null hek eliminationis a forward analysis based on referene registers. The analysis works with three sets ofreferene registers: null registers (NL), non-null register (NN) and unknown registers (UK).As usual, the implementation of these sets is done using bit vetors, eah referene registeris assoiated to two bit positions (12). The �rst bit position indiates if the register is null(0) or non-null (1). The seond bit position superedes the value of the �rst bit positionif the register ontents annot be known (1). Table 4 is the truth table for the onueneoperator t. t NL (00) NN (10) UK (X1)NL (00) NL (00) UK (X1) UK (X1)NN (10) UK (X1) NN (10) UK (X1)UK (X1) UK (X1) UK (X1) UK (X1)Table 4: Truth table for the onuene operator t.The logial equations obtained from the above truth table are show below. Both an beimplemented eÆiently for bit vetors.C = A tB ) ( 1 = a1 + b12 = a2 + b2 + (a1 
 b1)In order to eÆiently implement the data ow analysis, we assoiate to eah basi bloka ow funtion. The ow funtion onsists of a data ow item (NL, NN, UK) that eaheah referene register assumes at the basi blok exit point, or a soure register index fromwhere the item must be opied at the basi blok entry point. To ompute the ow funtionwe use the following proedure:1. Initialize the ow funtion, eah register is assoiated with its index.2. For eah statement basi blok statement in forward diretion do:



82 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujo(a) If the urrent statement is a referene opy statement, replae the item or indexof the de�ned register in the ow funtion by the urrent value or index of theused register in the ow funtion.(b) If the urrent statement de�nes a referene register and is not a opy statement,replae the item or index of the de�ned register by the value assoiated to thede�ning expression (see Table 5).() Otherwise, do nothing.Table 5 de�nes the ow value assoiated to eah opode that provides a referene asresult. opode flow itemgetlass NNaload UKaaload UKmlookup NNimlookup UKanull NLalass NNastring NNTable 5: Flow item for eah opode that provides referene result.The data ow is omputed iteratively. Starting at the entry basi blok the ow funtionsare applied until onvergene. During omputation, edges leaving basi bloks that end witha null hek are treated speially; the ow item of the referene register being heked mustbe modi�ed to reet the test result on eah path. One the data ow analysis is over, theow items at exit point of basi bloks are used to determine if the transformation mayapply.6.5.3 Fatoring Exeption Throwing CodeThe IR program is generated by the onversion algorithm with a small setion of ode,for throwing internal exeptions, after eah hek for a violated property (e.g. null pointeraess, division by zero). However, the onversion algorithm is naive enough to miss thefat that the same ode may be repliated many times inside the same IR program.The extra ode generated to instantiate and throw an internal exeption an usually beshared by many heks of the same property that ours in the same line of ode. This anbe seen in the example below.Objet getNextNext() freturn next.next;g



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 83Assuming that no null heks were eliminated yet, two null pointer heks are presentin the IR program generated from the getNextNext method. The �rst hek is done forthe this parameter when reading �eld next . The seond hek is done when reading �eldnext from the possibly null referene just read from �eld next of this objet. The IRprogram obtained from the onversion of method getNextNext is shown below.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. adefine(%9,ause(%4))3. ajump(NE,ause(%9),anull(),�6)4. init(alass($java/lang/NullPointerExeption),[$Example,1,6℄)5. newinstane(alass($java/lang/NullPointerExeption),[$Example,1,6℄)6. aresult(%19,#java/lang/NullPointerExeption)7. apass(ause(%19))8. all(mlookup(alass($java/lang/NullPointerExeption),[12℄),[$Example,1,6℄)9. athrow(ause(%19))10. label(�6)11. adefine(%9,aload(ause(%9),dynami(0,0),false,#Example))12. ajump(NE,ause(%9),anull(),�21)13. init(alass($java/lang/NullPointerExeption),[$Example,1,6℄)14. newinstane(alass($java/lang/NullPointerExeption),[$Example,1,6℄)15. aresult(%19,#java/lang/NullPointerExeption)16. apass(ause(%19))17. all(mlookup(alass($java/lang/NullPointerExeption),[12℄),[$Example,1,6℄)18. athrow(ause(%19))19. label(�21)20. adefine(%9,aload(ause(%9),dynami(0,0),false,#Example))21. areturn(ause(%9))It is easy to see that the ode instantiating and throwing the NullPointerExeptionfor both heks is the same (statements 4 to 9 and 13 to 18). The IR program an thus berewritten to share that ode.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. adefine(%9,ause(%4))3. ajump(NE,ause(%9),anull(),�6)4. label(�21)5. init(alass($java/lang/NullPointerExeption),[$Example,1,6℄)6. newinstane(alass($java/lang/NullPointerExeption),[$Example,1,6℄)7. aresult(%19,#java/lang/NullPointerExeption)8. apass(ause(%19))9. all(mlookup(alass($java/lang/NullPointerExeption),[12℄),[$Example,1,6℄)10. athrow(ause(%19))11. label(�6)12. adefine(%9,aload(ause(%9),dynami(0,0),false,#Example))13. ajump(EQ,ause(%9),anull(),�21)14. adefine(%9,aload(ause(%9),dynami(0,0),false,#Example))15. areturn(ause(%9))The idea we have used to implement this fatoring exeption throwing ode optimizationis the same used in Language Theory to minimize states in a Deterministi Finite Automaton(DFA) [Ner58, Hop71℄. We divide the IR statements in sets, eah set ontaining initially



84 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujostatements that are equal in syntax, inluding their attributes. Then we start partitioningeah set that ontains statements leading exeution to statements in di�erent sets. Whenno more sets an be reated, the sets with more than one statement indiates the statementsthat are repliated and an be removed from the IR program. Atually the repliated odeis not removed but the ontrol struture of the IR program is modi�ed to shared a singleopy of repliated ode. The other opies are eliminated by unreahable ode eliminationdesribed on Setion 6.5.4.This algorithm is generi and do the fatoring for any repliated ode, inluding theexeption throwing ode as well as user ode.6.5.4 Control OptimizationsThe ontrol optimizations to be applied to IR programs after onversion are basially two:unreahable ode elimination and jump optimization.Unreahable ode elimination is a trivial optimization, it eliminates from the ontrolow graph of the IR program basi bloks not reahable by any path. Code may beomeunreahable after applying the optimizations desribed in Setion 6.5.2 and Setion 6.5.3.The jump optimization hanges the linear plaement of the ontrol ow graph of a IRprogram | sometimes merging basi bloks | in order to remove useless unonditionalontrol transfers. To merge two basi bloks one of them must be the only predeessor ofthe other, whih must also be its only suessor. The following IR program was obtainedfrom applying the jump optimization to the method tryFinally shown in Setion 6.2.11.1. areeive(%4,#Example)2. adefine(%9,anull())3. apass(ause(%4))4. allx(mlookup(getlass(ause(%4)),[29℄),[$Example,32,182℄,�25)5. idefine(%0,ionst($0))6. label(�16)7. apass(ause(%4))8. all(mlookup(getlass(ause(%4)),[31℄),[$Example,32,184℄)9. iswith(iuse(%0),[$0,�7℄[$1,�14℄)10. label(�26)11. jump(�26)12. label(�7)13. vreturn()14. label(�14)15. athrow(ause(%9))16. label(�25)17. aath(%9)18. idefine(%0,ionst($1))19. jump(�16)6.6 Disussion about Assynhronous ExeptionsAn important issue to be disussed in the shade of the byteode onversion is the assyn-hronous exeption support. An assynhronous exeption is an exeption thrown by oneJava thread in the ontext of another Java thread.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 85Although user level assynhronous exeption throwing has been depreated13 from theJava platform (stop method), it is also required in some implementations of the runtimeto implement safely part of its internal operations (e.g. destroying the JVM).Assynhronous exeptions are preise and may be deteted after a small but boundedamount of time [LY99, x2.16.2℄. The assynhronous exeption detetion by the JVMmust bedesigned and implemented with are | not to sari�e performane | sine its ourreneis rare.The intermediate representation does not have expliit opodes for heking assyn-hronous exeptions. However, it was designed to hek for assynhronous exeptions, atits onveniene, by some seleted opodes. Those opodes are atually the opodes thatare expensive and usually require runtime allbaks. They must also have support for staktrae information and have a variant form that de�nes exeption athing labels. Thoseopodes omprise the opodes for alling native methods, alloating memory, initializinglasses and synhronizing. We believe most multithreaded programs will inevitably use oneof these operations from time to time.With this sheme, it is true that some Java ode may never hek for assynhronousexeptions. If the ode does not do any of the speial operations listed above, this willhappen. For instane the following loopForever method will never hek for assynhronousexeptions in our implementation.void loopForever() ffor (;;);gHowever, ode like this does not follow the Java multithreading guidelines. Sine threadsheduling is not stritly de�ned in the Java platform, the loopForever method may stuk;not even given the hane to another thread exeute and post an assynhronous exeption.Portable well-written multithread Java programs will sometimes yield on tied loops (byalling native method yield), giving the runtime the possibility for throwing any pendingassynhronous exeptions. The loopForever method ould be rewritten this way.void loopForever() ffor (;;)Thread.yield();g7 The x86 Bak-EndThis hapter desribes the bak-end for the Intel Arhiteture 32-bit family of proessors.The x86 bak-end is a simple and naive platform-independent ode generator implementa-tion. As a �rst implementation, reliability and simpliity where the main goals.13Depreation means it should not be used by new software, but must be still available for bakwardompatibility.



86 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoWe desribe the ode generation strategy; the data strutures required by the runtimeto implement garbage olletion, stak traing and exeption handling; the reloation andpath tables used to update the method text one in the lient-side; and improvements thatshould appear in an enhaned version of this x86 bak-end.The reader is assumed to be familiar with the popular Intel 32-bit arhiteture featuresand instrution set [Int97a, Int97b℄. Code samples are displayed using AT&T assemblysyntax.7.1 Code GenerationThe x86 bak-end uses a simple and naive ode generation strategy. In a �rst moment, thebak-end does the binding of IR registers on the stak frame by doing liveness analysis andbuilding an interferene graph. Afterwards, in a seond moment, it does instrution seletionby pattern mathing using the tool desribed in Appendix B. Register alloation is doneonly for expression trees, using a well-known tehnique applied during instrution seletion[AJ76℄. The x86 bak-end laks loal or global register alloation, instrution shedulingand peephole optimizations. A disussion about its improvement is left to Setion 7.4.7.1.1 Stak Frame and Registers Usage ProtoolThe ode generated by the x86 bak-end obeys the following protool:� All parameters are passed in the stak.� All general purpose registers are aller-saved.� Return values are kept in registers (see Table 6).� Callees pop parameters on return.type registerinteger %eaxlong integer %eax (low word) %edx (high word)oat %st(0)double %st(0)referene %eaxTable 6: Registers used to store return values.The stak frame organization is depited in Figure 19. During alls, allers push pa-rameters and the return address. Callees reate a new frame by saving aller frame pointerand making room for loal variables. Loal variables are atually IR registers, the termloal variable is used to avoid onfusion with proessor physial registers (e.g. %eax). Loalvariables are bounded to the new frame but parameters storage is reused whenever possible(see Setion 7.1.2 for details). The general prologue for methods is the following:



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 87SELF:... ;objet fieldsENTRY:pushl %ebp ;save aller frame pointermovl %esp,%ebp ;set frame pointerpushl $SELF ;push text referenesubl $8,%esp ;make room for 2 loal variables...
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Figure 19: Stak frame organization.The text referene is a referene to the method implementation itself. Sine methodtexts are �rst-lass objets, whih may beome eligible for garbage olletion, this refereneprevents the method from beoming unreahable during its exeution (see Chapter 9 fordetails about garbage olletion). For the same reason, the area between the SELF labeland the ENTRY label is reserved for instane �elds.During method return, the aller stak frame must be restored and the ontrol trans-fered bak to the instrution immediately following the all instrution. Also the allee isresponsible for popping parameters from the stak. The general epilogue for methods is thefollowing:...EXIT:leave ;restore previous frameret $4 ;return and pop 1 parameter



88 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujo7.1.2 Loal Variable BindingThe �rst step in ode generation is loal variable binding. Loal variable binding onsists ofassoiating stak frame indies | and thus reserving storage | to eah loal variable (IRregister).In order to eÆiently alloate storage to eah loal variable, we need to ompute adata ow analysis alled liveness analysis. Liveness analysis provides information about theliveness of eah loal variable for every point of the IR program. A loal variable is live ata partiular point if there is at least one de�nition of that loal variable that reahes an useof the same variable passing through that point14.The harateristis of the liveness data ow analysis are:� It is a bakward analysis.� In a path merge, the set of live variables is obtained by the union of the set of livevariables on eah path.� A loal variable use inserts that loal variable into the set of live variables.� A loal variable de�nition removes that variable from the set of live variables.Using liveness information we an ompute the interferene graph, a graph where nodesrepresent loal variables and edges represents liveness interferenes. A liveness interfereneenodes a pair of loal variables that are both live at least in one point in the IR program.Using the interferene graph we an disover the storage required by a partiular IR pro-gram. The number of words required to do the loal variable binding is at most one plusthe degree of the node with greatest degree.After building the interferene graph, we assign to eah node a stak frame index. Forloal variables de�ned by a parameter-reeiving IR statement, e.g. ireeive, the frameindex is positive and obtained from the parameter order. For other loal variables, thestak frame index is usually negative and its assignment is done greedily | until all indiesare assigned do: selet a node not yet assigned, and assign an index di�erent from thealready assigned adjaent nodes indies.Care must be taken when handling two word loal variables (i.e. long integers anddoubles). In our interferene graph implementation, they are split into two separate nodes.Sine two word loal variables must be alloated ontiguously, during stak frame indexassignment we have to onsider that the high word index must be subsequent to the lowword index.By doing loal variable binding using an interferene graph we obtain a very goodalloation, whih does not waste storage. Therefore, ordinary loal variables are sometimesbound to the same storage as parameter loal variables, beause their liveness does notinterfere (and thus it has positive index).14A loal variable use without a de�nition also makes that loal variable live, but that should never ourin IR programs.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 897.1.3 Instrution SeletionInstrution seletion is done by tree pattern mathing using the tree rewriting tool desribedin Appendix B. During instrution seletion, we do register alloation for expression trees,based on a well-known tehnique [AJ76℄.The tree pattern mather is generated by the tree rewriting tool based on a grammarspei�ation. The grammar spei�ation ontains the set of tree patterns and assoiatedations to generate ode. Eah tree pattern, plays one of two roles:1. Mathes a tree pattern that is a straight map of one instrution format available onthe underlying instrution set. Tries to apture all addressing modes and minimizesize/yles.2. Mathes a tree pattern that annot be mapped to a single instrution format. Usuallya small pattern overing a speial IR opode. Generates a ode segment with �xedaddressing and instrutions. In general, the number of pattern variants to over allpossible instrution formats and order ombinations is impratiable.Figure 20 shows sample tree pattern rules extrated from the x86 bak-end grammarspei�ation (see Appendix B for a full referene about the spei�ation syntax). Theseare rules for mathing the signed integer division (idiv opode). The signed division in thex86 arhiteture requires the dividend to be in the %eax register, being the divisor in anyother general purpose register. Before exeuting the division instrution, the issue of a ltdinstrution is mandatory in order to sign extend %eax to the 64-bit pair eax:edx. Onethe division takes plae (idivl), the result is kept in %eax register while the assoiatedremainder is written to the %edx register.Both rules shown in Figure 20 mathes the signed integer division idivl instrution.The di�erene between the two rules is in the sheduling of the ode generated from subex-pressions, whih tries to aommodate the register pressure of the whole expression. Thisis exatly the implementation tehnique for expression tree register alloation desribed in[AJ76℄ adapted to a CISC mahine. The general idea | employed for orthogonal registerssets arhitetures | is that the minimum number of registers required by an expression treer will be the max(r1; r2), if r1 6= r2, or r1 + 1, if r1 = r2, where r1 and r2 are the minimumnumber of registers required by eah subexpression respetively. For the x86 arhiteture,we have implemented this tehnique using a written registers set for eah expression insteadof using r. This was done beause of the x86 instrution set operand restritions in whihregisters are not homogeneous (as past mentioned for the idivl instrution). Fortunately,the implementation of written registers sets ould be done eÆiently using 32-bit integers;and this was possible exatly beause the x86 arhiteture register set is small.Let's look a little loser at this grammar spei�ation exerpt in Figure 20. Rules havethe non-terminal eax on their left hand size beause the result of the idivl instrution isalways kept in %eax. The non-terminal eax synthetizes three attributes: a mixed time/spaeost, the register that stores the result of the expression, and the set of registers killed duringthe omputation of this expression. The ost attribute is used to hoose the best treemathing. The tree pattern rules are similar, hanging only the subexpressions sheduling.



90 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoprivate void eax()<int ost, int reg, int kill> [��.ost < ost℄...| IR.IDIV(eax,r32) [�3.reg != as.EDX && (�3.kill & �2.reg) == 0℄f ��.ost = ost(6,3)+�2.ost+�3.ost;��.reg = as.EAX;��.kill = as.EAX|as.EDX|�2.kill|�3.kill; g= f �2();�3();as.ltd();as.idivl(�3.reg); g| IR.IDIV(eax,r32) [�3.reg != as.EDX && (�2.kill & �3.reg) == 0℄f ��.ost = ost(6,3)+�2.ost+�3.ost;��.reg = as.EAX;��.kill = as.EAX|as.EDX|�2.kill|�3.kill; g= f �3();�2();as.ltd();as.idivl(�3.reg); g...; Figure 20: Sample tree pattern rules extrated from the x86 spei�ation.The tree patterns are simple, they math an idiv opode requiring that the dividendmust be %eax (eax non-terminal) and the divisor any general purpose register (r32 non-terminal). It is important that the divisor must not be register %edx beause the dividendwill be sign-extended to the 64-bit register pair %eax:%edx (it an be seen that this isaptured semantially rather than syntatially). Also, eah math must only our if thesubexpression that is sheduled last does not overwrite the register storing the result of thesubexpression sheduled �rst. The attributes synthetization for both rules is very simple:the ost is the sum of the osts of eah subexpression plus a 6 yles and 3 bytes of theltd/idivl instrutions; the result register is %eax; the written registers set is the union ofthe written registers set of eah subexpressions, inluding registers %eax and %edx for theurrent expression. The ode generation for these tree pattern rules is also simple, �rst theode for eah subexpression is generated aording to the expeted sheduling (methods�2() and �3()), then the instrutions related to the division are generated.The following assembly ode was generated by the x86 bak-end for the expression idiv(iuse(%0),iadd(iuse(%5),iuse(%0))).movl [%ebp+8℄,%eax ;left subexpression, write %eaxmovl [%ebp-8℄,%ebx ;right subexpression, write %ebxaddl [%ebp+8℄,%ebx ;must not kill %eaxltd ;division, write %eax,%edxidivl %ebx ;result kept in %eax



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 91The rest of the x86 bak-end grammar spei�ation is vast and repetitive. Besides, theideas used to implement eah rule are exatly the same as desribed in the example above.7.2 Cooperative Runtime SupportThis setion desribes extra information provided by the x86 bak-end as a requirementof the language runtime in order to arry out some of its tasks, namely: live referenesidenti�ation in the stak frame, stak traes printing, ontrol transferene to appropriateexeption handler, and identi�ation of referenes hard-oded in method text objets.7.2.1 Live Frame Referenes and Stak Traing TablesAt ertain times, the runtime has to inspet the thread all stak in order to gather infor-mation about it. This is only possible when the exeuting method does a runtime allbak,then the runtime is able to look at the underlying stak. Also, information about eahmethod in the stak frame must be made available by the ode generator to be used by theruntime during allbaks. The runtime inspets the stak for two reasons: to disover theset of live root referenes in the thread stak, and to print a stak trae.We have lassi�ed some IR opodes as inspetion-point, they mark points in the IRprogram where the stak frame may be inspeted. The ode generator identi�es inspetion-point opodes and provides omprehensive information about the IR program during theirexeution. There are two types of inspetion-point IR opodes:Call Opodes Opodes that ause another Java method invoation. Provides informationfor all frames in the all stak but the topmost. Namely: all and allx.Runtime Callbak Opodes Opodes that ause a runtime allbak. Provides informa-tion for the topmost frame. Namely: init, initx, lok, lokx, nall, nallx,newarray, newarrayx, newinstane, newinstanex.The information required by the runtime is generated using a return address indexedtable. After eah all instrution that is generated to implement an inspetion-point IRopode, the ode generator provides a return address label. The return address indexedtable is built assoiating an entry to eah return address label, and its pointer is madeavailable via the method text header. When neessary, the runtime steps through thestak olleting the desired information by looking for the return address of eah all inthe indexed table assoiated to eah stak frame (see Chapter 8 for objet headers/heapstrutures layout, and details about stak traversal). Eah indexed table entry is a pair ofpointers to two other tables: the live frame referenes table, and the stak traing table.The table is sorted by return address to speedup the searh. This an be seen in thefollowing ode sample....pushl %eax ;pass parameterall init ;initialize lass, runtime allbakIPOINT 0:



92 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoaddl $4,%esp ;C protool, aller pop parameters...pushl %eaxall newinstane ;instantiate lass, runtime allbakIPOINT 1:addl $4,%esp ;C protool, aller pop parametersmovl %eax,12(%ebp) ;save return value...pushl -20(%ebp) ;pass parameterall *CALLEE CLASS+96;all method through tableIPOINT 2:movl %eax,-16(%ebp) ;save return value...INSPECTOR:.long IPOINT 0 ;the lass initialization info.long TRACE 0 ;stak traing table.long 0 ;no live referenes.long IPOINT 1 ;the lass instantiation info.long TRACE 0 ;stak traing table, same so is shared.long 0 ;no live referenes.long IPOINT 2 ;the stati method table all info.long TRACE 1 ;stak traing table.long LIVES 0 ;live frame referenes table...The live frame referenes table is a zero-terminated array of signed 8-bit frame indies.It is used by the runtime to determine the set of live root referenes for the urrent stakframe. It is built using data ow information gathered by liveness analysis during loalvariable binding (see Setion 7.1.2). The set of indies that make up a live frame referenestable is the set of frame indies assigned to the IR registers live at the point immediatelyfollowing the inspetion-point IR opode assoiated to urrent return address. The enodingof the 8-bit frame indies addresses words instead of bytes, also the return address and textreferene indies are skipped to expand the indexing apaity (see Figure 19 for stak framelayout). Therefore, an 8-bit index with value 4 addresses the referene at (4+1)*4(%ebp);an 8-bit index with value -2 addresses the referene at (-2-1)*4(%ebp). The enodingof the live frame referenes table using signed 8-bit indies may sound very limited butit is not. It provides support for identifying up to 128 parameters and 255 loal variables(inluding parameters storage being reused by loal variables). This is rather enough thoughjava methods may have up to 255 parameters and, in some pathologial ases, as manysimultaneous live referenes in a single inspetion-point as required to exeed the supportedlimit. The enoding, however, has suÆed our �rst implementation needs, and an beeasily reviewed. The following ode sample is the live frame referenes table for the methodtranslation shown previously....



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 93LIVES 0:.byte -4 ;referene at -20(%ebp) is live.byte 2 ;referene at 12(%ebp) is live.byte 3 ;referene at 16(%ebp) is live.byte 0 ;marks the end of table...The stak traing table is an array of three �eld reords. Eah reord ontains informa-tion about a soure ode point that must appear in the stak trae for the urrent returnaddress. The �rst �eld of the reord is a referene to the lass that delares the methodthat must appear in the stak trae. The seond �eld is the index of that method as itappears in the delaring lass �le. The third �eld is the soure ode line number that mustappear in the stak trae. If the line number is not available the seond �eld must have agvalue 65535 and the third index must be the index of the method (methods are indexedfrom 0 to 65534 while line numbers, when available, are indexed from 0 to 65535, so thisspeial enoding was hosen). Eah stak traing table end is marked with a null referene.The following ode sample shows the stak traing tables for the method translation shownabove (note that the stak trae information for the �rst two inspetion points was thesame, so a single stak traing table is shared by both)....TRACE 0:.long THIS CLASS ;lass referene.short 18 ;method index.short 77 ;line number.long 0TRACE 1:.long THIS CLASS ;same lass referene.short 18 ;same method index.short 79 ;two lines below.long 0...For IR programs translated right after the onversion from byteode, eah stak traingtable has at most one three �eld reord. However, multiple reords are supported in order toorretly implement stak traes when inlining optimizations our before the translationby the bak-end takes plae. Inlining optimizations replae in loo method alls by theontents of the allee methods. Then method alls are eliminated and related stak traeinformation would be lost. In order to keep stak trae integrity, the stak trae informationof the eliminated method all is added to the stak trae information of eah inspetion pointin the ode being inlined. The following ode sample shows the stak traing table resultedfrom the inlining of a method all....TRACE 1:.long CALLEE CLASS ;lass that owns the allee method



94 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujo.short 34 ;allee method index.short 203 ;line number.long THIS CLASS ;previous stak trae information.short 18 ;that would have been lost after applying.short 79 ;the inlining optimization.long 0...As in the ase of the live frame referene table enoding, the stak traing table enodingwas hosen for simpliity. Better alternatives are ertainly available.7.2.2 Exeption Cathing RoutineIR programs that have exeption athing entry points (aath opode) are translatedto method texts that must provide an exeption athing routine. An exeption athingroutine is a small ode segment that, based on the return address of a all, athes anddelegates an exeption to its appropriate handler. The exeption athing routine of aaller method is used by the runtime to searh for a handler whenever an exeption isthrown through the frame of the allee method.When a method annot handle an exeption, it rethrows the exeption whih may beathed by any aller method in the all hain. This rethrown ation is done by alling aruntime routine alled athrow . The athrow routine reeives as parameter the exeptioninstane being thrown. Then the athrow routine steps through the stak looking for amethod who athes the exeption (see Setion 8.3.2 for details about stak traversal). Foreah frame visited, it uses the text referene to reah the assoiated method text instaneand hek if it implements an exeption athing routine (a possibly null pointer �eld in themethod text header). If the method text does not implement an exeption athing routinethen the step through the stak ontinues. Otherwise, the exeption athing routine isinvoked. The parameters to the exeption athing routine are: the exeption being thrown,the return address for the method assoiated to the urrent stak frame, and the urrentstak frame base pointer. A sketh ode for the athrow routine is shown above.athrow :popl %ex ;disard return address,; athrow never returnspopl %eax ;save exeption instane in %eaxNEXT:movl 4(%ebp),%edx ;save return address in %edxmovl (%ebp),%ebp ;goto aller framemovl -4(%ebp),%ebx ;save text referene in %ebxtestl %ebx,%ebx ;if text referene is nullje C FRAME ;its not a java framemovl -8(%ebx),%ex ;save method text header pointer in %ex



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 95movl -12(%ex),%ebx ;save exeption athing routine in %ebxtestl %ebx,%ebx ;if no exeption athing availableje NEXT ;proeed to aller framepushl %ebp ;pass frame pointer as parameterpushl %edx ;pass return address as parameterpushl %eax ;pass exeption instane as parameterall *%ebx ;jump to exeption athing routine;it never returns...C FRAME:... ;C frame, return to JNIIn order to implement the exeption athing routine, the x86 bak-end must keep trakof all possible return addresses of exeption-prone opodes (e.g. allx, newinstanex, et)for a partiular IR program. During ode generation an extra sequential label is plaedafter eah all instrution assoiated to an exeption-prone opode. That an be seen inthe ode exerpt above for a diret method all....pushl -12(%ebp) ;push seond parameterpushl -8(%ebp) ;push first parameterall CALLEE ENTRY ;diret method allXRETADDR 2: ;return address labelmovl %eax,8(%ebp) ;save return value in loal...HANDLER 2: ;handler enlosing the allmovl %eax,-8(%ebp) ;store exeption instane in loal... ;handle exeptionThe ode for the exeption athing routine is generated by the bak-end just after theatual method translation. The exeption athing routine restores the urrent methodstak frame and searhes the exeption-prone return labels using the return address. If anylabel mathes the return address, then ontrol is transfered to its handler entry point label.Otherwise, the exeption was thrown in a point not enlosed by a exeption handler, and isnot handled by urrent method; it is then rethrown in aller frame by alling the athrowroutine. A sample exeption athing routine is shown above, note that the return methodsearh is done sequentially for the sake of larity, atual implementation uses a lookup tablemethod.CATCHER:popl %ex ;disard return address, never returnspopl %eax ;save exeption instane in %eaxpopl %edx ;save return address in %edxpopl %ebp ;restore urrent stak frameleal -12(%ebp),%esp ;restore top of the stak



96 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujompl $XRETADDR 0,%edx;searh for return addressje HANDLER 0 ;and transfer ontrol to handlermpl $XRETADDR 1,%edx;exeption instane is kept in %eaxje HANDLER 1mpl $XRETADDR 2,%edxje HANDLER 2...pushl %eax ;exeption not athedall athrow ;rethrow in aller frame7.2.3 Method Text Referene TableEah heap alloated lass instane must provide information about the layout of referenesin its �eld area. The instane lass is usually the ommon plaeholder for that kind ofinformation. During garbage olletion, eah lass instane is visited, and using its lassreferene15, it is possible to loate the referenes inside the �eld area, whih are sheduledto be visited in the future aording to the garbage olletion sheme.Sine in our implementation method texts are �rst-lass objets (instanes of �nal lassMethodText), there must be a way to loate referenes diretly referened in its body. Thetypes of referenes diretly referened by a method text are:� Method texts, used in diret alls.� String literals, internalized instanes of lass String .� Meta lass objets, instanes of lass Class .In order to obtain that information, eah method text instane has in its header apointer to a table of referenes, the method text referene table. That table is simply aimmutable null-terminated array of referenes. Some other possibilities for enoding suhtable are possible but we hoose this enoding for simpliity rather than storage eÆieny.For instane, storing a 16-bit o�set in the method text, indiating a referene enoded asinstrution immediate data, would save half the memory; however it would limit methodtext length to be near 64K, and method text referene o�sets should be agged sine, asimmediate data, they are stored as PC relative addresses (even after we have obtained theabsolute address from the relative address, this absolute address still is not the methodtext referene (SELF), but a pointer to its entry point ENTRY; a onstant value must besubtrated from it). Simpliity was then an adequate hoie speially beause, in pratie,this table is rather small and dupliate entries an be easily eliminated.In addition, eah method text instane has in its header a referene to its delaringlass. This referene is required to prevent the lass from being garbage olleted while themethod text is still exeuting (reahable by a text referene in any stak frame). Objetheaders and heap strutures layout are desribed in Setion 8.1.15Some implementations do not store the lass referene in eah instane, but a lass reord pointer.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 977.3 Reloation and Path TablesThis setion provides details about reloation and pathes that must be done by the runtimewhenever a new method text is instantiated. Reloation onsists of updating memoryloations inside the method text by adding its base o�set to them. Pathes are updates tomemory loations inside the method text in order to reet the atual referene of anotherobjet. The reloation and path tables are part of eah method text information sent tothe lient-side during the Translate phase using the x86 bak-end.7.3.1 Reloation TableThe reloation table spei�es method text o�sets that ontain absolute addresses to memoryloations relative to its base address. The table is required beause the run-time address of amethod text is not known prior to its instantiation, and relative addressing is not available.Usually, relative addressing is not available when a label has to be plaed in a table or usedas immediate data of a non ontrol transfer instrution. For instane, all the ontents of thereturn address indexing table desribed in Setion 7.2.1 need to be reloated; the addressof eah word must be inluded in the reloation table.Prior to reloation, reloatable addresses ontents are the zero-based o�set of eah labelinside the method text. Reloating an address means adding the base address of the methodtext to this o�set, resulting in its absolute address.
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Figure 21: Reloation of absolute addresses.Figure 21 shows how reloation is implemented. During ode generation, eah absoluteaddress to a label inside the method text is initialized with its o�set from the base o�set(00000100H); also the o�set of the absolute address is reorded for reloation (00000200H).At run-time, eah entry in the reloation table is visited and the method text base addressis added to the absolute address at the assoiated o�set.01083000H+ 00000100H = 01083100H



98 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujo7.3.2 Runtime Callbak Path TableThe runtime allbak path table spei�es method text o�sets that ontains PC relativeaddresses to runtime allbak routines. The table is required beause the address distanebetween the method text objet and the allbak entry point is not known before run-time.This address di�erene is exatly the value used as immediate data to relative alls. Relativeaddressing needs pathing when target addresses are loated outside the same blok of ode,whih is the ase.Prior to pathing, PC relative addresses ontents are the di�erene between the methodtext base o�set and the o�set following the immediate data. Pathing means adding theaddress di�erene between the allbak entry point and the method text to that value.
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Figure 22: Pathing of runtime allbaks.Figure 22 shows how runtime allbak pathing is implemented. During ode generation,eah PC relative address to runtime allbak is initialized with the di�erene between thebase o�set and the o�set following the immediate data.00000000H� 00000104H = FFFFFEFCH00000000H� 00000204H = FFFFFDFCHAlso the o�set of the immediate data is reorded for pathing aording to the assoiatedruntime allbak ( athrow ). At run-time, eah entry in the runtime allbak path table isvisited and the address distane between the runtime allbak entry point and the methodtext base address is added to the immediate data at the assoiated o�set.02083000H� 01083000H = 01000000HFFFFFEFCH+ 01000000H = 00FFFEFCHFFFFFDFCH+ 01000000H = 00FFFDFCH



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 997.3.3 Method Text Path TableThe method text path table is similar to the runtime allbak path table but instead ofspeifying runtime alls, it spei�es other diretly alled method texts. This table is alsorequired beause the address distane between the method text objets is not known beforerun-time. Method text referenes are symbolially identi�ed as an entry in a lass dispathtable (e.g. java/lang/System[3℄).As ourred in the runtime allbak path table, prior to pathing, PC relative addressontents are the di�erene between the method text base o�set and the o�set following theimmediate data. Pathing means adding the address di�erene between method texts tothat value.
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Figure 23: Pathing of method text alls.Figure 23 shows how method text pathing is implemented. During ode generation,eah PC relative address to runtime allbak is initialized with the di�erene between thebase o�set and the o�set following the immediate data.00000000H� 00000104H = FFFFFEFCH00000000H� 00000204H = FFFFFDFCHAlso the o�set of the immediate data is reorded for pathing aording to the assoiatedmethod text (java/lang/System[3℄, java/lang/System[7℄). At run-time, eah entry in themethod text path table is visited and the address distane between the method textsaddresses is added to the immediate data at the assoiated o�set.



100 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujo02083000H� 01083000H = 01000000H02084000H� 01083000H = 01001000HFFFFFEFCH+ 01001000H = 01000EFCHFFFFFDFCH+ 01000000H = 00FFFDFCH7.3.4 String Literal Path TableThe string literal path table spei�es method text o�sets that ontains diret referenesto string literals. The table is required beause the run-time address of a string literal(instane of String) is not known during ode generation. Diret referenes to stringliterals are obtained from the translation of the astring IR opode.Prior to pathing, string referenes are initialized with null (00000000H). Pathingmeans overwriting that value with atual string referene. The atual string referene isobtained from the internalized string table (see String.intern() API all).
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Figure 24: Pathing of string literal referenes.Figure 24 shows how string literal pathing is implemented.7.3.5 Meta Class Path TableThe meta lass path table spei�es method text o�sets that ontains diret referenes tometa lass objets. The table is required beause the run-time address of a meta lassobjet (instane of Class) is not known during ode generation. Diret referenes to metalass objets are obtained from the translation of the alass IR opode.Prior to pathing, meta lass referenes are initialized with null (00000000H). Pathingmeans overwriting that value with atual meta lass referene.Figure 25 shows how meta lass pathing is implemented.
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Figure 25: Pathing of meta lass referenes.7.4 Bak-End ImprovementsThe urrent implementation of the x86 bak-end still laks a lot of improvements. The mostimportant improvements deal to:Proessor Speialization The bak-end should be split in multiple bak-ends sharing aommon framework | one for eah base proessor of the Intel family. This wouldgive us the opportunity to generate better ode for mahines that have proessorswith better hardware resoures.Instrution Seletion The instrution seletion must be simpli�ed not to address expres-sion tree register alloation. We notied that trying to alloate registers to expressiontrees for a CISC mahine results in large and heavy mathers. Removing this taskfrom instrution seletion is a better hoie. The new implementation would be fasterand onsume less memory.Global Register Alloation Sine register alloation is not performed during instrutionseletion, a register alloator should be provided. Global register alloation does amap from virtual registers to mahine registers trying to minimize memory aesses.It may be extended to alloate mahine registers also to loal variables that would beremoved from the stak frame.Peephole Optimizations Some peephole optimizations should be inorporated into thex86 bak-end. Peephole optimization is a gain-proven ost-e�etive well-known teh-nique used to implement simple optimizations based on a small window of ode. Peep-hole optimization ould be used in the x86 bak-end to �nd and replae segments ofode that an be rewritten as mahine idioms (e.g. hardware loops and SIMD MMXinstrutions).Instrution Sheduling For supersalars proessors, instrution sheduling is an impor-tant optimization. It is basially the reordering of instrutions in order to optimizethe proessor pipeline instrution ow.



102 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujo8 Runtime EnvironmentThis hapter desribes the Client JVM runtime implementation. The runtime is omposedof a garbage-olleted heap, multiple thread staks, a monitor alloation table and the JNIimplementation. Garbage olletion, is the most omplex runtime omponent, and thusdeserves a separate hapter (Chapter 9).8.1 Heap StruturesThe garbage-olleted heap is a linked-list of memory bloks. The alloation of memorybloks is done in page units, using the underlying operating system memory alloationinterfae. Eah memory blok, ontains a sequene of word-aligned heap objets plaedontiguously inside the blok. There are six types of heap objets, namely:Ordinary Objets Instanes of ordinary lasses (e.g. String , Thread , et).Array Objets Instanes of array lasses.Method Text Objets Instanes of lass MethodText, eah one representing a Java methodbinary translation.Meta Class Objets Instanes of lass Class , eah representing a loaded lass.Free Cells Memory bloks not urrently assoiated to the storage of a Java objet.Blok Reords Information about the urrent heap memory blok in the heap linked-list.The �rst memory blok in the heap linked list is the only blok alloated ahead of time.It is alloated in the data segment and ontains objets resulting from the ore librariesembedding (see Chapter 10).In addition to the memory blok linked-list, the heap implementation provides a freeell ahe, as being the usual implementation of the alloator. It is a table used to speed upthe searh for small free ells during alloation. Eah ahe entry points to the �rst elementof a linked-list of �xed-size free ells. The alloator implementation is desribed in detailsin Setion 8.2.Eah heap objet has a two-word internal header whih ontains information assoiatedto the heap implementation. The internal header has a negative o�set and its ontentsvaries aording to the objet type.8.1.1 Ordinary ObjetsOrdinary objets are instanes of ordinary lasses. The heap layout of ordinary objets,depited in Figure 26, is logially divided in two areas: the inherited �elds area and thenew �elds area.The inherited �eld area is used to store instane �elds delared in superlasses. Its layoutmust math the layout of both inherited and new �eld areas of the superlass. The new�eld area is used to store instane �elds delared in the urrent lass. However, sometimes
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FieldsFigure 26: Ordinary objets layout.new �elds are plaed in the inherited �elds area to �ll gaps left by word alignment. Theplaement of instane �elds in the �eld areas is done by the Server JVM as desribed inSetion 4.5.2.For ordinary objets, the internal header is omposed of its lass referene, used todetermine its type, its size and implement virtual alls, and the GC Info word, whihis a bit �eld that ontains information regarding monitor, garbage olletion and heapimplementations.8.1.2 Array ObjetsArray objets are instanes of primitive and referene arrays. The heap layout for arrayobjets is depited in Figure 27. As in the ase of ordinary objets, array objets haveinherited and new �eld areas. In addition, it have a variable length area reserved for thearray elements. The inherited and new �elds areas are usually empty for array objets;therefore the aess to the elements an be done diretly using their referene as the baseo�set. Array lasses are �nal, so its variable length layout does not need to be mathed bysublasses.The internal header of array objets is omposed of its lass referene and its length.The atual size of an array objet is the sum of its instane size, retrieved from lass, withits length saled by its element width. Sine there is no room in the internal header for theGC Info, it is plaed after the array elements area.8.1.3 Method Text ObjetsA method text objet is a �rst-lass objet that represents the binary translation of a Javamethod. It has a speial semantis, and its layout is depited in Figure 28. Like arrays, theMethodText lass is �nal, and thus no sublasses will have to math its layout. Also, theinherited and new �elds areas are usually empty (it delares no �elds and extends Objet ,whih also delares no �elds in its standard implementation).The binary ode is plaed right after the new �elds area. It ontains not only the methodtranslation, but also the exeption athing routine and the live frame referenes, stak
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GC InfoFigure 27: Arrays layout.traing, and method text referene tables, that were desribed in Setion 7.2. Following thebinary ode area omes a four entry table that identi�es these entities inside the methodtext. The referene to the lass that delares the assoiated method is provided as well.The internal header of method text objets is omposed of its lass referene (lassMethodText) and a tail pointer. The tail pointer is required to determine the method textsize sine the binary area has a variable length. Also, it identi�es the bottom of the fourentry table desribed above used by the runtime to aess the method text internals. Thattable has a �xed-size and ould have been plaed after the new �elds area. However, oneboth inherited and new �elds areas are usually empty, moving that table to the bottommakes the binary ode entry point equals to the method text referene, simplifying methodalls. At last, sine no room is left for the GC Info in the method text internal header, itis plaed after the four entry table.8.1.4 Meta Class ObjetsMeta lass objets are instanes of �nal lass Class . Apart from holding its instane�elds, eah meta lass objet is also the ommon plaeholder for the dispath table andstati �elds area of the Java lass they represent. Also they provide room to store extrainformation required by the runtime to implement some of its operations (e.g. runtime typeompatibility heks, linkage state, et). Figure Figure 29 depits the layout for meta lassobjets.Following the inherited and new �eld areas omes the dispath table whih is omposedof three parts. The �rst part is a single entry to the lass initializer (<linit>); this entry
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Figure 28: Method texts layout.is null if the lass does not provide a stati initializer. The seond part is the subset ofdispath entries assoiated to methods that may be overriden by sublasses. The layoutof sublasses must math the layout of the superlass for these entries. The third part isthe subset of method entries that will never be overriden by sublasses (i.e. stati or �nalmethods and onstrutors).The next area in the meta lass objet layout is reserved for stati �elds, those �eldsdelared stati in the lass represented by the urrent meta lass objet. On the sequene,omes the native pointer table, one for eah native method delared in the assoiatedlass. Native methods are resolved and bound by the runtime during their �rst use; afterresolution, the entry point address of the atual JNI native method implementation is storedinto the native pointer table.The internal �elds area ontains information used by the runtime to aess and operateover the lass objet and its instanes. This information omprises:� Name and version number.� Superlass referene.� Interfaes referenes and assoiated dispath table base o�sets.
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Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 107� De�ning lass loader referene.� Element lass referene, dimensions, and element width (for array lasses).� The linkage state, any of: loaded, linked, initialized or erroneus.� The initialization thread id (refer to the lass initialization proedure [LY99, x2.17.5℄).� A ag indiating if the instanes need to be �nalized, as part of garbage olletioneÆieny [LY99, 2.17.7℄.� The o�set and type of the weak referene (if the ase).� Stati and instane sizes.� Stati and instane referene table o�sets and sizes.� Overridable dispath table entry ount.� Non-overridable dispath table entry ount.The meta info pointer points to a struture that ontains meta information about theassoiated lass. This meta lass information is atually the information provided by theMeta phase, as desribed in Setion 4.5.3, required to print stak traes and by the Ree-tion API.The internal header of meta lass objets is omposed of its lass referene (lass Class)and a tail pointer. The tail pointer is required to determine the meta lass size. Sine noroom is left for the GC Info in the method text internal header, it is plaed just after allareas.8.1.5 Free CellsFree ells objets are heap objets whose storage was relaimed by garbage olletion andstill was not assigned to an atual Java objet. The layout of free ells is simple, as depitedin Figure 30. It is basially a size word followed by some uninitialized spae followed by atrailing mirror size word.For three-word free ells (inluding the size of internal header) the size words overlap.Two-word free ells does not provide a size word but a bit set in its GC Info word (seesetion Setion 8.2.1). One-word free ells are not allowed sine they annot be representedas a heap objet (every heap objet must have a two-word internal header), this is doneby preventing the alloator from fragmenting free ells that would leave just one-wordremaining.Non-Java heap objets, i.e. free ells and blok reords, are identi�ed by having a nullreferene in their internal header, instead of a lass referene as in the ase of Java objets.
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Cell SizeFigure 30: Free ells layout.8.1.6 Blok ReordsBlok reords store information about a partiular memory blok of the heap linked list. Itis plaed at the bottom of the memory blok and ontains basially two information: thememory blok size (inluding itself), and a pointer to the blok reord of the next memoryblok in the heap linked list. The layout of a blok reord an be seen in Figure 31. Thepointer to the next blok reord is not shown beause it is enoded as part of the GC Infoword, as desribed further in Setion 8.2.1.
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Block SizeFigure 31: Blok Reords layout.8.2 Alloator ImplementationThis setion desribes the heap memory alloator implementation. It does not over all thedetails behind the implementation, but gives the reader a broad idea about how it works.The alloator has no great innovations if ompared to similar implementations for otherlanguage runtime implementations.8.2.1 GC Info WordEvery heap objet has a two-word internal header. One of the words holds a referene tothe lass of a Java objet or a null referene for non-Java objets. The other word is theGC Info word, or an objet spei� value that enables the loalization of the GC Info wordinside it.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 109As the name implies, the GC Info word holds garbage olletion information assoiatedto eah partiular objet. But it also holds information about the objet monitor and heapags as well16. Figure 32 shows the ontents of the GC Info word for eah objet type.
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Figure 32: GC Info bits for eah heap objet.The GC Info for Java lass instanes an be divided in three parts. The �rst part isomposed of bit 0 whih is set by the heap alloator to indiate that the area immediatelypreeding the objet is a free ell. That information is used to merge two onseutive freebloks when an objet is garbage olleted. The seond part goes from bit 1 to bit 7 and isinformation used by the garbage olletion algorithm to store the state of the objet. Bit 1is used to mark objets who have been �nalized. Bit 2 is a gray bit required by inremental16The name GC Info may not be so appropriate. It was kept in this doumentation beause, sine earlyimplementation, it was used repeatedly in the soure ode.



110 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujogarbage olletion. Bits 3 to 7 makes up the the reahability for the assoiated objet. Bit 3is set whenever the objet an beome live through the exeution of another objet �nalizermethod. Bits 4 to 7 are set aording to the reahability type for the objet, if none ofthese bits is set then the objet is unreahable. Garbage olletion is treated on Chapter 9.The GC Info for free ells ontains two ag bits and a pointer. The pointer points tothe next free ell in the linked list of �xed size free ells. That linked list is reahable bythe free ell ahe table. Sine all free ells are word aligned the least two bits (three bitsfor 64-bit systems) are always zero and their storage an be reused. One of these bits (bit1) is used to distinguish free ells from blok reords. The other bit (bit 0) is set to identifyempty free ells.The GC Info for blok reords is similar to the GC Info for free ells exept that bit 0is unused and the pointer points to the blok reord of the next heap memory blok in theheap linked list.8.2.2 Alloation ProedureThis setion desribes the heap alloation proedure. Whenever a Java lass is instantiatedstorage for it must be obtained from the garbage-olleted heap. As seen before, the sizeof the storage area depends of the lass being instantiated. The proedure herein desribedalloates an area given that its size is already provided.First we desribe the global variables required by the heap implementation. Thesevariables omprise a pointer to the blok reord assoiated to the head memory blok ofthe heap linked list; a free ell ahe indexed by size for small objets; and a free ell ahefor big objets (usually big objets are onsidered to have size greater than 1024 words).blokreord heaptopfreeell smallahe[SMALL SIZE℄freeell bigaheNext we provide a helper funtion that, given a free ell already removed from thefree ell ahe, adjusts the area size to the required size. This ours beause usually thesearh for an small area may demand fragmenting a larger one. The remains of the areaare inserted bak into the free ell ahe. If the area has the expeted size then the objetplaed right after the free area is modi�ed to reet the fat that its preeding area is notfree anymore.void RelaimTail(freeell f, integer size)integer freesize  f.sizeif freesize = size(f+size).previous free  falseelsef.size  sizef  (f+size)size  freesize-sizef.size  sizeif size < SMALL SIZE



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 111f.next  smallahe[size℄smallahe[size℄  felsef.next  bigahebigahe  fThe following two proedures are used to searh for a free area in both small and big freeells ahes. Attention should be given to the fat that free ells greater than the requiredsize in one word annot be used to alloate the assoiated objet. This is denied beausethat would leave a one word free area whih annot be used to represent a heap objet. Ifsuh restrition is obeyed and an objet is found, it is removed from the ahe, its size isadjusted and it is returned to the aller routine. If no appropriate free ell an be found inthe ahes, a null pointer is returned.freeell SearhSmall(integer size)if size < SMALL SIZEinteger i  sizeif smallahe[i℄ 6= nullfreeell f  smallahe[i℄smallahe[i℄  f.nextRelaimTail(f, size)return ffor i in size+2 to SMALL SIZE-1 doif smallahe[i℄ 6= nullfreeell f  smallahe[i℄smallahe[i℄  fRelaimTail(f, size)return freturn nullfreeell SearhBig(integer size)if bigahe 6= nullif bigahe.size = size or bigahe.size � size+2freeell f  bigahebigahe  f.nextRelaimTail(f, size)return felsefreeell prev  bigahefreeell f  prev.nextwhile f 6= nullif f.size = size or f.size � size+2prev.next  f.nextRelaimTail(f, size)return fprev  ff  prev.nextreturn null



112 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoThe main alloation proedure is shown below. First it tries to searh for a free ellin both small and big ahes. If a free ell is not available then is requires the underlyingoperating system to alloate fresh memory. The size of the memory area to be alloated isthe smallest multiple of the memory page size that is big enough to hold the free ell (size),its header (2 words), a blok reord (3 words), and still does not leave a one word spaeleft blank (2 words). The new memory blok is inserted into the heap linked list and extraspae is inserted into the free ell ahes.freeell Alloate(integer size)freeell f  SearhSmall(size)if f = nullf  SearhBig(size)if f = nullinteger memsize  OSpagealign(2+size+2+3)freeell f  OSommit(memsize)if f = nullreturn nullblokreord b  (f+memsize-1)b.size  memsizeb.next  heaptopheaptop  bf  (f+2)f.size  memsize-2-3f.next  nullRelaimTail(f, size)return f8.2.3 Dealloation ProedureThis setion details the heap dealloation proedure, it does the reverse of the alloationproedure. It relaims used area, merging adjaent free ells, and inserts the new area inthe free ell ahe.The following routine searhes and removes a partiular free ell from the free ell ahes.Free ell ahes are implemented as simple linked lists.boolean RemoveFree(freeell f)integer size  f.sizeif size < SMALL SIZEif smallahe[size℄ 6= nullif f = smallahe[size℄smallahe[size℄  f.nextreturn trueelsefreeell prev  smallahe[size℄freeell p  prev.nextwhile p 6= nullif p = fprev.next  p.next



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 113return trueprev  pp  prev.nextelseif bigahe 6= nullif f = bigahebigahe  f.nextreturn trueelseprev  bigahep  prev.nextwhile p 6= nullif p = fprev.next  p.nextreturn trueprev  pp  prev.nextreturn falseThe dealloation proedure is shown below. First it heks if the area immediatelypreeding the area being dealloated is free, it does that in order to maximize free ellsand thus avoid fragmentation. If the preeding area is free, it is removed from the free ellahe and merged with the objet being relaimed. The same thing ours for the areaimmediately following the objet; if it is free, it is removed from the free ell ahe andmerged. At last if inserts the resulting free ell into the ahes, and updates the GC Infoof the following objet to reord that the preeding area is a free ell.void Dealloate(objet o)integer size  o.sizeif o.prev freefreeell f  ointeger prevsize  (f-3).sizef  f-(2+prevsize)o  fsize  size+2+prevsizeRemoveFree(f)freeell f  o+size+2if f.lass = nullif f.is freesize  size+2+f.sizeRemoveFree(f)f  of.size  sizeif size < SMALL SIZEf.next  smallahe[size℄smallahe[size℄  felsef.next  bigahe



114 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujobigahe  fo  f+size+2;o.prev free  true8.2.4 Heap Traversal ProedureThis setion presents the proedure for walking through the garbage-olleted heap. Thisproedure is required by the garbage olletor to visit all objets, usually alled when it isoperating in inremental mode or olleting the garbage.This �rst routine returns the referene to the �rst objet of the heap. From the heaplinked list head blok reord is starts sanning urrent blok skipping free ells until itenounters a Java objet or the blok reord. In the last ase it ontinues the san in thenext memory blok.objet HeapStart()blokreord b  heaptopobjet o  (b+1-b.size+2)while o.lass = nullfreeell f  oif f.is freeo  (f+f.size+2)elseblokreord b  f.nextif b = nullreturn nullo  (b+1-b.size+2)return oThe following proedure is used to proeed to the next heap objet given the urrentone. What it does is jumping the area of the urrent objet and searhing for the nextobjet in memory bloks skipping free ells, as desribed above.objet HeapNext(objet o)objet lass  o.lassif lass = Class or lass = MethodTexto  (lass.tail pointer+3)elseinteger size  lass.instane sizeif lass.dimensions 6= 0size  size+o.length*lass.array width+1;o  (o+size+2)while o.lass = nullfreeell f  oif f.is freeo  (f+f.size+2)elseblokreord b  f.nextif b = null



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 115return nullo  (b+1-b.size+2)return o8.3 Thread StaksAt run-time, eah started Java thread has its own thread stak alloated in the virtualmahine address spae using underlying platform primitives. In our implementation, eahJava thread is implemented as a native thread for simpliity. At �rst, we deided not toimplement green-threads nor any other resoure-aware alternate strategy, though, in thefuture, they may be inorporated with reasonable ease.Di�erent from other Java runtime implementations, our implementation stores Javastak frames in the native thread stak interleaved by native frames. The detetion of stakoverow is not done expliitly on eah method all, but aptured in a native stak overowsignal handler, or whatever similar mehanism available in the underlying platform. Eventhough deteting stak overow using this approah eliminates method alls overhead, itrevealed limitations of our exeption athing sheme when dealing with its assynhronousnature.8.3.1 Stak OrganizationThe stak organization for our interleaved stak implementation is exempli�ed in Figure 33.Java stak frames are omposed of �ve elements: the parameters, the return address, theprevious frame pointer, a referene to the assoiated method text and the loal variables.During native alls, the topmost Java frame pointer is stored in a thread loal storage inorder to be retrieved bak when Java ode starts exeuting again.When the native implementation deides to do a Java method allbak, it must reatea pseudo frame in the stak used to separate the native and Java areas in the stak. Thepseudo frame, similar to a Java frame, has parameters provided from JNI alls, a returnaddress, and a frame pointer bakup. In addition, it has a null referene, instead of a methodtext referene, used to identify the pseudo frame; a previous Java frame pointer read fromthe thread loal storage during the allbak; and a area reserved for saving registers assumednot to be written by allees using the standard native protool.8.3.2 Stak Traversal ProedureIn this setion we provide the proedure for traversing a thread stak. The thread staktraversal is required when printing stak traes, olleting garbage olletion root referenes,and disovering aller lasses. This last operation is required by the Java seurity model.The stak traversal proedure is fairly simple, and is below:boolean TraverseStak(address top frame, boolean proess(address, address))address frame  top framewhile frame 6= nulladdress ret address  frame.ret address
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Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 117frame  frame.previousobjet method text  frame.method textif method text = nullframe  frame.java previouselseboolean ontinue  proess(frame, ret address)if not ontinuereturn falsereturn trueTo traverse the thread stak we need two parameters, the topmost Java frame pointer,whih an be read from the thread loal storage, and an ation funtion. Then we startvisiting Java stak frames skipping pseudo frames until we �nd the bottom pseudo frame.For eah Java frame the ation funtion is alled passing as parameter the frame pointerand the return address of its allee. The stak traversal ontinues while the ation funtionreturns false or the bottom pseudo frame is reahed. It returns true if de�nately all Javaframes have been proessed.8.3.3 Stak Overow DetetionAs said before, in our implementation the stak overow detetion is done by handling anative stak overow signal, or a similar mehanism in the underlying platform. In thesignal handler ode, a new instane of lass StakOverflowError must be reated andthrown in the ontext of the urrently exeuting method.However, sine native stak overow may our arbitrarily, it is possible that the pro-gram ounter at that time assumes any value inside the address spae of the method text.This turns out to be a problem beause the exeption athing mehanism we have imple-mented (desribed in Setion 6.3) requires that exeptions our at some presribed points.Therefore it may not be possible to determine the exeption athing entry point to transferontrol.The solution we provided to this problem is awkward. Whenever we annot determinethe exeption athing entry point for a given program ounter value, in the ontext ofthe topmost java frame, we throw the exeption in the aller frame instead. Throwingthe exeption in the aller frame an always be done beause every all site either has anassoiated exeption athing entry point or does not ath exeptions at all.The adoption of this sheme ditates that our implementation may sometimes ignoreStakOverflowError exeption windows. It was our belief that rarely a program athesstak overow exeptions. However this was a fallay. Although programs that athstak overow exeption a rare, many programs ath all types of exeption usually to freeresoures (try/finally onstrut). Ignoring these handlers may lead to unpreditable pro-gram behavior (e.g. objet loks being hold when the stak overow ours in a synhronizedmethod).A better approah is to avoid the generation of ode that may overow the stak in theprogram points for whih the exeption athing entry point annot be determined. Weintend to use this approah in the future.



118 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujo8.4 Monitor ImplementationIn our implementation, eah lass instane has in its GC Info word 24 bits (56 bits for 64-bitmahines) that are reserved to implement its assoiated monitor. These 24-bits are used toindex a monitor table where the objet monitor lies. Sine most objets do not use theirmonitor, storing an index in its header | rather than the whole monitor | saves storagespae. However, a monitor must be alloated to the objet whenever it is �rst used, andthat requires preise synhronization. Monitors are released, beoming available to others,when the objet is garbage olleted.union monitorOSmutex mutexinteger nextinteger top id  1integer reyled  0monitor monitors[MAX MONITORS℄The monitor table is a table of platform dependent monitors. The monitor at index 0is a speial monitor used to synhronize during monitor alloation. The management offree monitors is done using a free monitor linked list. Sine the monitor table is statiallyalloated in the data segment of the virtual mahine, we always try to reuse free monitorsat the bottom of the table prior to alloating a monitor on the top of the table. This isdone in order to avoid the ommitment, i.e. physial alloation, of the assoiated memorypages by the underlying operating system.The proedure for entering an objet monitor | inluding its ompulsory alloation |is shown below:boolean MonitorEnter(objet o)integer id  o.monitor idOSlok(monitors[id℄.mutex)if id = 0id  o.monitor idif id = 0if reyled 6= 0id  reyledreyled  monitor[reyled℄.nextelseif top id = 0OSunlok(monitors[0℄.mutex)return falseid  top idtop id  (top id+1) mod MAX MONITORSo.monitor id  idOSinit(monitors[id℄.mutex)OSunlok(monitors[0℄.mutex)OSlok(monitors[id℄.mutex)return true



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 119At �rst, it loks the monitor using the objet monitor id. If no monitor has been alloatedto the objet it will lok monitor at entry 0. After loking, it tests the monitor id beforeloking. If it was non-zero then the objet has a monitor alloated already. Otherwise, itreads the monitor id again to hek if the monitor has been alloated onurrently while itwas bloked by the lok operation. If this is the ase, it releases monitor at index 0 andloks monitor at the spei�ed index. If no monitor has been assoiated to the objet yet,then a new monitor is alloated, initialized, the monitor at index 0 is released, and the newmonitor is loked.The proedure for exiting an objet monitor is trivial, simply unloks the assoiatedmonitor.void MonitorExit(objet o)integer id  o.monitor idOSunlok(monitors[id℄.mutex)When an objet is garbage olleted, the monitor that has been assoiated to it, if any,is reyled. This is done synhronizedly using the monitor at index 0.void MonitorReyle(objet o)integer id  o.monitor idif id 6= 0OSlok(monitors[0℄.mutex)monitors[id℄.next  reyledreyled  idOSunlok(monitors[0℄.mutex)o.monitor id  0These routines where rafted to implement monitors eÆiently while still preserving theorret behavior for all onurreny possibilities.8.5 JNI ImplementationOur runtime implementation has full support for the Java Native Interfae (JNI). JNI isused to instantiate the virtual mahine from native programs as well as implementing nativemethods. We highlight the points we judge to be important:No Referene Handles In our implementation, JNI objet wrapper types are diret ref-erenes to their target objets. It is a ommon implementation to use one level ofindiretion when implementing the wrapper types, so that the native program holdhandles to the objets. These handles are indies to a table that holds the refer-ene to the objet. Representing wrapper types as diret referenes speeds up theimplementation of most operations though it makes diÆult the implementation ofJNI weak referenes. JNI weak referenes are referenes automatially reated bythe virtual mahine when an objet beomes weakly reahable. In the handle basedimplementation this means writing a null referene in the assoiated table entry. In



120 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoour implementation however, it is not possible to lear eah referene beause theybeame available to the native program whih may have opied it to other loations.Lukly, the only JNI all that requires heking if a weak referene has been learedis IsSameObjet. During this all, if one of the parameters is null and the other isnot, we searh all internal referene tables to hek if the non-null referene is notstrong and also not present in the weak referene table. In this ase, the routine willbe slower than usual. The poliy we reommend and follow is to minimize the use andthe funtionality of the native methods. Native methods where not meant to improveperformane, but to implement semantis not available in the byteode.String Manipulation in Java All string manipulation alls of the JNI are done by in-voking the appropriate Java implemented methods of the lass String . Inluding theimplementation of the intern set of strings (see String.intern()).Loal Referenes Alloation/Deletion is Fast Using Stak Protool Loal referenesare referenes made available to the native program during the liveness of a nativemethod exeution. They need to be reorded as live to implement proper garbageolletion. In our implementation they are reorded in an array of referenes. Newreferenes are inserted at the end of the array. The deletion of loal referenes requiressanning bakwards the whole array and moving the referene at the top of the stakto the freed entry. Therefore deleting referenes in the reverse alloation order is thebetter hoie sine they will be found right in the �rst entry.Arguments Array is IneÆient Invoking Java methods passing arguments through anarray rather then the stak is ineÆient. These alls are mapped to their equivalentstak based version requiring parsing method desriptors to �nd out whih arrayelements uses one or two words.8.6 JVMDI and JVMPI SupportIn our design, we have foused on a high-performane end-used JVM, therefore we provideno implementation for the standard Java Virtual Mahine Debugging Interfae (JVMDI)and Java Virtual Mahine Pro�ling Interfae (JVMPI). Neither the support nor the impatof the implementation of these interfaes were part of our requirements when we set up ourgoals. Currently, the lak of knowledge about these interfaes requirements prevents usfrom measuring the diÆulty of inorporating them in our implementation.9 The Garbage ColletorThis hapter desribes the garbage olletor (GC) implemented as part of our JVM runtime.At �rst, we disuss the desired features of our garbage olletion sheme, as they were de�nedduring its design. In the sequene, we identify the GC runtime requirements, and desribeour implementation. At last, we fous on the improvements to the urrent sheme.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 1219.1 Desired FeaturesThe de�nition of the behavior and desired features of the garbage olletor has a greatimpat over the runtime design (and the opposite is also true). For instane, the imple-mentation of an aurate garbage olletor is only possible if the available runtime providessupport for disovering referenes in stak frames and objets. On the other hand, if theavailable GC does not handle onurreny, the runtime must provide proper synhroniza-tion, whih may degrade performane. Therefore, the best strategy is design the GC havingthe runtime in mind, and vie-versa.The features we have de�ned for our garbage olletion sheme are listed below. Allof them where oneived based on a GC/runtime o-design. Some of them are not yetavailable in our preliminary implementation.Aurate The set of memory loations that ontains objet referenes an be obtainedaurately. No pointer aliases will prevent unreahable objets from being olleted,thus eliminating GC memory leaks.Cooperation Without Run-Time Penalty Mutators, i.e. user threads, ooperate withthe GC without run-time penalty (e.g. no referene ounting).Pinned Objets Objets annot be moved to alternate memory loations. They musthave the same address and use the same storage during all their lifetime. This deniesthe use of a opying olletion sheme.Inremental The garbage olletion may be suspended and resumed, interleaved withmutator exeution. The GC exeutes as a separate thread or o-routine.Conurrent Mutators may exeute during garbage olletion.Generational Objets may be divided in generations. Eah generation deserves more orless GC attention based on the probability of its survival to yet another olletion.9.2 Runtime RequirementsIn order to perform the GC task, the runtime must provide support to, or interat with,the garbage olletor. The runtime is required to ooperate with the GC exatly in twotasks: to disover referenes inside objets and stak frames; to aess eah thread staksynhronizedly.In order to implement an aurate garbage olletor, the runtime generates extra GCinformation embedded in meta lass and method text objets. With that information thegarbage olletor an identify roots and traverse the whole objet graph. We have alreadydesribed how that information is omputed and represented in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. InSetion 9.3, we show how that information an be used to implement the garbage olletion.At ertain presribed times, eah thread must provide safe aess to the ontents of itsstak. Also, the GC must be able, at that time, to suspend the thread if desired. In ourimplementation, this runtime requirement is implemented non-preemptively; i.e., prior to



122 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoproeed, the GC must wait for eah thread until it does a runtime allbak. This oursbeause we renoune to use thread exeution ontexts in order to simplify and inreasethe runtime portability. However, the arguments we present to explain why this sheme ise�etive are similar to the arguments we have presented for assynhronous exeptions inSetion 6.6.9.3 Implementation DetailsThis setion provides details about our urrent garbage olletion implementation. Theurrent implementation is simple and straightforward. It works in a Mark-and-Sweep[JL96,x2.2℄ fashion, and is non-inremental nor onurrent. Before garbage olletion, all threadsare suspended to avoid problems when olleting referenes in their staks and when a-essing the heap.Themark phase is done in a mixed-mode between iterative and depth-�rst reursive. Aniterative mark phase works by doing multiple passes on the heap, marking grayed objets andoloring their hildren, until all reahable objets are marked. A depth-�rst reursive markphase visits eah root objet and does a depth-�rst traversal until the omplete reahableobjet subgraph is marked. We adopt a mixed-mode mark phase, in whih it iterates doinga bounded depth-�rst traversal, beause the onvergene for the iterative method is tooslow, and the stak size for a pure reursive depth-�rst method an be prohibitive. Asditated by the Java language, marking an objet is not simply stating that it is reahable,one must provide omplete reahability information inluding its strength (strongly, softly,weakly, and phantom) and its type (diret or �nalizer)[GJS96, x12.6℄.The sweep phase is simply a traversal of the heap, relaiming the storage from theunreahable objets. For the Java garbage olletor, this also means sheduling unreahableun�nalized objets to �nalization, and learing weak referenes.The following routine marks an objet based on a given reahability. It returns true ifthe objet reahability has hanged. Children are marked if the maximum depth was notyet reahed.boolean Mark(objet o, set reahability, integer depth)if o 6= nullreahability  reahability [ o.reahabilityif reahability 6= o.reahabilityo.reahability  reahabilityo.gray  trueif depth = MAX DEPTHreturn trueelsereturn MarkChildren(o, depth)return falseThe next routine marks the hildren of a gray objet. Based on the objet lass (and itssuperlasses), it is possible to determine whih memory loations inside it are referenes;they are marked with the same reahability as the urrent objet. Array, meta lass andmethod text objets are treated speially sine they provide extra referenes. At last,



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 123we mark the target referene of eah soft or weak wrapper objet using its orrespondingreahability.boolean MarkChildren(objet o, integer depth)boolean hanged  falseif o.grayo.gray  falseset reahability  o.reahabilityhanged  -or Mark(o.lass, reahability, depth+1)objet lass  o.lasswhile lazz 6= nullobjet[℄ refs  o�lass.instane refs o�setfor integer i in 0 to lass.instane refs ount-1hanged  -or Mark(refs[i℄, reahability, depth+1)lass  lass.superlasslass  o.lassif lass = \Class"objet[℄ refs  o�lass.dispath table o�setfor integer i in 0 to lass.dispath table entries-1hanged  -or Mark(refs[i℄, reahability, depth+1)refs  o�lass.stati refs o�setfor integer i in 0 to lass.stati refs ount-1hanged  -or Mark(refs[i℄, reahability, depth+1)hanged  -or Mark(o.loader, reahability, depth+1)hanged  -or Mark(o.elementClass, reahability, depth+1)hanged  -or Mark(o.superClass, reahability, depth+1)for integer i in 0 to o.interfaes ount-1hanged  -or Mark(o.interfaes[i℄, reahability, depth+1)if lass = \MethodText"hanged  -or Mark(o.delaring lass, reahability, depth+1)for integer i in 0 to o.referenes ount-1hanged  -or Mark(o.referenes[i℄, reahability, depth+1)if o.lass.dimensions > 0if o.lass.name[1℄ = `L' or o.lass.name[1℄ = `['objet[℄ refs  o�lass.instane sizefor integer i in 0 to o.length-1hanged  -or Mark(refs[i℄, reahability, depth+1)if o.lass.is softhanged  -or Mark(o.weak, f SOFTLY g [ (reahability \ f FINALIZER g), depth+1)if o.lass.is weakhanged  -or Mark(o.weak, f WEAKLY g [ (reahability \ f FINALIZER g), depth+1)return hangedThe following routine marks all referenes live in the stak of a partiular thread. Ittraverses the stak using return addresses to determine the live referene variables at the



124 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujotime eah all was performed. Also the method text assoiated to eah stak frame ismarked.boolean MarkStak(address frame)boolean hanged  falseboolean MarkFrame(address frame, address ret address)hanged  -or Mark(frame.method text, f STRONGLY g, 0)byte[℄ lives  frame.method text.lives[ret address℄integer i  0while lives[i℄ 6= 0hanged  -or Mark(frame[lives[i℄℄, f STRONGLY g, 0)i  -+ 1return trueTraverseStak(frame, MarkFrame)return hangedThe main garbage olletion routine is presented next. It may be divided in three phases:initialization, mark and sweep.The initialization phase onsists of traversing the entire heap reseting the reahabilityand learing the gray bit for all objets.void GC(javavm jvm)/* Reset objets */objet o  HeapStart()while o 6= nullo.reahability  ;o.gray  falseo  HeapNext(o)The mark phase is subdivided in three parts: marking roots, marking �nalizer reahable,and iterating. The marking roots part marks all diret referenes from the JVM, and itsthreads, to the heap. The marking �nalizer reahable part marks all objets not yet �nalizedas �nalizer reahable (by themselves). Finally, the iterating part marks, using the aordingreahability, all remaining objets in the objet graph.boolean hanged  false/* Mark roots */hanged  -or Mark(jvm.system thread group, f STRONGLY g, 0)for integer i in 0 to jvm.globals ount-1 dohanged  -or Mark(jvm.globals[i℄, f STRONGLY g, 0)for integer i in 0 to jvm.weaks ount-1 dohanged  -or Mark(jvm.weaks[i℄, f WEAKLY g, 0)jnienv env  jvm.envswhile env 6= nullhanged  -or Mark(env.thrown, f STRONGLY g, 0)



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 125hanged  -or Mark(env.thread, f STRONGLY g, 0)hanged  -or MarkStak(env.top javaframe)jniframe frame  env.top jniframewhile frame 6= nullfor integer i in 0 to frame.entry ount-1 dohanged  -or Mark(frame.entries[i℄, f STRONGLY g, 0)frame  frame.previousenv  env.next/* Mark �nalizer reahable */o  HeapStart()while o 6= nullif not o.�nalizedhanged  -or Mark(o, f FINALIZER g, 0)o  HeapNext(o)/* Iterate marking all heap */while hangedhanged  falseo  HeapStart()while o 6= nullhanged  -or MarkChildren(o, 0)o  HeapNext(o)The sweep phase is also subdivided into three parts: relaiming unreahable objets,queueing un�nalized objets for �nalization, and learing weak referenes. The relaim-ing part traverses the heap looking for unreahable objets (reahability set is empty) andrelaim their storage and monitor. Unreahable objets are known to be already �nal-ized beause, if not, their reahability set would not be empty. The queueing un�nal-ized objets part traverses the heap looking for �nalizer reahable objets whose strengthis at most phantom. Those objets are marked as �nalized and enqueue for �naliza-tion (they then beome strongly reahable again). Finalization ours when the methodRuntime.runFinalization() is invoked by the user, or by the runtime under low mem-ory onditions. At last, weak referene wrappers whose target referene has a reahabilityweaker than required are leared and enqueued (see RefereneQueue lass in the standardAPI). /* Relaim unreahable */o  HeapStart()while o 6= nullobjet moribund  oo  HeapNext(o)if moribund.reahability = ;ReyleLok(moribund)Dealloate(moribund)/* Enqueue un�nalized */o  HeapStart()while o 6= nullset reahability  o.reahability \ f STRONGLY, SOFTLY, WEAKLY, PHANTOM g



126 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoif reahability = ; or reahability = f PHANTOM gif not o.�nalizedEnqueueForFinalization(o)o.�nalized  trueo  HeapNext(o)/* Clear weak referenes */for integer i in 0 to jvm.weaks ount-1 doobjet weak  jvm.weaks[i℄if weak 6= nullif weak.reahability \ f STRONGLY, SOFTLY g = ;jvm.weaks[i℄  nullo  HeapStart()while o 6= nullif o.lass.is softif o.weak 6= nullif o.weak.reahability \ f STRONGLY g = ;o.weak  nullEnqueueRefereneObjet(o)if o.lass.is weakif o.weak 6= nullif o.weak.reahability \ f STRONGLY, SOFTLY g = ;o.weak  nullEnqueueRefereneObjet(o)o  HeapNext(o)/* End of GC */9.4 Future ImprovementsThe most important improvement our urrent garbage olletion asks for is the inorpora-tion of a generational strategy. Although generational olletion wastes more memory, itredues signi�antly the pause time of eah olletion. This has been proven to work onother Java runtime implementations[Sun98, FKR+99℄.An alternate possibility, is implementing a onurrent olletor that runs in a separatethread. It is a good sheme speially if the JVM is targeted to a multiproessor system.However, are must be taken to implement it orretly, without inreasing exeution on-tention.10 Automati Mahine GenerationThis hapter overs automati mahine generation. Automati mahine generation onsistsof ahead-of-time linkage (inluding JIT ompilation) of ore libraries, whih are embeddedin the runtime. The mahine generator simulates a JVM heap as it loads and links thelasses spei�ed in a on�guration �le. When all ativities �nish, an assembly �le reetingthe heap image plaement, aording to the spei�ed target arhiteture, is output.There are basially two reasons that motivate us to implement the automati mahinegenerator. First, as seen in Chapter 8, many runtime tasks are implemented in Java, and



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 127some of them are required to be promptly available upon mahine startup. Seond, theo�-line embedding of ore libraries speeds up the mahine bootstrap that ours every timeit is started up.O�-line embedding ore libraries is a tehnique that sueeds based on the premiss thatore lasses are not supposed to be replaed by users, nor will need to hange before thenext JVM release.10.1 Stati Heap ImageThe stati heap image is a heap image reeting some ahead-of-time link-time ativitiessymbolially performed and output by the mahine generator. As expeted, the stati heaplayout must onform with the memory heap layout desribed in Chapter 8.The objets that ompose a stati heap image are:� Meta lass objets, instanes of Class , representing the lasses embedded.� Method text objets, instanes of MethodText , representing methods delared in thoselasses.� String objets, instanes of String , implementing string literals diretly referenedfrom method texts.� Array of har objets, instanes of har[℄ , used to store the ontents of string objets.Two details must be highlighted about the stati heap image. First, method text objetsare translated using the appropriate bak-end for the underlying arhiteture being targetedby the mahine generator. Seond, strings and their assoiated array of hars must be plaedontiguously, so that the runtime an identify that assoiation during the heap initializationproedure (see Setion 10.4).The stati heap image must provide imported and exported symbols information inorder to be linked with the C runtime by the platform linker. It exports a single symbol,heapstart , that is used by the runtime to loate the stati heap in its address spae. Thesymbols imported by the stati heap image are exatly the labels for runtime allbak entrypoints, namely:� Exeption throwing: athrow .� Long integer division and remainder: ldiv and lrem .� Class initialization: init .� Instane and array instantiation: newinstane and newarray .� Synhronization primitives: lok , unlok and isloked .� Type testing: subtypeof and omptypeof .� Interfae method lookup: imlookup .



128 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujo� Native method all: nalll , nallz , nallb , nall , nalls , nalli ,nallj , nallf , nalld and nallv .In our urrent implementation, the stati heap image is generated in a data segmentand, at run-time, its ontents are modi�ed as the mahine exeutes. This means thatonly a single JVM instane an be reated in the ontext of a proess, providing a limitedimplementation of the JNI CreateJavaVM JNI all17. A workaround to this limitation anbe done using dynami mapping of proess segments by opying the original heap layoutfrom the exeutable binary to a di�erent memory loation every time a JVM is reated.For platforms that do not support dynami segment mapping, this ould be done expliitlyby the appliation. In both ases, some pathing is required to update the runtime allbakaddresses.10.2 Mahine Generation Con�gurationsThe automati mahine generation is a on�guration driven proess. The mahine generatorexeutes and produes a stati heap image based on a input on�guration �le. The on�g-uration �le de�nes the behavior of the mahine to be generated by providing informationabout the lasses to be o�-line embedded in it.A mahine generation on�guration omprises the following information:� The path list from where lass �les will be read during the generation proess (usuallyreferened to as CLASSPATH ).� The name of the lasses to be embedded into the stati heap image. In addition eahlass has two attributes:1. An attribute indiating if the lass must be linked o�-line.2. An attribute indiating if meta lass information must be inluded beforehand.In a on�guration �le, the list of lasses an partitioned into two sets: behavior de�n-ing lasses and dependent lasses. Behavior de�ning lasses are lasses that implement apartiular JVM operation following some desired strategy or algorithm. Dependent lassesare more generi lasses used by behavior de�ning lasses to omplete or help in their im-plementation. Sine some Java implemented extensions of the runtime must be promptlyavailable upon mahine startup, some dependent lasses | in onjuntion with behaviorde�ning lasses | need to be embedded avoiding hiken-egg problems (e.g. linking a lassthat is part of lass linkage implementation).However, the detetion of the minimum set of dependent lasses required to bootstrapthe mahine is a diÆult task. It is diÆult beause we have to �nd the losure set of themethods reahable from all methods diretly alled by the runtime during bootstrap. Wedo that in order to ensure that all exeution paths required to bootstrap the mahine arealready present in the binary exeutable before the bootstrap (otherwise the mahine shutsdown unpreditably). Atually, the diÆulty is not in �nding the whole losure set, whih17This is a ommon limitation in most JVM implementations inluding Sun's referene implementation.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 129an be done onservatively, but in �nding a subset of the losure set that is an approximatesuperset of the minimum set of methods possibly exeuted during bootstrap. Automationservative detetion of bootstrap dependenies generates a huge stati heap image. Thishas impat in the amount of memory onsumed by the JVM18, sometimes wasted by thestorage of lasses linked beforehand and never used.In our on�gurations, we have deided to detet bootstrap dependenies by hand. Thistask is repetitive and time-onsuming but, one the ore libraries basi struture is kept,it will need few revisions. As foreseen in our design (see Chapter 3), we have writtentwo mahine generation on�gurations: the Thin-Client Client JVM on�guration and theStandalone Client JVM on�guration.10.3 Mahine Generator FuntionalityThe mahine generator is a tool that uses a on�guration to generate a stati heap imageto be inorporated by the runtime. The tool is very simple, it simulates the bootstraploading and linking ativities of the JVM using a simulated heap; when all lasses in theon�guration are proessed, it uses the target bak-end to produe an assembly output.The simulation of the JVM bootstrap is very simple. Reading lasses from the CLASS-PATH provided in the on�guration �le, it alloates storage in the simulated heap for eahmeta lass being loaded, their method texts, string literals and assoiated arrays of hars.Two tables play an important role in mahine generation proess: the bootstrap lassloader table and the string intern set table. The former table reords the lasses alreadyloaded during generation. The latter table is a map between string literals and simulatedheap alloated string instanes, avoiding the ourrene of dupliate string instanes assoi-ated with the same string literal. Both tables are implemented internally by the generator| and not alloated in the simulated heap | even though they will be instantiated andinitialized as soon as possible during the mahine bootstrap. They annot be alloated intothe simulated heap beause their initialization requires alling their methods and byteodeinterpretation is not supported during mahine generation (we foresee byteode interpreta-tion as part of the future improvements to the generator, most of its omplexity is due tonative methods existene).The internal representation of the simulated heap is symboli. Instead of atually reserv-ing storage for lass instanes, we retain the size required for eah objet in the heap. Metalass and method text instanes have extra internal �elds that store information about theirlink state and binary translation, respetively. This extra information is exatly the extrainformation stored in the instane headers or extended bodies as desribed in Chapter 8.All the generation proess is done through a Server JVM used to register, load, linkand translate lass �les. Linkage errors during generation make the generator abort with adetailed message.18It also has a strong impat in the mahine generation time. Lukly, mahines are generated one.



130 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujo10.4 Heap Initialization ProedureThe heap initialization proedure, that must be done by the runtime during mahine re-ation, is fairly simple. The initialization onsists of a heap traversal exeuting one of threeations:Construt and Load Class Meta lass instane onstrutor (see Class()) is exeutedand the lass is reorded to be loaded by the bootstrap lass loader. Usually the metalass onstrutor does nothing but return, if the ase, may be omitted.Construt Method Text Method text instane onstrutor (see MethodText()) is exe-uted. Usually the method text onstrutor does nothing but return, if the ase, maybe omitted.Construt and Internalize String String literal onstrutor is exeuted using the sub-sequent array of hars as parameter (see String(har[℄)), afterwards the string isinternalized (see String.intern()).11 ConlusionsThis doument has desribed an alternate implementation of the Java Virtual Mahine. Themost important feature of that implementation is its ability to externally hoist and ahelink-time ativities (speially JIT ompilation) on a network based omputer. It improvesthe performane of JIT produed ode, dereases runtime overheads, and makes better useof hardware resoures. The explanation goes beyond the solutions proposed to implementthis innovative approah. It omprises:� Tehniques for deteting and ahing repetitive link-time ontexts.� An alternate, o�-line, byteode veri�ation proedure.� The design and implementation of a Java spei� intermediate representation. Its on-version from Java byteodes, the manipulation tool, some analyses and transformationalgorithms.� A simple uni�ed bak-end for the Intel family of 32-bit proessors.� Runtime data organization on heap and thread stak. Inluding support for full-edged stak traes on optimized ompiled ode.� Aurate garbage olletion requirements and implementation issues.� O�-line embedding of ore libraries in the virtual mahine runtime.There were two important simpli�ation problems in our work. However, we notiedthat they an be solved without signi�ant impat on the overall system design. Thealternatives, in both ases, speed up exeution and save memory.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 131The �rst problem regards lazy resolution. In an early spei�ation, we deided to adopteager resolution in our preliminary implementation, as allowed by the JVM spei�ation.Eager resolution is the premature resolution, at link-time, of lasses, �elds, and methodssymbolially referened by a lass. On the other hand, lazy resolution states that those sym-boli entities need only to be resolved on their �rst use during exeution. We indeed veri�edthat, using eager resolution, a large amount of link-time ativities tends to onentrate onappliations startup. Eager resolution generates a startup delay that should be avoided onshort-lived appliations. The solution to this problem an be ahieved by extending the IRto support lazy resolution operations. By adopting lazy resolution, ontext lasses need notto be loaded on the Link phase, saving memory.The seond problem regards method ompilation. Aording to what has been desribed,all lass methods are onverted to IR during the Link phase. In a similar manner, allmethods are translated to mahine ode during the Translate phase. That means lientJVMs have to wait for the ompilation of all methods even if they need to exeute justsome of them. This bath ompilation sheme introdues delay on link-time operations.The solution to this problem is triky. Instead of using the ompiled version of methodsto initialize dispath tables, the runtime uses syntheti versions. Eah syntheti version isresponsible for, synhronizedly, replaing itself by the atual version of the method. TheTranslate phase must then be modi�ed to handle requests on a method granularity.Syntheti methods are usually smaller and save memory.Due to time onstraints, we have not implemented a mid-level optimizer. It is a keyomponent of the system and is part of the future work.Despite these problems, we have suessfully met our goals. The prototype has been usedto run real-world appliations and benhmarks. It still laks pro�ling and tuning but, as a�rst implementation, it exhibited surprisingly good performane. At least, it outstrippedthe interpreted implementation performane for many standard vendors.A Intermediate Representation Spei�ationThe intermediate representation, for short IR, onsists of a set of IR opodes. An IR opodede�nes a simple but semantially lear operation. Eah IR opode may have arguments,attributes and optionally provide a result. The arguments of an IR opode are atuallythe result of other IR opodes oupled to it. The attributes of an IR opode extend itssemantis. IR opodes that provide a result are used as arguments by others. IR opodesthat do not provide a result de�ne IR statements. An IR program is the sequene of IRstatements that implements a partiular Java method. This appendix gives details aboutthe syntax of eah IR opode and the semantis of the operation it performs.A.1 GrammarThe following IR Grammar de�nes syntatially how IR opodes an be oupled to form anIR statement. An IR program is a sequene of IR statements and a virtually in�nite set ofregisters. The IR is typed, whih means that IR opodes an only ouple to and work withentities of the expeted type.



132 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoThe IR supports �ve types: signed 32-bit integers, signed 64-bit long integers, oats,doubles and objet referenes. Floats and doubles are enoded and handled as the 32-bit and 64-bit IEEE standards. Whene on registers, those types may have an extendedexponent[LY99, x3.3.2℄ whih is a hoie of interpretation. However, at some points, thoseextended values may need to be mapped to non-extended values (fstrit, dstrit). Thereferene type does not demand an enoding and is left unspei�ed.The IR opodes are partitioned into six sets, one for eah type desribed above andone assoiated with IR statements. Eah opode may provide a result, and thus it may belassi�ed aording to the type of the result. If the opode does not provide a result thenit de�nes an IR statement.Eah IR statement is a tree. The root of the tree must be an opode that does notprovide a result and is represented in the IR Grammar by the S non-terminal. The rest ofthe tree is obtained by applying the rules present in the IR Grammar to the arguments ofthe root opode. This happens until no more arguments are left for expansion.The IR Grammar de�nes only part of the onstraints whih the IR is required to obey,preisely those onstraints that ould be aptured by syntax. Constraints regarding the IRsemantis are exposed on next setion when eah opode is revisited.Syntax PageS : ireeive(%i) 158S : lreeive(%l) 166S : freeive(%f) 151S : dreeive(%d) 146S : areeive(%a,#) 138S : ipass(I ) 158S : lpass(L ) 165S : fpass(F ) 151S : dpass(D ) 146S : apass(A ) 138S : all(A ,#t) 142S : allx(A ,#t,�l) 142S : nall(#,#s,#t) 168S : nallx(#,#s,#t,�l) 169S : iresult(%i) 159S : lresult(%l) 166S : fresult(%f) 152S : dresult(%d) 147S : aresult(%a,#) 139S : label(�l) 162S : jump(�l) 161S : ajump(#x,A ,A ,�l) 137



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 133S : ijump(#x,I ,I ,�l) 156S : iswith(I ,[$i,�l℄...) 160S : aath(%a) 136S : athrow(A ) 140S : ireturn(I ) 159S : lreturn(L ) 166S : freturn(F ) 152S : dreturn(D ) 147S : areturn(A ) 139S : vreturn() 173S : idefine(%i,I ) 155S : ldefine(%l,L ) 163S : fdefine(%f,F ) 150S : ddefine(%d,D ) 145S : adefine(%a,A ) 137S : bstore(A ,#o,#v,I ) 141S : sstore(A ,#o,#v,I ) 172S : istore(A ,#o,#v,I ) 160S : lstore(A ,#o,#v,L ) 167S : fstore(A ,#o,#v,F ) 152S : dstore(A ,#o,#v,D ) 147S : astore(A ,#o,#v,A ) 139S : bastore(A ,I ,I ) 141S : sastore(A ,I ,I ) 172S : iastore(A ,I ,I ) 155S : lastore(A ,I ,L ) 162S : fastore(A ,I ,F ) 149S : dastore(A ,I ,D ) 144S : aastore(A ,I ,A ) 136S : init(A ,#t) 157S : initx(A ,#t,�l) 157S : newinstane(A ,#t) 170S : newinstanex(A ,#t,�l) 171S : newarray(A ,I ,#t) 170S : newarrayx(A ,I ,#t,�l) 170S : lok(A ,#t) 164S : lokx(A ,#t,�l) 165S : unlok(A ) 173S : readbarrier() 171S : writebarrier() 173



134 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoA : getlass(A ) 153A : aload(A ,#o,#v,#) 137A : aaload(A ,I ) 136A : mlookup(A ,#i) 168A : imlookup(A ,A ,#i) 156A : ause(%a) 140A : anull() 138A : alass($) 137A : astring($s) 140I : i2b(I ) 153I : i2(I ) 153I : i2s(I ) 154I : l2i(L ) 161I : f2i(F ) 148I : d2i(D ) 143I : iadd(I ,I ) 154I : isub(I ,I ) 160I : imul(I ,I ) 157I : idiv(I ,I ) 155I : irem(I ,I ) 158I : ineg(I ) 157I : ishl(I ,I ) 159I : ishr(I ,I ) 159I : iushr(I ,I ) 161I : iand(I ,I ) 155I : ior(I ,I ) 158I : ixor(I ,I ) 161I : lmp(L ,L ) 163I : fmpg(F ,F ) 149I : fmpl(F ,F ) 150I : dmpg(D ,D ) 144I : dmpl(D ,D ) 144I : length(A ) 163I : bload(A ,#o,#v) 141I : sload(A ,#o,#v) 172I : iload(A ,#o,#v) 156I : baload(A ,I ) 140I : saload(A ,I ) 171I : iaload(A ,I ) 154I : isloked(A ) 159I : subtypeof(A ,A ) 173I : omptypeof(A ,A ) 143I : iuse(%i) 160



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 135I : ionst($i) 155L : i2l(I ) 154L : f2l(F ) 148L : d2l(D ) 143L : ladd(L ,L ) 162L : lsub(L ,L ) 167L : lmul(L ,L ) 164L : ldiv(L ,L ) 163L : lrem(L ,L ) 166L : lneg(L ) 164L : lshl(L ,I ) 167L : lshr(L ,I ) 167L : lushr(L ,I ) 168L : land(L ,L ) 162L : lor(L ,L ) 165L : lxor(L ,L ) 168L : lload(A ,#o,#v) 164L : laload(A ,I ) 162L : luse(%l) 167L : lonst($l) 163F : i2f(I ) 154F : l2f(L ) 161F : d2f(D ) 143F : fstrit(F ) 152F : fadd(F ,F ) 148F : fsub(F ,F ) 153F : fmul(F ,F ) 150F : fdiv(F ,F ) 150F : frem(F ,F ) 151F : fneg(F ) 151F : fload(A ,#o,#v) 150F : faload(A ,I ) 149F : fuse(%f) 153F : fonst($f) 149D : i2d(I ) 154D : l2d(L ) 161D : f2d(F ) 148D : dstrit(D ) 147D : dadd(D ,D ) 143D : dsub(D ,D ) 148D : dmul(D ,D ) 145D : ddiv(D ,D ) 145



136 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoD : drem(D ,D ) 146D : dneg(D ) 146D : dload(A ,#o,#v) 145D : daload(A ,I ) 144D : duse(%d) 148D : donst($d) 145A.2 OpodesaaloadOperation Load referene from arraySyntax A : aaload(A ,I )Desription The aaload opode reads a referene from array A at index I . A must be anon-null referene to a referene array instane. I must be non-negative andless than A length.Class memory-aessingaastoreOperation Store into referene arraySyntax S : aastore(A 1,I ,A 2)Desription The aastore opode writes a referene A 2 into array A 1 at index I . A 1 mustbe a non-null referene to a referene array instane. I must be non-negativeand less than A 1 length. A 2 must be a subtype of A 1 omponent type.Class memory-aessingaathOperation Cath exeptionSyntax S : aath(%a)Desription The aath opode de�nes an exeption handler entry point in an IR pro-gram. It stores a non-null referene to the exeption thrown in register %a.Notes The aath is only reahable by exeption-prone opodes: allx, nallx,initx, newinstanex, newarrayx and lokx.The aath opode simply de�nes a uni�ed exeption handler entry pointfor a set of exeption-prone opodes. The hek for exeption subtyping anddelegation to appropriate handler is responsibility of the ode following it.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 137alassOperation Provide lass refereneSyntax A : alass($)Desription The alass opode provides the referene for the Class instane assoiatedto type $.The type $ is represented by the name of a lass or interfae in its extendedfully-quali�ed internal form (Setion 4.3.1).ade�neOperation Write referene registerSyntax S : adefine(%a,A )Desription The adefine opode stores the value of expression A in register %a.ajumpOperation Transfer ontrol if referene omparison sueedsSyntax S : ajump(#x,A 1,A 2,�l)Desription The ajump opode transfers exeution to label �l if the omparison of A 1and A 2 sueeds.The attribute #x de�nes the behavior of the ajump opode in the followingway: #x transfer ontrol ifEQ A 1 = A 2NE A 1 6= A 2aloadOperation Load referene from �eldSyntax A : aload(A ,#o,#v,#)Desription The aload opode reads a referene �eld from A at o�set #o. A must be anon-null referene.The attribute #o spei�es the referene �eld o�set using the enoding de-sribed on Setion 4.4. It also tells, using a boolean ag, whih of the statior instane �eld tables must be used.The attribute #v indiates if the read is volatile, i.e. annot be ahed.



138 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoThe attribute # is the type of the referene provided by aload. It is rep-resented by the name of a lass or interfae in its extended fully-quali�edinternal form (Setion 4.3.1).Class memory-aessinganullOperation Provide null refereneSyntax A : anull()Desription The anull opode provides a null objet referene.apassOperation Pass referene as parameter to method allSyntax S : apass(A )Desription The apass opode passes a referene A as parameter to a subsequent methodall.Class parameter-passingNotes The parameter passing protool in an IR program is right-to-left rather thanleft-to-right, as adopted in Java byteodes.The number and types of parameter-passing opodes must math the numberand types of the method being alled. They should appear in the expetedorder just before the assoiated method-all opode.areeiveOperation Write method parameter to referene registerSyntax S : areeive(%a,#)Desription The areeive opode stores the parameter reeived by a method, upon itsall, in referene register %a.The referene written to referene register %a points to an objet of type #or one of its subtypes. The type # is represented by the name of a lass orinterfae in its extended fully-quali�ed internal form (Setion 4.3.1).Class parameter-reeivingNotes Parameter-reeiving opodes must appear on top of IR programs, before allother opodes. They must be plaed aording to the method signature inleft-to-right order.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 139aresultOperation Write method result to referene registerSyntax S : aresult(%a,#)Desription The aresult opode stores the result of a method all in referene register%a. It must appear just after the method all opode and be used only whenalling referene methods.The referene written to referene register %a points to an objet of type #or one of its subtypes. The type # is represented by the name of a lass orinterfae in its extended fully-quali�ed internal form (Setion 4.3.1).Class result-savingNotes The aresult opode is also used after memory-alloation opodes to storethe referene to the newly alloated objet in a referene register.areturnOperation Return from referene methodSyntax S : areturn(A )Desription The areturn opode returns from the urrent exeuting method. The urrentexeuting method must be a referene method. The value of expression A isused as the return value.Class method-returningNotes Method-returning opodes may appear anywhere in an IR program, not sim-ply at the end as one would expet.astoreOperation Store into referene �eldSyntax S : astore(A 1,#o,#v,A 2)Desription The astore opode writes A 2 into a referene �eld of A 1 at o�set #o. A 1must be a non-null referene.The attribute #o spei�es the referene �eld o�set using the enoding de-sribed on Setion 4.4. It also tells, using a boolean ag, whih of the statior instane �eld tables must be used.The attribute #v indiates if the write is volatile, i.e. annot be ahed.Class memory-aessing



140 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoastringOperation Provide string refereneSyntax A : astring($s)Desription The astring opode provides the referene for the String instane result of$s internalization. $s is any Java string literal.athrowOperation Throw exeptionSyntax S : athrow(A )Desription The athrow opode throws an exeption in the frame of the aller method.The expression A must evaluate to a non-null referene.Notes The athrow opode is used only when throwing or rethrowing exeptionsoutside the urrent frame. The athrow opode is not used when throwingexeptions in ode proteted by the urrent frame. In this ase, the exep-tion handling is done expliitly by transfering the ontrol to the appropriatehandler.auseOperation Read referene registerSyntax A : ause(%a)Desription The ause opode loads the value of register %a.baloadOperation Load boolean or byte from arraySyntax I : baload(A ,I )Desription The baload opode reads the lower 8 bits of integer from array A at index I .A must be a non-null referene to a boolean or byte array instane. I mustbe non-negative and less than A length. The higher 24 bits of the integerprovided by baload are left unspei�ed.Class memory-aessingNotes Booleans are oded as integers. Non-zero integers when treated as booleanshave true semantis, otherwise they have false semantis.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 141bastoreOperation Store into boolean or byte arraySyntax S : bastore(A ,I 1,I 2)Desription The bastore opode writes the lower 8 bits of integer I 2 into array A at indexI 1. A must be a non-null referene to a boolean or byte array instane. I 1must be non-negative and less than A length.Class memory-aessingNotes Booleans are oded as integers. Non-zero integers when treated as booleanshave true semantis, otherwise they have false semantis.bloadOperation Load boolean or byte from �eldSyntax I : bload(A ,#o,#v)Desription The bload opode reads the lower 8 bits of the integer from boolean or byte�eld of A at o�set #o. A must be a non-null referene. The higher 24 bits ofinteger provided by bload are left unspei�ed.The attribute #o spei�es the boolean or byte �eld o�set using the enodingdesribed on Setion 4.4. It also tells, using a boolean ag, whih of the statior instane �eld tables must be used.The attribute #v indiates if the read is volatile, i.e. annot be ahed.Class memory-aessingNotes Booleans are oded as integers. Non-zero integers when treated as booleanshave true semantis, otherwise they have false semantis.bstoreOperation Store into boolean or byte �eldSyntax S : bstore(A ,#o,#v,I )Desription The bstore opode writes the lower 8 bits of integer I into a boolean or byte�eld of A at o�set #o. A must be a non-null referene.The attribute #o spei�es the boolean or byte �eld o�set using the enodingdesribed on Setion 4.4. It also tells, using a boolean ag, whih of the statior instane �eld tables must be used.The attribute #v indiates if the write is volatile, i.e. annot be ahed.Class memory-aessing



142 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoNotes Booleans are oded as integers. Non-zero integers when treated as booleanshave true semantis, otherwise they have false semantis.allOperation Call methodSyntax S : all(A ,#t)Desription The all opode alls method A . A must evaluate to a non-null referene oflass MethodText . The parameters to the all are passed before this opodeusing parameter-passing opodes. If the allee method is not void, a result-saving opode may be used just after the all opode to store the result ina register.The attribute #t ontains information regarding stak inspetion and traing.Class method-all, inspetion-pointNotes The parameter passing protool in an IR program is right-to-left rather thanleft-to-right, as adopted in Java byteodes.The number and types of parameter-passing opodes must math the numberand types of the method being alled. They should appear in the expetedorder just before the assoiated method-all opode.The type of the result-saving opode must math the type of the methodbeing alled.This opode is not exeption-prone, hene, upon failure an exeption is thrownin the frame of the aller method.allxOperation Call method, handle failureSyntax S : allx(A ,#t,�l)Desription The allx opode alls method A . A must evaluate to a non-null referene oflass MethodText . The parameters to the all are passed before this opodeusing parameter-passing opodes. If the allee method is not void, a result-saving opode may be used just after the allx opode to store the result ina register.The attribute #t ontains information regarding stak inspetion and traing.Upon failure, the ontrol is transfered to label �l. An aath opode mustbe the �rst statement following the label �l.Class method-all, inspetion-point, exeption-prone



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 143Notes The parameter passing protool in an IR program is right-to-left rather thanleft-to-right, as adopted in Java byteodes.The number and types of parameter-passing opodes must math the numberand types of the method being alled. They should appear in the expetedorder just before the assoiated method-all opode.The type of the result-saving opode must math the type of the methodbeing alled.omptypeofOperation Determine array omponent subtypingSyntax I : omptypeof(A 1,A 2)Desription The omptypeof opode heks if lass or interfae A 1 is a subtype of theomponent type of array lass A 2. Both expressions must evaluate to non-nullreferenes of lass Class .d2iOperation Convert double to integerSyntax I : d2i(D )Desription The d2i opode onverts the double expression D to integer.d2fOperation Convert double to oatSyntax F : d2f(D )Desription The d2f opode onverts the double expression D to oat.d2lOperation Convert double to long integerSyntax L : d2l(D )Desription The d2l opode onverts the double expression D to long integer.daddOperation Add doublesSyntax D : dadd(D 1,D 2)Desription The dadd opode provides the result of addition D 1 + D 2.



144 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujodaloadOperation Load double from arraySyntax D : daload(A ,I )Desription The daload opode reads a double from array A at index I . A must be anon-null referene to a double array instane. I must be non-negative andless than A length.Class memory-aessingdastoreOperation Store into double arraySyntax S : dastore(A ,I ,D )Desription The dastore opode writes a double D into array A at index I . A must bea non-null referene to a double array instane. I must be non-negative andless than A length.Class memory-aessingdmpgOperation Compare doublesSyntax I : dmpg(D 1,D 2)Desription The dmpg opode ompares doubles D 1 and D 2. If D 1 < D 2, a negativeinteger value is provided. If D 1 = D 2, the integer value 0 is provided. IfD 1 > D 2, a positive integer value is provided. If at least one of D 1 or D 2 isNaN, a positive integer value is provided.Notes The dmpg and dmpl instrutions di�er only when treating NaN.dmplOperation Compare doublesSyntax I : dmpl(D 1,D 2)Desription The dmpl opode ompares doubles D 1 and D 2. If D 1 < D 2, a negativeinteger value is provided. If D 1 = D 2, the integer value 0 is provided. IfD 1 > D 2, a positive integer value is provided. If at least one of D 1 or D 2 isNaN, a negative integer value is provided.Notes The dmpg and dmpl instrutions di�er only when treating NaN.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 145donstOperation Provide double onstantSyntax D : donst($d)Desription The donst opode provides the double onstant $d.dde�neOperation Write double registerSyntax S : ddefine(%d,D )Desription The ddefine opode stores the value of expression D in register %d.ddivOperation Divide doublesSyntax D : ddiv(D 1,D 2)Desription The ddiv opode provides the result of division D 1=D 2.dloadOperation Load double from �eldSyntax D : dload(A ,#o,#v)Desription The dload opode reads a double �eld from A at o�set #o. A must be anon-null referene.The attribute #o spei�es the double �eld o�set using the enoding desribedon Setion 4.4. It also tells, using a boolean ag, whih of the stati orinstane �eld tables must be used.The attribute #v indiates if the read is volatile, i.e. annot be ahed.Class memory-aessingdmulOperation Multiply doublesSyntax D : dmul(D 1,D 2)Desription The dmul opode provides the result of multipliation D 1 � D 2.



146 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujodnegOperation Negate doubleSyntax D : dneg(D )Desription The dneg opode provides the result of negation �D .dpassOperation Pass double as parameter to method allSyntax S : dpass(D )Desription The dpass opode passes a double D as parameter to a subsequent methodall.Class parameter-passingNotes The parameter passing protool in an IR program is right-to-left rather thanleft-to-right, as adopted in Java byteodes.The number and types of parameter-passing opodes must math the numberand types of the method being alled. They should appear in the expetedorder just before the assoiated method-all opode.dreeiveOperation Write method parameter to double registerSyntax S : dreeive(%d)Desription The dreeive opode stores the parameter reeived by a method, upon itsall, in double register %d.Class parameter-reeivingNotes Parameter-reeiving opodes must appear on top of IR programs, before allother opodes. They must be plaed aording to the method signature inleft-to-right order.dremOperation Remainder doublesSyntax D : drem(D 1,D 2)Desription The drem opode provides the result of remainder D 1%D 2.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 147dresultOperation Write method result to double registerSyntax S : dresult(%d)Desription The dresult opode stores the result of a method all in double register %d.It must appear just after the method all opode and be used only whenalling double methods.Class result-savingdreturnOperation Return from double methodSyntax S : dreturn(D )Desription The dreturn opode returns from the urrent exeuting method. The urrentexeuting method must be a double method. The value of expression D isused as the return value.Class method-returningNotes Method-returning opodes may appear anywhere in an IR program, not sim-ply at the end as one would expet.dstoreOperation Store into double �eldSyntax S : dstore(A ,#o,#v,D )Desription The dstore opode writes D into a double �eld of A at o�set #o. A must bea non-null referene.The attribute #o spei�es the double �eld o�set using the enoding desribedon Setion 4.4. It also tells, using a boolean ag, whih of the stati orinstane �eld tables must be used.The attribute #v indiates if the write is volatile, i.e. annot be ahed.Class memory-aessingdstritOperation Convert to double value setSyntax D : dstrit(D )



148 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoDesription The dstrit opode provides the nearest element of the double value setrepresenting the double-extended-exponent value set element D . The valueset onversion proedure is desribed on [LY99, x2.6.6℄.dsubOperation Subtrat doublesSyntax D : dsub(D 1,D 2)Desription The dsub opode provides the result of subtration D 1 � D 2.duseOperation Read double registerSyntax D : duse(%d)Desription The duse opode loads the value of register %d.f2dOperation Convert oat to doubleSyntax D : f2d(F )Desription The f2d opode onverts the oat expression F to double.f2iOperation Convert oat to integerSyntax I : f2i(F )Desription The f2i opode onverts the oat expression F to integer.f2lOperation Convert oat to long integerSyntax L : f2l(F )Desription The f2l opode onverts the oat expression F to long integer.faddOperation Add oatsSyntax F : fadd(F 1,F 2)Desription The fadd opode provides the result of addition F 1 + F 2.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 149faloadOperation Load oat from arraySyntax F : faload(A ,I )Desription The faload opode reads a oat from array A at index I . A must be anon-null referene to a oat array instane. I must be non-negative and lessthan A length.Class memory-aessingfastoreOperation Store into oat arraySyntax S : fastore(A ,I ,F )Desription The fastore opode writes a oat F into array A at index I . A must be anon-null referene to a oat array instane. I must be non-negative and lessthan A length.Class memory-aessingfonstOperation Provide oat onstantSyntax F : fonst($f)Desription The fonst opode provides the oat onstant $f.fmpgOperation Compare oatsSyntax I : fmpg(F 1,F 2)Desription The fmpg opode ompares oats F 1 and F 2. If F 1 < F 2, a negative integervalue is provided. If F 1 = F 2, the integer value 0 is provided. If F 1 > F 2,a positive integer value is provided. If at least one of F 1 or F 2 is NaN, apositive integer value is provided.Notes The fmpg and fmpl instrutions di�er only when treating NaN.



150 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujofmplOperation Compare oatsSyntax I : fmpl(F 1,F 2)Desription The fmpl opode ompares oats F 1 and F 2. If F 1 < F 2, a negative integervalue is provided. If F 1 = F 2, the integer value 0 is provided. If F 1 > F 2,a positive integer value is provided. If at least one of F 1 or F 2 is NaN, anegative integer value is provided.Notes The fmpg and fmpl instrutions di�er only when treating NaN.fde�neOperation Write oat registerSyntax S : fdefine(%f,F )Desription The fdefine opode stores the value of expression F in register %f.fdivOperation Divide oatsSyntax F : fdiv(F 1,F 2)Desription The fdiv opode provides the result of division F 1=F 2.oadOperation Load oat from �eldSyntax F : fload(A ,#o,#v)Desription The fload opode reads a oat �eld from A at o�set #o. A must be a non-nullreferene.The attribute #o spei�es the oat �eld o�set using the enoding desribed onSetion 4.4. It also tells, using a boolean ag, whih of the stati or instane�eld tables must be used.The attribute #v indiates if the read is volatile, i.e. annot be ahed.Class memory-aessingfmulOperation Multiply oatsSyntax F : fmul(F 1,F 2)Desription The fmul opode provides the result of multipliation F 1 � F 2.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 151fnegOperation Negate oatSyntax F : fneg(F )Desription The fneg opode provides the result of negation �F .fpassOperation Pass oat as parameter to method allSyntax S : fpass(F )Desription The fpass opode passes a oat F as parameter to a subsequent methodall.Class parameter-passingNotes The parameter passing protool in an IR program is right-to-left rather thanleft-to-right, as adopted in Java byteodes.The number and types of parameter-passing opodes must math the numberand types of the method being alled. They should appear in the expetedorder just before the assoiated method-all opode.freeiveOperation Write method parameter to oat registerSyntax S : freeive(%f)Desription The freeive opode stores the parameter reeived by a method, upon itsall, in oat register %f.Class parameter-reeivingNotes Parameter-reeiving opodes must appear on top of IR programs, before allother opodes. They must be plaed aording to the method signature inleft-to-right order.fremOperation Remainder oatsSyntax F : frem(F 1,F 2)Desription The frem opode provides the result of remainder F 1%F 2.



152 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujofresultOperation Write method result to oat registerSyntax S : fresult(%f)Desription The fresult opode stores the result of a method all in oat register %f. Itmust appear just after the method all opode and be used only when allingoat methods.Class result-savingfreturnOperation Return from oat methodSyntax S : freturn(F )Desription The freturn opode returns from the urrent exeuting method. The urrentexeuting method must be a oat method. The value of expression F is usedas the return value.Class method-returningNotes Method-returning opodes may appear anywhere in an IR program, not sim-ply at the end as one would expet.fstoreOperation Store into oat �eldSyntax S : fstore(A ,#o,#v,F )Desription The fstore opode writes F into a oat �eld of A at o�set #o. A must be anon-null referene.The attribute #o spei�es the oat �eld o�set using the enoding desribed onSetion 4.4. It also tells, using a boolean ag, whih of the stati or instane�eld tables must be used.The attribute #v indiates if the write is volatile, i.e. annot be ahed.Class memory-aessingfstritOperation Convert to oat value setSyntax F : fstrit(F )



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 153Desription The fstrit opode provides the nearest element of the oat value set rep-resenting the oat-extended-exponent value set element F . The value setonversion proedure is desribed on [LY99, x2.6.6℄.fsubOperation Subtrat oatsSyntax F : fsub(F 1,F 2)Desription The fsub opode provides the result of subtration F 1 � F 2.fuseOperation Read oat registerSyntax F : fuse(%f)Desription The fuse opode loads the value of register %f.getlassOperation Get objet lassSyntax A : getlass(A )Desription The getlass opode provides a referene to a Class instane representingthe lass of A . A expression must evaluate to a non-null referene.Notes The getlass opode may be handled as if it were an arithmeti expression.It does not have side e�ets and will always provide the same value one itsargument is �xed.i2bOperation Convert integer to byteSyntax I : i2b(I )Desription The i2b onverts the integer expression I to byte. The integer value providedby i2b is the result of sign-extending I lower 8 bits.i2Operation Convert integer to harSyntax I : i2(I )Desription The i2 onverts the integer expression I to har. The integer value providedby i2 is the result of zero-extending I lower 16 bits.



154 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoi2dOperation Convert integer to doubleSyntax D : i2d(I )Desription The i2d opode onverts the integer expression I to double.i2fOperation Convert integer to oatSyntax F : i2f(I )Desription The i2f opode onverts the integer expression I to oat.i2lOperation Convert integer to long integerSyntax L : i2l(I )Desription The i2l opode onverts the integer expression I to long integer.i2sOperation Convert integer to shortSyntax I : i2s(I )Desription The i2s onverts the integer expression I to short. The integer value pro-vided by i2s is the result of sign-extending I lower 16 bits.iaddOperation Add integersSyntax I : iadd(I 1,I 2)Desription The iadd opode provides the result of addition I 1 + I 2.ialoadOperation Load integer from arraySyntax I : iaload(A ,I )Desription The iaload opode reads an integer from array A at index I . A must be anon-null referene to a integer array instane. I must be non-negative andless than A length.Class memory-aessing



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 155iandOperation Bitwise and integersSyntax I : iand(I 1,I 2)Desription The iand opode provides the result of operation I 1&I 2.iastoreOperation Store into integer arraySyntax S : iastore(A ,I 1,I 2)Desription The iastore opode writes an integer I 2 into array A at index I 1. A mustbe a non-null referene to a integer array instane. I 1 must be non-negativeand less than A length.Class memory-aessingionstOperation Provide integer onstantSyntax I : ionst($i)Desription The ionst opode provides the integer onstant $i.ide�neOperation Write integer registerSyntax S : idefine(%i,I )Desription The idefine opode stores the value of expression I in register %i.idivOperation Divide integersSyntax I : idiv(I 1,I 2)Desription The idiv opode provides the result of division I 1=I 2. I 2 must be non-zero.



156 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoijumpOperation Transfer ontrol if integer omparison sueedsSyntax S : ijump(#x,I 1,I 2,�l)Desription The ijump opode transfers exeution to label �l if the omparison of I 1and I 2 sueeds.The attribute #x de�nes the behavior of the ijump opode in the followingway: #x transfer ontrol ifEQ I 1 = I 2NE I 1 6= I 2LT I 1 < I 2LE I 1 � I 2GE I 1 � I 2GT I 1 > I 2B I 1 <(unsigned) I 2BE I 1 �(unsigned) I 2AE I 1 �(unsigned) I 2A I 1 >(unsigned) I 2iloadOperation Load integer from �eldSyntax I : iload(A ,#o,#v)Desription The iload opode reads an integer �eld from A at o�set #o. A must be anon-null referene.The attribute #o spei�es the integer �eld o�set using the enoding desribedon Setion 4.4. It also tells, using a boolean ag, whih of the stati orinstane �eld tables must be used.The attribute #v indiates if the read is volatile, i.e. annot be ahed.Class memory-aessingimlookupOperation Searh for interfae methodSyntax A : imlookup(A 1,A 2,#i)Desription The imlookup provides the method at dispath table index #i, from baseo�set of interfae A 2, of lass A 1. Both the expressions A 1 and A 2 mustevaluate to non-null referenes of lass Class . The imlookup provides anon-null referene of lass MethodText if lass A 1 implements interfae A 2.Otherwise, the null referene is provided.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 157Notes The imlookup opode may be handled as if it were an arithmeti expression.It does not have side e�ets and will always provide the same value one itsarguments and attribute are �xed.imulOperation Multiply integersSyntax I : imul(I 1,I 2)Desription The imul opode provides the result of multipliation I 1 � I 2.inegOperation Negate integerSyntax I : ineg(I )Desription The ineg opode provides the result of negation �I .initOperation Initialize lassSyntax S : init(A ,#t)Desription The init opode triggers the initialization proedure ([LY99, x2.17.5℄) forlass A . The expression A must evaluate to a non-null referene of an instaneof lass Class .The attribute #t ontains information regarding stak inspetion and traing.Class inspetion-pointNotes This opode is not exeption-prone, hene, upon failure an exeption is thrownin the frame of the aller method.initxOperation Initialize lass, handle failureSyntax S : initx(A ,#t,�l)Desription The initx opode triggers the initialization proedure ([LY99, x2.17.5℄) forlass A . The expression A must evaluate to a non-null referene of an instaneof lass Class .The attribute #t ontains information regarding stak inspetion and traing.Upon failure, the ontrol is transfered to label �l. An aath opode mustbe the �rst statement following the label �l.Class inspetion-point, exeption-prone



158 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoiorOperation Bitwise or integersSyntax I : ior(I 1,I 2)Desription The ior opode provides the result of operation I 1jI 2.ipassOperation Pass integer as parameter to method allSyntax S : ipass(I )Desription The ipass opode passes an integer I as parameter to a subsequent methodall.Class parameter-passingNotes The parameter passing protool in an IR program is right-to-left rather thanleft-to-right, as adopted in Java byteodes.The number and types of parameter-passing opodes must math the numberand types of the method being alled. They should appear in the expetedorder just before the assoiated method-all opode.ireeiveOperation Write method parameter to integer registerSyntax S : ireeive(%i)Desription The ireeive opode stores the parameter reeived by a method, upon itsall, in integer register %i.Class parameter-reeivingNotes Parameter-reeiving opodes must appear on top of IR programs, before allother opodes. They must be plaed aording to the method signature inleft-to-right order.iremOperation Remainder integersSyntax I : irem(I 1,I 2)Desription The irem opode provides the result of remainder I 1%I 2. I 2 must be non-zero.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 159iresultOperation Write method result to integer registerSyntax S : iresult(%i)Desription The iresult opode stores the result of a method all in integer register %i.It must appear just after the method all opode and be used only whenalling integer methods.Class result-savingireturnOperation Return from integer methodSyntax S : ireturn(I )Desription The ireturn opode returns from the urrent exeuting method. The urrentexeuting method must be an integer method. The value of expression I isused as the return value.Class method-returningNotes Method-returning opodes may appear anywhere in an IR program, not sim-ply at the end as one would expet.ishlOperation Shift left integerSyntax I : ishl(I 1,I 2)Desription The ishl opode provides the result of operation I 1 << I 2.ishrOperation Arithmeti shift right integerSyntax I : ishr(I 1,I 2)Desription The ishr opode provides the result of operation I 1 >> I 2.islokedOperation Determine if lok is aquiredSyntax I : isloked(A )



160 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoDesription The isloked opode determines if the lok for objet A has been aquired bythe urrent thread. The expression A must evaluate to a non-null referene. Ifthe lok has been aquired the isloked opode provides a non-zero integervalue. Otherwise, it provides the integer 0 value.istoreOperation Store into integer �eldSyntax S : istore(A ,#o,#v,I )Desription The istore opode writes I into an integer �eld of A at o�set #o. A mustbe a non-null referene.The attribute #o spei�es the integer �eld o�set using the enoding desribedon Setion 4.4. It also tells, using a boolean ag, whih of the stati orinstane �eld tables must be used.The attribute #v indiates if the write is volatile, i.e. annot be ahed.Class memory-aessingisubOperation Subtrat integersSyntax I : isub(I 1,I 2)Desription The isub opode provides the result of subtration I 1 � I 2.iswithOperation Transfer ontrol based on integer jump tableSyntax S : iswith(I ,[$i,�l℄...)Desription The iswith opode uses the result of expression I to transfer exeutionbased on an integer jump table. Eah entry $i de�nes a label �l that will beused to transfer exeution if there is a math. If there is no math, exeutionis not transfered and ontinues sequentially. No entry $i may appear twieon the jump table.iuseOperation Read integer registerSyntax I : iuse(%i)Desription The iuse opode loads the value of register %i.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 161iushrOperation Logial shift right integerSyntax I : iushr(I 1,I 2)Desription The iushr opode provides the result of operation I 1 >>> I 2.ixorOperation Bitwise xor integersSyntax I : ixor(I 1,I 2)Desription The ixor opode provides the result of operation I 1^I 2.jumpOperation Transfer ontrol unonditionallySyntax S : jump(�l)Desription The jump opode transfer exeution to label �l, unonditionally.l2dOperation Convert long integer to doubleSyntax D : l2d(L )Desription The l2d opode onverts the long integer expression L to double.l2fOperation Convert long integer to oatSyntax F : l2f(L )Desription The l2f opode onverts the long integer expression L to oat.l2iOperation Convert long integer to integerSyntax I : l2i(L )Desription The l2i opode onverts the long integer expression L to integer.



162 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujolabelOperation Delare labelSyntax S : label(�l)Desription The label opode assoiates the urrent point in the IR program to label�l.laddOperation Add long integersSyntax L : ladd(L 1,L 2)Desription The ladd opode provides the result of addition L 1 + L 2.laloadOperation Load long integer from arraySyntax L : laload(A ,I )Desription The laload opode reads a long integer from array A at index I . A must bea non-null referene to a long integer array instane. I must be non-negativeand less than A length.Class memory-aessinglandOperation Bitwise and long integersSyntax L : land(L 1,L 2)Desription The land opode provides the result of operation L 1&L 2.lastoreOperation Store into long integer arraySyntax S : lastore(A ,I ,L )Desription The lastore opode writes a long integer L into array A at index I . Amust be a non-null referene to a long integer array instane. I must benon-negative and less than A length.Class memory-aessing



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 163lmpOperation Compare long integersSyntax I : lmp(L 1,L 2)Desription The lmp opode ompares signed long integers L 1 and L 2. If L 1 < L 2, anegative integer value is provided. If L 1 = L 2, the integer value 0 is provided.If L 1 > L 2, a positive integer value is provided.lonstOperation Provide long integer onstantSyntax L : lonst($l)Desription The lonst opode provides the long integer onstant $l.lde�neOperation Write long integer registerSyntax S : ldefine(%l,L )Desription The ldefine opode stores the value of expression L in register %l.ldivOperation Divide long integersSyntax L : ldiv(L 1,L 2)Desription The ldiv opode provides the result of division L 1=L 2. L 2 must be non-zero.lengthOperation Get length of arraySyntax I : length(A )Desription The length opode provides the number of elements of an array instane.The expression A must evaluate to a non-null array referene. It provides anon-negative integer.Notes The length opode may be handled as if it were an arithmeti expression.It does not have side e�ets and will always provide the same value one itsargument is �xed.



164 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujolloadOperation Load long integer from �eldSyntax L : lload(A ,#o,#v)Desription The lload opode reads a long integer �eld from A at o�set #o. A must bea non-null referene.The attribute #o spei�es the long integer �eld o�set using the enodingdesribed on Setion 4.4. It also tells, using a boolean ag, whih of thestati or instane �eld tables must be used.The attribute #v indiates if the read is volatile, i.e. annot be ahed.Class memory-aessinglmulOperation Multiply long integersSyntax L : lmul(L 1,L 2)Desription The lmul opode provides the result of multipliation L 1 � L 2.lnegOperation Negate long integerSyntax L : lneg(L )Desription The lneg opode provides the result of negation �L .lokOperation Aquire lok for objetSyntax S : lok(A ,#t)Desription The lok opode aquires the lok for objet A . The expression A mustevaluate to a non-null referene. If the lok has been previously aquired byanother thread it will blok until the lok is released.The attribute #t ontains information regarding stak inspetion and traing.Class inspetion-pointNotes Loks are reursive.The lok opode has no semantis regarding the memory model. The inval-idation of ahed memory reads is done using the readbarrier opode.This opode is not exeption-prone, hene, upon failure an exeption is thrownin the frame of the aller method.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 165lokxOperation Aquire lok for objet, handle failureSyntax S : lokx(A ,#t,�l)Desription The lokx opode aquires the lok for objet A . The expression A mustevaluate to a non-null referene. If the lok has been previously aquired byanother thread it will blok until the lok is released.The attribute #t ontains information regarding stak inspetion and traing.Upon failure, the ontrol is transfered to label �l. An aath opode mustbe the �rst statement following the label �l.Class inspetion-point, exeption-proneNotes Loks are reursive.The lok opode has no semantis regarding the memory model. The inval-idation of ahed memory reads is done using the readbarrier opode.lorOperation Bitwise or long integersSyntax L : lor(L 1,L 2)Desription The lor opode provides the result of operation L 1jL 2.lpassOperation Pass long integer as parameter to method allSyntax S : lpass(L )Desription The lpass opode passes a long integer L as parameter to a subsequentmethod all.Class parameter-passingNotes The parameter passing protool in an IR program is right-to-left rather thanleft-to-right, as adopted in Java byteodes.The number and types of parameter-passing opodes must math the numberand types of the method being alled. They should appear in the expetedorder just before the assoiated method-all opode.



166 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujolreeiveOperation Write method parameter to long integer registerSyntax S : lreeive(%l)Desription The lreeive opode stores the parameter reeived by a method, upon itsall, in long integer register %l.Class parameter-reeivingNotes Parameter-reeiving opodes must appear on top of IR programs, before allother opodes. They must be plaed aording to the method signature inleft-to-right order.lremOperation Remainder long integersSyntax L : lrem(L 1,L 2)Desription The lrem opode provides the result of remainder L 1%L 2. L 2 must be non-zero.lresultOperation Write method result to long integer registerSyntax S : lresult(%l)Desription The lresult opode stores the result of a method all in long integer register%l. It must appear just after the method all opode and be used only whenalling long integer methods.Class result-savinglreturnOperation Return from long integer methodSyntax S : lreturn(L )Desription The lreturn opode returns from the urrent exeuting method. The urrentexeuting method must be a long integer method. The value of expression Lis used as the return value.Class method-returningNotes Method-returning opodes may appear anywhere in an IR program, not sim-ply at the end as one would expet.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 167lshlOperation Shift left long integerSyntax L : lshl(L ,I )Desription The lshl opode provides the result of operation L << I .lshrOperation Arithmeti shift right long integerSyntax L : lshr(L ,I )Desription The lshr opode provides the result of operation L >> I .lstoreOperation Store into long integer �eldSyntax S : lstore(A ,#o,#v,L )Desription The lstore opode writes L into a long integer �eld of A at o�set #o. Amust be a non-null referene.The attribute #o spei�es the long integer �eld o�set using the enodingdesribed on Setion 4.4. It also tells, using a boolean ag, whih of thestati or instane �eld tables must be used.The attribute #v indiates if the write is volatile, i.e. annot be ahed.Class memory-aessinglsubOperation Subtrat long integersSyntax L : lsub(L 1,L 2)Desription The lsub opode provides the result of subtration L 1 � L 2.luseOperation Read long integer registerSyntax L : luse(%l)Desription The luse opode loads the value of register %l.



168 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujolushrOperation Logial shift right long integerSyntax L : lushr(L ,I )Desription The lushr opode provides the result of operation L >>> I .lxorOperation Bitwise xor long integersSyntax L : lxor(L 1,L 2)Desription The lxor opode provides the result of operation L 1^L 2.mlookupOperation Searh for methodSyntax A : mlookup(A ,#i)Desription The mlookup provides the method at dispath table index #i of lass A .The expression A must evaluate to a non-null referene of lass Class . Themlookup provides a non-null referene of lass MethodText.Notes The mlookup opode may be handled as if it were an arithmeti expression.It does not have side e�ets and will always provide the same value one itsargument and attribute are �xed.nallOperation Call native methodSyntax S : nall(#,#s,#t)Desription The nall opode alls the native implementation of native method identi�edby signature #s delared on lass #. The parameters to the all are passedbefore this opode using parameter-passing opodes. If the allee method isnot void, a result-saving opode may be used just after the all opode tostore the result in a register.The attribute # identi�es the delaring lass of the method to be alled bynall. It is represented by the name of a lass or interfae in its extendedfully-quali�ed internal form (Setion 4.3.1).The attribute #s ontains the name and desriptor of the allee method.The attribute #t ontains information regarding stak inspetion and traing.Class method-all, inspetion-point



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 169Notes The parameter passing protool in an IR program is right-to-left rather thanleft-to-right, as adopted in Java byteodes.The number and types of parameter-passing opodes must math the numberand types of the method being alled. They should appear in the expetedorder just before the assoiated method-all opode.It the allee method is stati, an extra referene to the lass that delares itmust be passed right before the nall opode.The type of the result-saving opode must math the type of the methodbeing alled.This opode is not exeption-prone, hene, upon failure an exeption is thrownin the frame of the aller method.nallxOperation Call native method, handle failureSyntax S : nallx(#,#s,#t,�l)Desription The nallx opode alls the native implementation of native method iden-ti�ed by signature #s delared on lass #. The parameters to the all arepassed before this opode using parameter-passing opodes. If the alleemethod is not void, a result-saving opode may be used just after the allopode to store the result in a register.The attribute # identi�es the delaring lass of the method to be alled bynall. It is represented by the name of a lass or interfae in its extendedfully-quali�ed internal form (Setion 4.3.1).The attribute #s ontains the name and desriptor of the allee method.The attribute #t ontains information regarding stak inspetion and traing.Upon failure, the ontrol is transfered to label �l. An aath opode mustbe the �rst statement following the label �l.Class method-all, inspetion-point, exeption-proneNotes The parameter passing protool in an IR program is right-to-left rather thanleft-to-right, as adopted in Java byteodes.The number and types of parameter-passing opodes must math the numberand types of the method being alled. They should appear in the expetedorder just before the assoiated method-all opode.It the allee method is stati, an extra referene to the lass that delares itmust be passed right before the nallx opode.The type of the result-saving opode must math the type of the methodbeing alled.



170 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujonewarrayOperation Alloate new arraySyntax S : newarray(A ,I ,#t)Desription The newarray opode alloates spae for a new array in the garbage olletedheap. The expression A must evaluate to a non-null referene of an array typeinstane of lass Class . The expression I must evaluate to a non-negativevalue. The new array will have room for I elements of the appropriate type,initialized with default values.The attribute #t ontains information regarding stak inspetion and traing.Class memory-alloation, inspetion-pointNotes This opode is not exeption-prone, hene, upon failure an exeption is thrownin the frame of the aller method.newarrayxOperation Alloate new array, handle failureSyntax S : newarrayx(A ,I ,#t,�l)Desription The newarrayx opode alloates spae for a new array in the garbage ol-leted heap. The expression A must evaluate to a non-null referene of anarray type instane of lass Class . The expression I must evaluate to anon-negative value. The new array will have room for I elements of theappropriate type, initialized with default values.The attribute #t ontains information regarding stak inspetion and traing.Upon failure, the ontrol is transfered to label �l. An aath opode mustbe the �rst statement following the label �l.Class memory-alloation, inspetion-point, exeption-pronenewinstaneOperation Alloate new objetSyntax S : newinstane(A ,#t)Desription The newinstane opode alloates spae for a new instane in the garbageolleted heap. The expression A must evaluate to a non-null referene ofa non-abstrat instane of lass Class . The new objet have all its �eldsinitialized with default values.The attribute #t ontains information regarding stak inspetion and traing.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 171Class memory-alloation, inspetion-pointNotes This opode is not exeption-prone, hene, upon failure an exeption is thrownin the frame of the aller method.newinstanexOperation Alloate new objet, handle failureSyntax S : newinstanex(A ,#t,�l)Desription The newinstanex opode alloates spae for a new instane in the garbageolleted heap. The expression A must evaluate to a non-null referene ofa non-abstrat instane of lass Class . The new objet have all its �eldsinitialized with default values.The attribute #t ontains information regarding stak inspetion and traing.Upon failure, the ontrol is transfered to label �l. An aath opode mustbe the �rst statement following the label �l.Class memory-alloation, inspetion-point, exeption-pronereadbarrierOperation Disards ahed readsSyntax S : readbarrier()Desription The readbarrier opode marks a point in the IR program where all ahedmemory reads must be disarded.Notes One its single-threaded semantis does not hange, the IR program may betransformed to antiipate memory reads, keeping values ahed on registers.The readbarrier opode prevents those values from staying ahed.saloadOperation Load har or short from arraySyntax I : saload(A ,I )Desription The saload opode reads the lower 16 bits of the integer from array A atindex I . A must be a non-null referene to a har or short array instane.I must be non-negative and less than A length. The higher 16 bits of theinteger provided by saload are left unspei�ed.Class memory-aessing



172 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujosastoreOperation Store into har or short arraySyntax S : sastore(A ,I 1,I 2)Desription The sastore opode writes the lower 16 bits of integer I 2 into array A atindex I 1. A must be a non-null referene to a har or short array instane.I 1 must be non-negative and less than A length.Class memory-aessingsloadOperation Load har or short from �eldSyntax I : sload(A ,#o,#v)Desription The sload opode reads the lower 16 bits of the integer from har or short�eld of A at o�set #o. A must be a non-null referene. The higher 16 bits ofthe integer provided by sload are left unspei�ed.The attribute #o spei�es the har or short �eld o�set using the enodingdesribed on Setion 4.4. It also tells, using a boolean ag, whih of thestati or instane �eld tables must be used.The attribute #v indiates if the read is volatile, i.e. annot be ahed.Class memory-aessingsstoreOperation Store into har or short �eldSyntax S : sstore(A ,#o,#v,I )Desription The sstore opode writes the lower 16 bits of integer I into a har or short�eld of A at o�set #o. A must be a non-null referene.The attribute #o spei�es the har or short �eld o�set using the enodingdesribed on Setion 4.4. It also tells, using a boolean ag, whih of thestati or instane �eld tables must be used.The attribute #v indiates if the write is volatile, i.e. annot be ahed.Class memory-aessing



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 173subtypeofOperation Determine subtypingSyntax I : subtypeof(A 1,A 2)Desription The subtypeof opode heks if lass or interfae A 1 is a subtype of lass orinterfae A 2. Both expressions should evaluate to non-null referenes of lassClass .unlokOperation Release lok for objetSyntax S : unlok(A )Desription The unlok opode releases lok for objet A . The expression A must eval-uate to a non-null referene. The lok must have been previously aquiredbefore this opode is reahed.Notes Loks are reursive.The unlok opode has no semantis regarding the memory model. The ushof ahed memory writes is done using the writebarrier opode.vreturnOperation Return from void methodSyntax S : vreturn()Desription The vreturn opode returns from the urrent exeuting method. The urrentexeuting method must be a void method.Class method-returningNotes Method-returning opodes may appear anywhere in an IR program, not sim-ply at the end as one would expet.writebarrierOperation Flush ahed writesSyntax S : writebarrier()Desription The writebarrier opode marks a point in the IR program where all ahedmemory writes must be ushed.Notes One its single-threaded semantis does not hange, the IR program may betransformed to handle memory writes lazily, keeping values ahed on regis-ters. The writebarrier opode prevents those values from staying ahed.



174 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoB Yet Another Tree Rewriting ToolThis hapter desribes Ring (Rewriting for INtermediate Grammar), a tree rewriting toolthat uses tree pattern mathing [HO82, Cha87, PL87℄ and dynami programming. Its de-sign is based on iburg [FHP92a, Fra89℄, although it has a di�erent language and inter-fae. It outputs a hard-oded mather that does dynami programming at ompile time,similarly as iburg. The input spei�ation is a proper superset of the Java ProgrammingLanguage[AG00℄. It superedes iburg funtionality sine it supports default rules and non-terminal templates. Also, it provides a limited, but still useful, non-terminal inlining faility.Mathers are generated targeting the Java Programming Language.This tree rewriting tool serves not only as a ode generator generator [Fra77℄, but alsoas an intermediate representation manipulator. The tool is tailored to the intermediaterepresentation (desribed in Appendix A), therefore it provides no syntax for delaringgrammar terminals. For the same reason, it supports at most ternary arity tree patterns.B.1 Spei�ationsThe language for Ring spei�ation is an extension of the Java Programming Language.Figure 34 shows the subset of the rules of a Java EBNF grammar[GJS96, x8℄ that de�nesthe spei�ation language extensions. To speify a tree mather, the user must delare treepattern rules in the lass that she hooses to implement the mather. Every tree patternrule is assoiated to a non-terminal. Non-terminals are delared in the same way as �eldsand methods are delared in the body of the mather lass.A non-terminal delaration onsists of some aess ags, a name, a signature, templateparameters, non-terminal attributes, optimality expression, and rule delarations. Theaess ags de�ne the visibility of the non-terminal. In the generated mather, any non-terminal an be used as start symbol. Visibility ags may be used to hide non-terminalsnot meant to be start symbols. The abstrat aess ags may be used to mark the non-terminal as inline (see Setion B.3.3). The name is used to identify the non-terminal. Thenon-terminal signature de�nes the signature of the ation funtion that users all when theoptimal math is found. Template parameters an be delared when reating template non-terminals (see Setion B.3.2). A non-terminal may delare attributes whih are synthetizedduring pattern mathing. The optimality expression is a boolean expression, based onsynthetized attributes, used to test and replae mathes for the non-terminal. The set ofrule delarations de�nes the possible mathes for that partiular non-terminal.Eah rule delaration onsists of a tree pattern and three optional funtions: a prediateexpression, a synthetize funtion and an ation funtion. It is also possible to delaredefault rules (see Setion B.3.1). The tree pattern is onstruted using terminals as parentnodes and non-terminals as hild nodes. Eah terminal is assoiated to an intermediaterepresentation opode of �xed arity. Instead of a tree pattern, a rule may have a singlenon-terminal on its right hand side. Rules with a single non-terminal on its right hand sideare known as hain rules. Tree patterns provide syntax based mathing whih suÆes onmany ases. Sometimes extra information must be onsidered when mathing, and this anbe done by writing a prediate expression. Prediate expressions are boolean expressions



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 175ClassBodyDelaration ! Initializerj NestedClassDelarationj NestedInterfaeDelarationj ConstrutorDelarationj MethodDelarationj FieldDelarationj NonTerminalDelarationNonTerminalDelaration ! ( \publi" j \proteted" j \private" j \abstrat" )*ResultType Identi�er [ TemplateId ℄FormalParameters ( \[" \℄" )* [ \throws" NameList ℄[ NonTerminalVars [ \[" Expression \℄" ℄ ℄\:" RuleDelaration ( \j" RuleDelaration )* \;"NonTerminalVars ! \<" NonTerminalVar ( \," NonTerminalVar )* \>"NonTerminalVar ! Type VariableDelaratorIdRuleDelaration ! TreePattern [ \[" Expression \℄" ℄ [ Blok ℄ [ \=" Blok ℄j \default" [ Blok ℄ [ \=" Blok ℄TreePattern ! Name[ \(" TreePattern ( \," TreePattern )* \)" ℄[ TreePattern ℄j Identi�er [ TemplateId ℄TemplateId ! \<" Identi�er ( \," Identi�er )* \>"Figure 34: EBNF grammar exerpt for Java based mather spei�ations.that may deny a math based on an undesired semanti property. The synthetize funtionis used to synthetize the non-terminal attributes, normally using attributes inherited fromits hildren, one a math takes plae. The ation funtion is the funtion alled by theuser when the optimal math is found. It is responsible for alling the ation funtion ofthe tree pattern hildren.Figures 35 and 36 show a sample mather spei�ation. It implements a toy bak-endfor a generi RISC mahine based on a subset of the intermediate representation. Five non-terminals are de�ned: stmt to math statements, reg to math register expressions, dispto math referene expressions, r to math register or onstant expressions, and on tomath onstant expressions. We assume the reader is familiar with tree rewriting systems,like [FHP92a, FHP92b, AGT89, Tji86, Tji93, ESL89, BDB90℄.The stmt non-terminal is the only non-terminal de�ned as publi, so it is the startsymbol. It has a ost attribute that stores the number of yles required to exeute thewhole statement. The optimality expression ��.ost < ost is used to hoose the mathwith the smallest ost. The ��.ost identi�es the ost of a reent math, ost is the bestost so far. The stmt non-terminal delares two tree pattern rules. The �rst rule mathes



176 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujo
publi lass Sample fpubli void stmt(PrintStream out)<int ost> [��.ost < ost℄: IR.ISTORE(disp,reg)f ��.ost = 2+�2.ost+�3.ost; g= f �2(out);�3(out);out.print("st "+RA.name(�3.reg));out.println(",("+RA.name(�2.reg)+")"+�1.getOfs()); g| IR.IDEFINE(reg)f ��.ost = �2.ost; g= f �2(out); g;private void reg(PrintStream out)<int ost, int reg> [��.ost < ost℄: IR.IADD(reg,r)f ��.ost = 1+�2.ost+�3.ost;��.reg = �2.reg; g= f �2(out);�3(out);out.println("add "+�3.addr+","+RA.name(�2.reg)); g| IR.I2B(IR.ILOAD(disp))f ��.ost = 3+�3.ost;��.reg = �3.reg; g= f �3(out);out.print("ld ("+RA.name(�3.reg)+")+"+�2.getOfs());out.println(","+RA.name(�3.reg));out.println("sx "+RA.name(�3.reg)); g| IR.ICONST [�1.getValue() == 0℄f ��.ost = 0;��.reg = RA.zero(); g= f g| dispf ��.ost = �1.ost;��.reg = �1.reg; g= f �1(out); g; Figure 35: Sample mather spei�ation.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 177integer �eld assignment (istore). For that rule, the ost of the math is omputed by thesum of subexpressions disp and reg plus 2 yles of memory aess. In the ation funtion,the ode for eah subexpression is generated �rst, then a store instrution is emitted onout . The seond rule mathes integer register de�nition (idefine). Sine the rule alreadyrequires that the de�nition expression stays on a register, reg , the ost of the math isthe ost inherited from reg . Similarly, the ation funtion does not require an operationdi�erent from alling the reg ation funtion.private void disp(PrintStream out)<int ost, int reg> [��.ost < ost℄: IR.ALOAD(reg)f ��.ost = 2+�2.ost;��.reg = �2.reg; g= f �2(out);out.print("ld ("+RA.name(�2.reg)+")+"+�1.getOfs());out.println(","+RA.name(�2.reg)); g| IR.AUSEf ��.ost = 0;��.reg = RegAllo.allo(�1.getReg()); g= f g;private void r(PrintStream out)<int ost, String addr> [��.ost < ost℄: onf ��.ost = 0;��.addr = "$"+�1.value; g= f g| regf ��.ost = �1.ost;��.addr = RA.name(�1.reg); g= f �1(out); g;private void on()<int value>: IR.ICONSTf ��.value = �1.getValue(); g| IR.IADD(on,on)f ��.value = �2.value+�3.value; g;g Figure 36: Sample mather spei�ation (ontinued).The reg non-terminal mathes expressions whose values are kept in registers. It has aost attribute similar to the stmt non-terminal. In addition, it provides a reg attributewhih stores the index of the register that holds the expression result value. The optimality



178 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoexpression de�nes the same behavior as in stmt , it hooses the math with the smallest ost.The reg non-terminal delares three tree pattern rules. The �rst mathes an iadd opodegenerating an add reg,reg or add imm,reg instrution, keeping the result in the registersynthetized by reg with ost 1 . The seond rule mathes a zero valued expression. It usesa prediate expression to aept the math only if the ionst onstant value is 0 . Thisrule has ost zero and no ation, so the reg attribute is synthetized with the read-only zerovalued register. The third rule is a hain rule, it means that mathes for disp non-terminalwill apply similarly for the reg non-terminal.The disp non-terminal ats like the reg non-terminal, however, it deals with refereneexpressions. The �rst rule mathes an expression that reads a referene �eld. The resultvalue is kept in the register provided by a reg expression, the ost is inreased by 2 and itoutputs an ld instrution. The seond rule mathes a referene register use. It has no ostand an empty ation funtion. The synthetized attribute reg is determined by the registeralloator.The r non-terminal mathes a onstant or register expression. It omputes the ostin the usual way, and has an assembly String attribute with the result operand. The �rstrule is a hain rule that mathes onstant expressions. It synthetizes the onstant with animmediate syntax $ . The seond rule is also a hain rule that mathes register expressions.The addr attribute is synthetized with the register name.The on non-terminal mathes integer onstant expressions. There is no need for aost attribute sine there is no runtime ost for onstant expressions. The only attributesynthetized by the on non-terminal is value , whih holds the onstant value of the ex-pression. The �rst rule mathes the ionst opode whih provides a onstant value. Theseond rule performs onstant folding for the iadd opode, by omputing the onstant resultof an expression at ompile time.publi lass Main fpubli stati void main(String[℄ args) fIR.snode stmt = /* ... snip ... */;Sample mather = new Sample(stmt);System.out.println("ost = "+mather.stmt.ost);mather.stmt(System.out);gg Figure 37: Sample mather usage.The sample mather, shown in Figures 35 and 36, provides a broader idea of basimather spei�ation. The usage of the mather is very simple: The user must instantiate amather passing as argument the IR tree to be proessed. After onstrution, the matherwill have performed tree pattern mathing and dynami programming on stmt . The at-tributes and ation funtions for eah aessible non-terminal beome available for usage.A sample usage an be seen on Figure 37.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 179B.2 ImplementationThe mather generated from the Sample spei�ation is implemented by the lass Sample .An instane of lass Sample is assoiated to eah IR node in the IR tree, it stores attributesand best mathes. For eah non-terminal, two �elds are added to the mather lass: thenon-terminal rule index and a non-terminal attribute lass referene. The non-terminalattribute lass is an inner lass that delares the attributes as �elds and the optimalityexpression as a method. Figure 38 shows the delaration of those �elds and inner lassesfor non-terminals stmt and reg .private byte stmt$id;publi stmt stmt;publi stati final lass stmt fpubli int ost;private boolean better$(final stmt $$) freturn $$.ost < ost;ggprivate byte reg$id;private reg reg;private stati final lass reg fpubli int ost;publi int reg;private boolean better$(final reg $$) freturn $$.ost < ost;gg Figure 38: Strutures generated for the reg rule.Additional information is generated on the mather lass. The dynami programmingalgorithm is implemented on the onstrutor of the lass. Extra instane �elds are generatedin the lass to implement a mirror of the IR tree. Figure 39 shows the �elds and onstrutorsgenerated for lass Sample . Field node$ points to the IR opode that the urrent nodemirrors. Fields left$ , middle$ and right$ are used to store the mirrors for the hildrenof the IR opode, aording to its arity. Two onstrutors are generated, the publi oneis used by users to instantiate a mather and the private one implements the bottom-upmathing reursively.Bottom up mathing is ahieved by �rst swithing on the opodes that appear on the



180 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujo
private final TreeNode node$;private Sample left$, middle$, right$;publi Sample(TreeNode node$) fthis(null, node$);gprivate Sample(TreeNode root$, TreeNode node$) fthis.node$ = node$;swith (node$.op()) fase IR.I2B: ffinal IR.i2b $1 = (IR.i2b)node$;left$ = new Sample(root$, $1.left());tree$4(root$, $1);break;gase IR.IADD: ffinal IR.iadd $1 = (IR.iadd)node$;left$ = new Sample(root$, $1.left());right$ = new Sample(root$, $1.right());tree$1(root$, $1);tree$2(root$, $1);break;g/* .. snip ...*/default:if (node$.hasNext())root$ = node$;swith (node$.arity()) fase 0: break;ase 1: left$ = new Sample(root$, node$.left()); break;ase 2: left$ = new Sample(root$, node$.left());right$ = new Sample(root$, node$.right()); break;ase 3: left$ = new Sample(root$, node$.left());middle$ = new Sample(root$, node$.middle());right$ = new Sample(root$, node$.right()); break;default: throw new Error("Illegal arity");ggg Figure 39: Mather variables and onstrutors.



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 181root of tree patterns. One the opode has been identi�ed, a mather node is reated foreah of its hildren by invoking the onstrutor reursively. After that, eah tree pattern istested and possibly replaed by alling tree$ methods.The ation funtion is implemented by testing the rule index of a partiular non-terminalfor the urrent mather node. If the rule index is 0 then there was no math and an Error isthrown. Otherwise the assoiated ation ode is exeuted, if provided by the user. Figure 40shows the ation funtion implementation generated for the non-terminal reg of the Samplemather.private final void reg(PrintStream out) ffinal Sample $$ = this;swith (reg$id) fase 0: throw new Error("No math");ase 1: ffinal IR.iadd $1 = (IR.iadd)$$.node$;final Sample $2 = $$.left$;final Sample $3 = $$.right$;$2.reg(out);$3.r(out);out.println("add "+$3.r.addr+","+RA.name($2.reg.reg));break;gase 2: ffinal IR.i2b $1 = (IR.i2b)$$.node$;final IR.iload $2 = (IR.iload)$$.left$.node$;final Sample $3 = $$.left$.left$;$3.disp(out);out.print("ld ("+RA.name($3.disp.reg)+")+"+$2.getOfs());out.println(","+RA.name($3.disp.reg));out.println("sx "+RA.name($3.disp.reg));break;gase 3: ffinal IR.ionst $1 = (IR.ionst)$$.node$;break;gase 4: ffinal Sample $1 = $$;$1.disp(out);break;gdefault: throw new Error("Unimplemented rule");gg Figure 40: Ation method generated for the reg rule.Figure 41 shows some of the tree$ funtions generated for the Sample mather. Therule math is omputed by �rst heking if there is a pattern math. Then, for eah rule



182 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujothat delares that pattern as the right hand side, the prediate expression is heked fora semanti test. If the semanti test passes, the synthetized funtion is used to synthetizethe attributes of the non-terminal. At last, the optimality funtion for that non-terminalis used to ompare the new math with the best math so far. If no best math results isfound, the new math is aepted automatially.private final void tree$0(TreeNode root$, IR.ionst $1) ffinal on $$ = new on();$$.value = $1.getValue();if (on$id == 0) fon = $$; on$id = 1; on$losure(root$);gif ($1.getValue() == 0) ffinal reg $$ = new reg();$$.ost = 0;$$.reg = RA.zero();if (reg$id == 0 || reg.better$($$)) freg = $$; reg$id = 3; reg$losure(root$);gggprivate final void tree$1(TreeNode root$, IR.iadd $1) fif (left$.reg$id != 0 && right$.r$id != 0) ffinal Sample $2 = left$;final Sample $3 = right$;final reg $$ = new reg();$$.ost = 1+$2.reg.ost+$3.r.ost;$$.reg = $2.reg.reg;if (reg$id == 0 || reg.better$($$)) freg = $$; reg$id = 1; reg$losure(root$);gggprivate final void tree$4(TreeNode root$, IR.i2b $1) fif (left$.node$.op() == IR.ILOAD&& left$.left$.disp$id != 0) ffinal IR.iload $2 = (IR.iload)left$.node$;final Sample $3 = left$.left$;final reg $$ = new reg();$$.ost = 3+$3.disp.ost;if (reg$id == 0 || reg.better$($$)) freg = $$; reg$id = 2; reg$losure(root$);ggg Figure 41: Tree mathing methods.The funtion tree$0 omputes the math for pattern IR.ICONST . This pattern appears



Context-Based JIT: The D&I of a Distributed JVM 183in a rule of non-terminal on and a rule of non-terminal reg . Sine this pattern is omposedof a single root terminal | and has no hildren | the syntati math has already beenompletely omputed. In a �rst moment, the rule of non-terminal on is handled. Its valueattribute is omputed in a temporary register and, sine on does not de�ne an optimalityexpression, the math is only registered if it is the �rst ourred (on$id = 0). Sine onis the right hand side of hain rules, upon a math we must hek the math on the letfhand side of eah of those hain rules. This is done by alling method on$losure . Next,the same ours when the rule of non-terminal reg is handled. The assoiated prediateexpression is heked, and the math ours only if the onstant value is 0 . The attributesof reg are synthetized and the rule is aepted if no math has been aepted so far, or ifit is better than the urrent best math. The hain rules that have reg as right hand sideare heked by alling method reg$losure .private final void on$losure(final TreeNode root$) ffinal Sample $1 = this;final r $$ = new r();$$.ost = 0;$$.addr = "$"+$1.on.value;if (r$id == 0 || r.better$($$)) fr = $$; r$id = 1;ggprivate final void disp$losure(final TreeNode root$) ffinal Sample $1 = this;final reg $$ = new reg();$$.ost = $1.disp.ost;$$.reg = $1.disp.reg;if (reg$id == 0 || reg.better$($$)) freg = $$; reg$id = 4; reg$losure(root$);ggprivate final void reg$losure(final TreeNode root$) ffinal Sample $1 = this;final r $$ = new r();$$.ost = $1.reg.ost;$$.addr = RA.name($1.reg.reg);if (r$id == 0 || r.better$($$)) fr = $$; r$id = 2;gg Figure 42: Closure methods for hain rules.For the patterns IR.IADD(reg,r) and IR.I2B(IR.ILOAD(disp)), similar ode is gen-erated to hek mathes on methods tree$1 and tree$4 respetively. However, sine thosepatterns are a bit more than just hildless terminals, the ode is generated enlosed by a



184 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujosyntati test expression. The syntati test expression heks if the non-root terminals ofthe pattern our in the IR tree and if there is a math in eah IR subtree assoiated toevery non-terminal.For eah non-terminal that appears in the right hand side of a hain rule, a losuremethod is generated. Figure 42 shows the implementation of losure methods for non-terminals r , disp and reg . Those methods are implemented just like tree mathingmethods. Chain rules may inlude yles in the grammar, whih are implemented by re-ursive alls of losure methods. To avoid in�nite looping during tree mathing, the ost(or whatever metri used to ahieve optimality) must inrease when applying a diret orindiret reursive hain rule.B.3 Ring ExtensionsThis setion desribes the extensions to the bare tree rewriting tool desribed above. Theseextensions were designed to redue the developing time of large omplex mathers.B.3.1 Default RulesDefault rules are rules that math only if no other rule mathes. Although they are notonsidered to be a math by the rules that use the assoiated non-terminal, default rulesprovide a mehanism to synthetize and write ations when no math takes plae.publi void stmt(PrintStream out) throws NoMathExeption<int ost> [��.ost < ost℄: IR.ISTORE(disp,reg)/* ... snip ... */| defaultf ��.ost = Integer.MAX VALUE; g= f throw new NoMathExeption(�1.toString()); g;publi lass NoMathExeption extends Exeption fpubli NoMathExeption() f gpubli NoMathExeption(String message) fsuper(message);gg Figure 43: Default rule syntax.Figure 43 shows a default rule added to non-terminal stmt of mather Sample . Thisdefault rule was delared to throw a NoMathExeption (instead of internal Error) whenthere is no math.
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private Sample(TreeNode root$, TreeNode node$) fthis.node$ = node$;/* ... snip ... */if (stmt$id == 0) ffinal stmt $$ = new stmt();final TreeNode $1 = node$;$$.ost = Integer.MAX VALUE;stmt = $$;ggpubli final void stmt(PrintStream out) throws NoMathExeption ffinal Sample $$ = this;swith (stmt$id) fase 0: ffinal TreeNode $1 = $$.node$;if (true) fthrow new NoMathExeption($1.toString());gbreak;g/* ... snip ... */g Figure 44: Default rule implementation.



186 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoThe implementation of default rules is very simple. In the mather onstrutor, beforereturning, we hek the rule indies for all non-terminals that delare a default rule. Forthose whose index is 0 , we apply the default rule. In the ation funtion, the ode delaredfor default rules is emitted for the  ase value 0 . That an be seen on Figure 44.B.3.2 Non-Terminal TemplatesNon-terminal templates are useful to delare multiple similar non-terminals with the samerules. Instead of writing a delaration for eah of many similar non-terminals, the userwrites the template delaration and instantiates it by using it with a de�ned parameter.publi stati final int ridGR0 = 16, ridGR1 = 17;publi void stmt(PrintStream out)<int ost> [��.ost < ost℄/* ... snip ... */| IR.IDEFINE(reg<GR0>) f ��.ost = �2.ost; g= f �2(out, ridGR0); g| IR.IDEFINE(reg<GR1>) f ��.ost = �2.ost; g= f �2(out, ridGR1); g;private void reg<RID>(PrintStream out, int rid)<int ost> [��.ost < ost℄: IR.IADD(reg<RID>,r) f ��.ost = 1+�2.ost+�3.ost; g= f �2(out, reg); �3(out);out.println("add "+�3.addr+","+RA.name(rid)); g/* ... snip ... */; Figure 45: Rule template syntax.Figure 45 shows a template, reg<RID> , whih is instantiated as reg<GR0> and reg<GR1>on stmt non-terminal. That way, instead of having a math for generi registers, appropriatefor RISC mahines, you an make the mathing for eah register separately, what saves timewhen desribing CISC mathers.The implementation of non-terminal templates is straightforward. It is done by substi-tuting non-terminal templates by multiple speialized non-terminals in the grammar. Foreah di�erent ombination of template parameters in a non-terminal template, an assoi-ated non-terminal is delared to implement that template instane. In the delaration ofthis new non-terminal, its atual template parameters are replaed on subsequent templateuses on the right hand side of its rules. This may produe new template instanes whihare proessed the same way. One all non-terminal template uses are replaed by newnon-terminals, they an be removed from the spei�ation. The result grammar is show inFigure 46.
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publi void stmt(PrintStream out)<int ost> [��.ost < ost℄/* ... snip ... */| IR.IDEFINE(reg GR0 ) f ��.ost = �2.ost; g= f �2(out, ridGR0); g| IR.IDEFINE(reg GR1 ) f ��.ost = �2.ost; g= f �2(out, ridGR1); g;private void reg GR0 (PrintStream out, int rid)<int ost> [��.ost < ost℄: IR.IADD(reg GR0 ,r) f ��.ost = 1+�2.ost+�3.ost; g= f �2(out, reg); �3(out);out.println("add "+�3.addr+","+RA.name(rid)); g/* ... snip ... */;private void reg GR1 (PrintStream out, int rid)<int ost> [��.ost < ost℄: IR.IADD(reg GR1 ,r) f ��.ost = 1+�2.ost+�3.ost; g= f �2(out, reg); �3(out);out.println("add "+�3.addr+","+RA.name(rid)); g/* ... snip ... */; Figure 46: Rule template implementation.



188 R. Ferreira and G. Ara�ujoB.3.3 Non-Terminal InliningNon-terminal inlining allows the user to delare a non-terminal that omprises a set ofsubpatterns to be used by other non-terminals. This saves times when writing patternshaving subpatterns. The speial non-terminal, marked with an \abstrat" modi�er, will notbe onsidered by the mather as a point of best math hoie. For this reason, \abstrat"non-terminals annot delare optimality expressions. This \abstrat" non-terminal featureprovides the same behavior as if the right hand side of the rules were \inlined" in the patternsthat use the \abstrat" non-terminal. That is why it is alled non-terminal inlining.publi void stmt(PrintStream out)<int ost> [��.ost < ost℄/* ... snip ... */| IR.IDEFINE(greg) f ��.ost = �2.ost; g = f �2(out); g;private abstrat void greg(PrintStream out)<int ost, int reg>: reg<GR0>f ��.ost = �1.ost; ��.reg = ridGR0; g = f �1(out, ridGR0); g| reg<GR1>f ��.ost = �1.ost; ��.reg = ridGR1; g = f �1(out, ridGR1); g; Figure 47: Non-terminal inlining syntax.Figure 47 shows the use of non-terminal inlining to reate a uni�ed generi registernon-terminal, greg , while keeping independent mathing for eah one of them. This way,instead of delaring a di�erent pattern for eah generi register template instane, the userwrites one single pattern that aptures all generi registers.Similarly to non-terminal templates, non-terminal inlining implementation is straight-forward and an be ahieved by rewriting the mather spei�ation. For eah \abstrat"non-terminal rule, a new non-terminal is delared to math only the assoiated pattern.This prevents the mather from hoosing patterns at that point, sine at most one mathwill our. Then, eah rule that uses an \abstrat" non-terminal is replaed by many similarrules, one for eah non-terminal reently assoiated to eah right hand side. This an beseen on Figure 48.Non-terminal inlining is a powerful mehanism to express many omplex patterns with-out having to write all the ombinations. \Abstrat" non-terminals reahable by themselvesare not allowed. This would require the generation of an in�nite pattern mather whih isnot urrently supported by Ring.Referenes[ADM98℄ Ole Agesen, David Detlefs, and J. Elitot B. Moss. Garbage olletion and loalvariable type-preision and liveness in Java Virtual Mahines. In Proeedings
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